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Spot and scan for quantitative TLC 
in pesticide analysis. 

Here is a new Kontes system that 
offers high resolution, quantitative 
TLC analysis at low cost. 

Our air-manifold Chromaflex~ 
Spotter* * is the heart of the system. 
It consistently makes uniformly
sized spots on all standard TLC 
plates. The Chromaflex Spotter was 
specifically conceived to enhance 
the accuracy of densitometric anal
ysis by precisely controlling the spot 
size-up to 2 ml of solvent extract 
can be spotted to a controlled diam
eter of 6mm or less with a reproduc
ibility of ±2% . The Chromaflex Spot
ter sells for $150. 

The brain of the system is the unique 
and patented Kontes Densitometer" 
which automatically scans by diffuse 

reflectance or transmittance and 
measures the density of migrated 
spots against a reference value. It 
utilizes a rugged and highly reliable 
fiber optic scanner to create outputs 
compatible with existing chart re
corders, digital readout devices, or 
other EDP hardware. The densitom
eter sells for $2250. 

In combination, our densitometer 
and spotter afford reproducible, 
quantitative analysis at a cost un
matched by other methods. The 
practicality of the Kontes system is 
documented by a bibliography of 
applications and a comprehensive 
manual. 

Our spotter and scanner's perform
ance are further enhanced by the 

addition of an optional electronic 
base line corrector, or our calculat
ing integrator unit which measures 
peak areas in four-digit readout. 

For further information contact your 
Kontes man or send for our detailed 
brochure. 
·"Determination of Reflectance of Pesticide Spots 
on Thin· Layer Ch romatograms Using Fiber Op
tics" . Morton Bercza, K. R. Hill, Karl H. Norris, 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. September 1968. U.S. 
Patent 3.562,539. Other patents pending. 

" ~"An automatic spotter for Quantitative thin 
layer and paper chromatographic analysis by opti
cal scanning." Melvin E. Gell. Journal of the 
AOAC, Volume 54, No.4, 1971. Patent Pending. 

KONTES o Vineland, N.J. 08360 

Regional Distributors: KONTES OF ILLINOIS, Evanston, Illinois _ KONTES OF CALIFORNIA, San Leandro , California 
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There's more 
to analyzing 

water 
than precision 
and accuracy. 

There's cost. Cost-per-test. 
The future potential of your laboratory 

may well be hitched to its ability to perform 
accurate, precise determinations in large 
numbers at a cost-per-test figure that will 
accommodate the rapidly expanding needs of 
pollution detection and control. 

The Technicon AutoAnalyzer II solves all 
of these problems. It is widely used in the 
water and waste water treatment fields for the 
automatic analysis of over 30 specific water 
quality parameters. 

Depending on its configuration, the 
AutoAnalyzer II can make up to three differ
ent determinations-simultaneously-in water 
at speeds of up to 60 samples per hour; with 
greater precision and accuracy than can be ob
tained using routine manual techniques. 

And consider this chart from our recently 
completed cost comparison study: 

Cost Per Test-Four Nutrients in Water 
(Ammonia, Nitrate, Nitrite, Ortho-Phosphate) 

No. of Water Commercial Technician Technician and 
Samples Per Day Laboratory Manually AutoAnalyzer 

20 $7.00 $1.48 $.90 

40 7.00 1.48 .45 

60 7.00 1.48 .30 

These cost figures are based on national 
averages. The AutoAnalyzer II comparison is 
based on being used normally-no "special" 
conditions. 

For a copy of our nutrients in water cost
per-test kit, just circle the reader service num
ber below. 

Or, perhaps you'd like to see the complete 
Technicon AutoAnalyzer II cost-per-test pres
entation. It's a 14-minute film and it's very 
revealing! Just write to Technicon Industrial 
Systems, Tarrytown, New York 10591 on your 
letterhead. Our local representative will call 
you and set up a meeting. 

q'echnicon 
Industrial Systems 
Tarrytown, New York 10591 
CIRCLE 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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CURRENT RESEARCH 

HIstory of metal pollution in the Southern California 
coastal zone 425 

K. W. Bruland, Kathe Bertine, Minoru Kolde, and E. D. 
Goldberg 

The fluxes caused by human populations of heavy metals into 
the sediments along the coast of southern California were 
determined. The contributions of the different transporting 
agencies; winds. sewer outfalls. storm runoff and river runOff. 
could not be evaluated . 

Reactivity of S02 with supported metal oxide-alumina 
sorbents 432 

R. F. Vogel, B. R. Mitchell, and F. E. Massoth 

Alumina-supported metal oxides were tested for S02 removal at 
343°C from a mixture of gases. Alkali and alkaline earth were 
superior, with copper and strontium being especially reactive. A 
kinetic treatment was developed and rates of sorption were 
calculated. 

Characterization of aerosols in California by X-ray-
Induced X-ray fluorescence analysis 436 

R. D. Giauque, L. Y. Goda, and N. E. Brown 

The elemental composition of aerosols collected on impactor 
film and filter media was determined by X·ray fluorescence. 
Diurnal patterns were found and elemental distribution was 
correlated with particle size distribution. 

Fuel gasification. Prediction of sulfur species distribution 
using free energy minimization 441 

S. J. Stinnett, D. P. Harrison, and R. W. Pike 

Thermodynamic free energy minimization was applied to fossil 
fuel gasification processes. Particular attention was given to 
sulfur compounds, so requirements for desulfurization methods 
could be defined. 

Theoretical model for relating indoor pollutant 
concentrations to those outside 

F. H. Shair and K. L. Heitner 

444 

When the time between changes in outdoor pollutant 
concentrations is long compared to indoor concentration 
changes. the indoor / outdoor levels can be related by a simple 
expression. Good agreement between theory and experiment is 
found in the case of ozone levels in buildings in smoggy 
regions . 

NOTES 

Experimental verification of the linear combination model 
for relating indoor-outdoor pollutant concentrations 452 

C. H. Hales, A. M. Rollinson, and F. H. Shair 

The model for relating indoor·outdoor pollutant levels was 
investigated by comparing model predictions with 'indoor 
pollutant concentrations as a function of time in areas of a large 
laboratory office building. 
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Petroleum-derived and indigenous hydrocarbons in 
recent sediments of Lake Zug, Switzerland 454 

Walter Giger, Martin Reinhard, Christian Schaffner, and 
Werner Stumm 

An analysis of recent sediments in Lake lug found high levels 
of fossil fuel hydrocarbons near the densely populated northern 
shore, while presumably indigenous hydrocarbons from aquatic 
organisms predominate in the middle of the lake. 

Operational limits of vibrating orifice aerosol 
generator 

J. B. Wedding and J. J. Stukel 

456 

It was found that the reported frequency range for mono
disperse aerosol generation is not applicable for all aperture 
diameters. Results are given for the frequency range for which 
monodisperse aerosols are generated with varying aperture 
sizes. 

Approximations to discrepancies between visual and 
instrument opacity readings for submicron particulate 
material 458 

C. D. Wolbach 

A mathematical formula for approximating the magnitude of 
discrepancies between instrument and visual opacity readings is 
derived. Values for these discrepancies are plotted and a 
specific case is calculated. 

Mercury-organic matter associations in estuarine 
sediments and interstitial water 

S. E. Lindberg and R. C. Harriss 

459 

Core samples from the Florida Everglades and Mobile Bay 
revealed associations between sediment mercury and sediment 
organic matter and between dissolved interstitial mercury and 
dissolved organic carbon. 

Selenium in North American paper pulps 462 

L. W. Anderson and L. Acs 

Spectrophotometric and fluorometric methods were used to 
examine 22 samples of paper pulp from different regions of the 
United States and Canada for selenium content. Concentrations 
in all samples averaged less than 0.04 ppm. 

Feasibility of automatic isokinetlc stack sampler 464 

S. H. Dworetsky 

A technique is suggested for the isokinetic sampling of 
emissions from stack sources. Two capacitance manometers 
with a common pliable element are used to compare the stack 
and probe flows . 

This issue contains no papers for which there is supplementary material in micro
form. 

Credits: 397, The White House; 399. BP photograph: 404 (cenler ) . 000; 405, 
EPA: 408, B. F. Goodrich; 409 (lelt ) . USDA; 409 (lower right ) , U.S. Forest Ser
vice; 410, Gerald M. Quinn; 423 , Allied Chemical Corp . 
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For isokinetic stack sampling ... 

RAe Staksamplr 
• 
IS 

There's no substitute for job-oriented experience. In the 
field of stationary source sampling apparatus, none have 
more experience than RAe in designing and manufactur
ing precision equipment to meet all accepted air pollution 
sampling standards, including those established by EPA. 

Complete RAC Staksamplr System 

Vertical Pitobe 
Attachment 

Combination Impinger Module 
& Carrying Case 

STACK SAMPLING SEMINARS (4th Year) 
RAC sponsors a series of 2-day technical how
to seminars on stack sampling parameters and 
procedures (EPA method). Write for descriptive 
folder. CIRCLE 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

* first unit made to EPA design (1969) 

* most units now in use (around the world) 

* most extensive in-the·field operating experience 

* broadest range of accessories for special needs 

* most imitated design of its type 

RAe's depth of expertise assures top-quality products 
that are as rugged and reliable in performance as they are 
precise in manufacture. Perhaps this is the reason why 
the RAe Staksamplr train system is the most widely 
copied design of its kind. 

::;:;======:~ 

Monorail Support 
& Guidance 

And now ... a new lightweight sample case 
for the No.1 stack sampling system 
Featuring aluminum construction, RAC's all-new sample 
collecting case is a dual-module design that includes a de
tachable, interchangeable module for the impinger sampling 
train . This design permits a series of isokinetic samples to 
be taken, in sequence, by using several impinger modules. 
Each impinger module is furnished with two snap-on alu
minum cover plates that convert it into a convenient, light
weight , protective carrying case for the glass sampling train. 

With glassware and clamps installed, the new two-module 
case weighs only 19'12 lbs. These components formerly 
weighed 391/2 lbs. The detachable impinger module alone, 
including glassware, weighs only 12 Ibs. 

The new sample case can be easily adapted to existing 
RAe Staksamplr systems to enhance their operating capa
bilities and versatility. 

Write for BULLETIN 2343-Rl for full details. 

RESEARCH APPLIANCE COMPANY 
Route 8, Gibsonia, Pa. 15044 412/443-5935 
Environmental Instruments / Laboratory Products 
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EDITORIAL 

Environmental statesmanship 
The present administration called for an environmental 
decade for the 70's; environmental watchers attest to that. 
But its recent lack of action indicates that no real cleanup 
is possible. And despite the fact that Congress legislated 
deadlines for air and water cleanup, it and the rest of us 
now simply are finding them unachieveable. 

To be sure, many arguments have surfaced on both 
sides of the cleanup necessity. A real one is that the time 
frame for cleanup was contingent with the funding 
specified in the legislation. Proponents here point out that 
with the impoundment of funds in the water case, how 
can the deadlines be achieved in the specified time? 

Much of the existing air legislation was geared for a 
clean society by mid-decade or shortly thereafter. Why a 
new push, a new start has not been made for the 
upcoming bicentennial anniversary of this nation is not 
clear. The cleanup intent becomes muddled by other 
issues, mainly the energy issue, which is tied obviously to 
economic considerations. 

As an ardent environmental cleanup watcher, we reflect 
that it took the late President Kennedy to commit this 
nation to a space program and the late President Johnson 
to call for a Great Society. Where is the present 
administration's call and what is its commitment? 

Congress did its job, or so it thinks. The administration 
did its job, or so it thinks. And the public, we submit, has 
done its job, or so it thinks. But the idealistic calls for a 
clean society, an environmental ethic that a former EPA 
administrator used to talk about seems blowing in the 
wind. 

Make no mistake. Industries in this country are taking 
cleanup steps, But everyone these days seems to be 
stalking the EPA more and more. Perhaps it's only 
reasonable considering that 56 pages of precise 
requirements in the air legislation and 88 !Jages of 
provision after provision in the water law are subject to 
different interpretations. Each of the laws has created 
mountains of paperwork and strengthened the federal 
bureaucracy even more, Stretching out the cleanup 
deadlines is simply the way the cleanup ball game is 
being played this season. 
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Sager interview 

Dear Sir: I am writing to congratu
late your office, with the absolute ap
proval of the head of this depart
ment, on your cover of the Decem
ber 1973 issue. The refreshing 
change as far as covers of this day 
and age are concerned was indeed a 
strong incentive to see inside the 
journal. Once again we were pleasant
ly surprised to read that it was a 
photograph of Dr. Martha C. Sager, 
the chairman of the Effluent Standards 
and Water Quality Information Ad
visory Committee. 

We would graciously congratu
late Dr. Sager too as there are so 
many of the mature ladies even in 
Rhodesia fulfilling key positions with 
little or no recognition. We do not 
wish in any way to usurp men's posi
tions but I am sure you will agree 
that every human being is encour
aged by a little appreciation. It was 
most satisfying to see that, in spite of 
Hollywood and the many others, the 
true value of experience and woman
hood is commended and promoted. 
Our sincere congratulations. 

Mrs. Rosaleen Kerr 
Government Analyst's Laboratory 
Salisbury, Rhodesia 

LETTERS 
Small particles 

Dear Sir: I read with great interest 
your editorial "Who's Afraid of Small 
Particles?" (ES&T, Dec. 1973, p 
1085). Your editorial is most timely 
and I concur with your statements. 

At Purdue University, I am direct
ing the Industrial Source Sampling 
Phase of an NSF-funded Research 
Project in which we are working with 
a number of industrial collaborators. 
One of the prime objectives of the 
project is to characterize the flow of 
pariiculates into the atmosphere via 
stack gas streams. Particle size dis
tribution of these particulates and 
subsequent analyses for trace met
als, particle morphology, etc., have 
been and are being carried out. At 
the present time we have some very 
interesting results from stack gas 
streams from power plants, zinc 
smelters, and the Northwest Indiana 
steel mill operation. 

Robert B. Jacko 
Purdue University 
West Lafayette, Ind . 47907 

Small particles instrumentation 

Dear Sir: The editorial (ES&T, Dec. 

1973, p 1085) indicates in two plac
es, that there is no commercial 
equipment available to measure 
small particles-"Iess than 3 mi
crons." 

Bausch & Lomb has manufactured 
and sold in the commercial and mili
tary markets for at least eight years, 
an aerosol cou nter wh ich covers the 
size range of 0.3 micrometer to 
greater than 10 micrometers . There' 
are at least four other companies 
which manufacture and sell similar 
type equipment. 

I refer to your own publication, 
(ES&T, Oct. 1967, p 801-4) showing 
test results of existing equipment or 
prototypes which resulted in com
mercially available equipment. 

Editorials can be and usually are 
useful means for stirring up the sta
tus quo. However, their impact is re
duced or nullified if the editor shows 
his ignorance of the subject by in
cluding statements which are not 
true. Your editorial did not fall on 
deaf ears in this case, but its impact 
on my current activities is probably 
nil. 

Douglas D. Doonan 
Bausch & Lomb 
Rochester, N.Y . 14625 

Monitor both methane and 
non-methane me continuously. 

. Onlyfium MSA. 
Now you can monitor CR4 and other 

hydrocarbons simultaneously and continuously in 
ambient air, down to the 0-5 ppm range, The MSA 
Model 11-2 Methane/ THC Monitor simplifies 
the job with low-maintenance design 
and maximum readout ftexibility
without chromatographic columns 
or valves. 

Connect your Model 11-2 to 
a fuel supply, a calibration gas, and a 
power source, and you're ready to go. 
Meters give you direct methane and 
non-methane readings. Or you can 
change the plug-in circuit boards in 
a minute to switch to other data
handling systems. 

Zero drift and span drift are 
less than 1 % of full scale over 24 
hours. The standard dual ranges 

are 0-5 ppm or 0-20 ppm, but you can order 
other ranges. 

Call or write MSA today for more com
plete details on real-time, single-instrument moni

toring of total hydrocarbons, THC 
less methane, or methane only. And 
ask about other MSA monitoring 
instruments for air quality, such as 
the LIRA ® analyzer for carbon 
monoxide. 

Instrument Division, Mine 
Safety Appliances Co., 400 Penn 
Center Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235 ; 
412241-5900. 

Make sure/check MSA 

16\#f;1 
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Two pic Sewage 
Plants to Use 
Calgon Carbon 

Calgon will supply 2.5 million pounds 
of Filtrasorb" 300 granular activated car
bon for use in physical! chemical sewage 
treatment plants being constructed at 
West Fitchburg, Massachusetts and Rocky 
River, Ohio. 

The 15-mgd Fitchburg plant, designed 
by the consulting firm of Camp Dresser 
& McKee, will treat wastewaters from 
two paper manufacturers and domestic 
wastes from a portion of the city, a re
gional vocational school, and in the fu
ture, the town of Westminster. 

The 10-mgd Rocky River plant was 
designed by the consulting firm of Wil
lard F. Schade and Associates and is be
ing constructed by Spohn Corporation, 
both Cleveland-based firms. It will serve 
the communities of Rocky River, Fair
view, Westlake and Bay Village and is 
designed to remove 90 percent of sus
pended solids, dissolved organics and 
phosphorus. 
Criteria for Decision 

According to Robert E. Schade, the 
(continued on page 3) 

International Water 
Conference Oct. 29-31 

The 35th annual International Water 
Conference of the Engineers' Society of 
Western Pennsylvania will be held Octo
ber 29-31 in Pittsburgh. 

Purpose of the conference, according 
to 1974 General Chairman R. G. Knight 
of Duquesne Light Company is the ad
vancement of new developments in the 
treatment, use and reuse of water for in
dustrial and engineering purposes and 
the dissemination of related information. 
R. N. Baum, marketing coordinator in 
Calgon's Water Management Division, is 
program chairman. 

Detailed information on the confer
ence is available from W. M. Porter, 
Secretary, Engineers' Society of Western 
Pennsylvania, William Penn Hotel, Pitts
burgh, Pa. 15230. 

Spring, 1974 

Calgon's new plant In Bayport assures the efficiencies of bulk blending and handling 
of cooling water treatment chemicals to large-volume users In the Gulf Coast area. 
Tank trucks deliver chemicals In bulk to plant storage tanks from which chemicals are 
directly fed Into cooling water systems. Bulk service eliminates warehousing, In-plant 
materials handling and equipment needed to prepare solutions of dry chemlcale, thus 
reducing cooling water treatment costs. 

Low Chromate Cuts 
Corrosion and Fouling 

A large Eastern organic chemical plant 
went on-stream five years ago using a 
non-chromate corrosion inhibitor in an 
effort to comply with expected regula
tions concerning chromate discharge. 
The plant has multi-metal heat exchanger 
equipment with water on both the shell 
and tube side. There are both vertical 
and horizontal coolers with exit water 
temperatures as high as 130°F. With the 
non-chromate treatment, corrosion rates 
averaged 8-10 mpy on carbon steel, and 
iron fouling of critical exchangers re
sulted in unscheduled outages. 

The Calgon representative recom
mended that a low chromate-zinc prod
uct, Calgon Hagatreat 168, be used to 
supplement the organic phosphonate 
treatment. The level of 2 ppm chromate 
recommended deviated considerably from 
historic use of chromate inhibitors. Con
stant monitoring of corrosion rates re
sulted in a decision to feed 2-3 ppm 
chromate and 30 ppm of Calgon CL-77. 

This low level of chromate presented 
no problem in the plant discharge. The 

(continued on page 4) 

Advertisement 

Cat-Floc T Is Newest 
Cationic Liquid Polymer 

Calgon broadened its line of liquid 
cationic polyelectrolytes for use in pota
ble water clarification with the introduc
tion in 1973 of Cat-Floc" T. 

Cat-Floc T is the third cationic poly
mer accepted by the Environmental 
Protection Agency for treatment of pot
able water. Others are Cat-Floc B and 
Cat-Floc, the first synthetic, cationic, or· 
ganic polyelectrolyte accepted for use in 
treatment of potable water. 

Acceptance was granted in 1967. 
Raw water characteristics and mixing 

capability at treatment plants are key 
considerations in choosing the proper 
Cat-Floc product. The following can be 
used as a general rule of thumb: 

Cat-Floc-primary coagulant in high 
solids or high turbidity waters; suf
ficient in-plant rapid mixing reo 
quired. 

Cat-Floc B-with alum in high solids 
or high turbidity waters; good mix
ing required. 

Cat-Floc T-as a primary coagulant 
or in conjunction with alum in very 
low solids or low turbidity waters. 
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Water Pollution, 
Odor Control 
Papers Available 

Magazine article reprints and pre
prints of presentations before technical 
societies on the above subjects are avail
able at no charge. Please address re
quests to Calgon Water Report, Public 
Relations Department, Calgon Corpora
tion, P. O. Box 1346, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15230. 

Water 
"Carbon Adsorption - Case Studies at 

Several Textile Plants" by M. M. Stark 
and J. L. Rizzo; Midwinter Confer
ence on Textile Wastewater and Air 
Pollution Control, January 1974. 

"Carbon Adsorption Knocks Down BOD5 
to 62 Lbs.!Day Limit"; CHEMICAL 
PROCESSING, January 1974 (reprint 
27-10) . 

"Inroads to Activated Carbon Treat
ment"; ENVIRONMENTAL SCI
ENCE & TECHNOLOGY, January 
1974 (reprint 27-11) . 

"Industrial Wastewater Treatment by 
Granular Activated Carbon" by D. G. 
Hager; AMERICAN DYESTUFF RE
PORTER, November 1973 (reprint 
27-12) . 

"Chemical Treatment for Municipal 
Wastewater" by F. E. Bernardin, Jr. 
and Robert Kusnirak; 46th Annual 
Conference of the Water Pollution 
Control Federation, October 2, 1973. 

"Experience with Granular Activated 
Carbon in Treatment of Textile Indus
try Wastewaters" by D. G. Hager, 
J. L. Rizzo and R. H. Zanitsch ; EPA 
Technology Transfer Seminar, Sep
tember 1973. 

"Granular Carbon Handles Concen
trated Waste" by V. A. Brunotts, 
R. T. Lynch and G. R. Van Stone; 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING PRO
GRESS, August 1973 (reprint 20-53). 

"Carbon Adsorption: An Approach to 
Industrial Wastewater Treatment" by 
D. J. KilImeyer;PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEER magazine, August 1973 
(reprint 27-9). 

"Carbon Towers" by F. F. Mendicino; 
60th Annual American Electroplaters 
Society Technical Conference, June 
1973. 

"Granular Activated Carbon Reactiva
tion System Design and Operating 
Conditions" by W. G. Schuliger and 
J. M. MacCrum; AIChE Detroit Meet
ing, June 1973. 

394 Environmental Science & Technology 

"Adsorption-A Unit Process for Tex
tile Wastes" by J. M. MacCrum and 
G. R. Van Stone; MODERN TEX
TILES, June 1973 (reprint 27-8). 

"Polymers Can Help" by R. A. LoSasso; 
WATER AND WASTES ENGI
NEERING, June 1973 (reprint 12-
68). 

"P-C Treatment Gets Industrial Trial"; 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY, March' 1973 (re
print 20-54). 

"Gaging and Sampling Industrial Waste
waters" by J. G. Rabosky and D. L. 
Koraido; CHEMICAL ENGINEER
ING, January 8, 1973 (reprint 9-47). 

Odor 

"Activated Carbon Methods for Con
trolling Stationary Source Air Pollu
tants" by W. D. Lovett and F T. Cun
niff; 66th Annual Meeting of the 
AIChE, November 1973. 

"New Developments in Ambient Odor 
Control by Adsorption" by R. S. Joyce, 
J. R. Lutchko, R. K. Sinha and J. E. 
Urbanic; New Yorle Academy of Sci
ences Conference on Odors: Evalua
tion, Utilization and Control, October 
1973. 

"The Use of Activated Carbon to Con
trol Gasoline Marketing Loss Emis
sions" by R. A. Fusco and R. L. Pol
torak; National Petroleum Refiners 
Association Annual Meeting, Septem
ber 1973. 

"Odor Control Methods Using Gren
ular Activated Carbon" by W. D. 
Faulkner, W. G. Schuliger and J. E. 
Urbanic; 74th National Meeting of 
the AIChE, March 1973. 

"Foundry Odor Control with Activated 
Carbon" by R. L. Poltorak; MOD
ERN CASTING, August 1973. 

Advertisement 

TOTAL WATER TREATMENT ... 
c6mplete facilities ... experienced 
personnel to solve water-related 
problems 

Presentation Outlines 
Total Water Treatment* 

Drawing from what is probably the 
world's most extensive library of cus
tomer case histories, Calgon's Water 
Management Division has prepared a 
concise, desk-top presentation that takes 
you into operating plants, inside process 
equipment, and into the laboratory to let 
you see where, why and how serious 
water-related problems begin. 

Relying heavily on color photographs, 
supporting graphics and an easy-to
follow problem-solution format, the pre
sentation illustrates and explains the 
causes, economic hazards and control of 
corrosion, scale, deposit fouling and mi
crobiological growth. 

To schedule a presentation, write W. J. 
Reese, Water Management Division, Cal
gon Corporation, P. O. Box 1346, Pitts
burgh, Pa. 15230. 
*A s~rvjc~ mark of Calgon Corporation. 

Cooling Coil Assures 
Safety in Sampling 

The ChemonitorS Sample Cooler 
is an efficient counterflow heat ex
changer designed for cooling high
temperature, high-pressure fluid 
samples, such as boiler water, 
steam, feedwater, hot chemical so
lutions, etc., for tests at atmos
pheric pressures and temperatures. 
The pressure rating on the coil is 
5000 psi at 800 0 F. Rugged, coil
within-a-shell construction provides 
trouble-free service. 

The Chemonitor Cooling Coil 
also enables users to comply with 
regulations of the Occupational 
Health and Safety Act which re
quire minimization of hazards as
sociated with processing of hot, 
flashing liquid samples. (Bulletin 
B-5-027c) 



Survey Shows 
Carbon Effective 
On Most Organics 

A study of wastewater samples from 
68 different manufacturing operations 
has shown carbon adsorption to be al
most universally applicable as a viable 
wastewater treatment method for dis
solved organics removal. The results of 
the study were announced by Donald G. 
Hager, director of marketing for Calgon 
Adsorption Systems, in a speech pre
sented at the 4th Joint Chemical Erigi
neering Conference held in Vancouver, 
British Columbia. 

222 Samples Examined 
Laboratory feasibility tests conducted 

on 222 wastewater samples included de
terminations of pH, suspended solids, 
total organic carbon (TOC) and carbon 
adsorption applicability. Selective remov
als of color and phenol were evaluated 
on 42 and 13 samples, respectively. 

Of the samples evaluated, 100 con
tained between 100 and 1000 mg/ 1 
TOC, and 86 others contained between 
1000 and 10,000 mg/1 TOe. In 72 per
cent of the samples, TOC was reduced 
85 percent or better. Color and phenol 
removals were 98 percent and 92 per
cent, respectively, in more than 90 per
cent of the samples. 

Combined Treatments Required 
Hager said, "In view of the generally 

high levels of TOC in the untreated 
wastewater, it is likely that a combina
tion of treatment processes will be re
quired to meet high TOC reduction ob
jectives at the lowest possible cost. The 
high selectivity of granular carbon for 
color and phenol suggests the likelihood 
of using adsorption as a pretreatment to 
biological systems to remove toxic and 
refractive substances. Treatment of in
dustrial wastewaters for selective removal 
of specific substances prior to discharge 
to municipal systems appears to be tech
nically and economically opportune." he 
said. 

Samples used in the survey were cate
gorized by Standard Industrial Classifi
cation (SIC) and included wastewater 
effluents .from food, paper, chemical, 
textile, plastic, rubber, pharmaceutical, 
petroleum, and metals industries. 

The paper, "Industrial Wastewater 
Treatment by Granular Activated Car
bon," is available in preprint form. 

Calgon Water Report 3 

The last of eight carbon- columns is lowered into place at the physical/chemical treat
ment plant being constructed at Rocky River, Ohio. Each column will contain 92,500 
pounds of Filtrasorb granular activated carbon. 

PIC Sewage Plants to Use Filtrasorb 
(continued from page 1) 

decision to employ physicaI/ chemical 
treatment at Rocky River was based on 
the following : 

The system could be placed within the 
available space eliminating the need 
to condemn adjacent residential prop
erty which would have been required 
to accommodate an activated sludge 
system. 
The entire secondary system could be 
completely housed and would be more 
aesthetically acceptable in terms of 
building design and absence of odors. 
Construction costs were less than the 
cost of an activated sludge plant. 
Estimated operating costs were only 
slightly higher than the cost of bio
logical treatment but at a higher efflu
ent quality. 

Sy~tem Advantage 
A unique advantage of the system i. 

that although the sewage wiJI contain ap
proximately 4.5 tons of suspended solids, 
3.7 tons of biochemical oxygen demand
ing materials (BOD), 6.5 tons of chemi
cal oxygen demanding materials (COD), 
and 500 pounds of phosphorus daily, no 
secondary sludge will be produced. This 
wiJI eliminate the need for secondary 
sludge handling equipment and treatment 
chemicals and wiJI reduce annual operat
ing costs by about $30,000 based on 
10 mgd. 

The carbon system will consist of eight 
columns, each containing approximately 
92,500 pounds of Calgon's Filtrasorb 300 
carbon, a carbon handling system and a 

Advertisement 

500 pounds per hour reactivation fur
nace. The furnace will be equipped with 
both an afterburner and scrubber to elim
inate discharge of volatilized organics 
and particulates 

West Fitchburg Plant 
At West Fitchburg, BOD and COD 

will be reduced by 90 to 95 percent, in
suring compliance with discharge regu
lations which specify that dissolved oxy
gen be maintained at not less than 5 
mg/I during at least 16 hours of any 
24-hour period, nor less than 3 mg/1 at 
any time. 

The carbon portion of the physicaI/ 
chemical treatment system consists of 12 
downflow columns, each containing 
150,000 pounds of granular carbon 
(8x30 U.S. Standard Sieve size). Ten 
columns will operate in parallel at a flow 
rate of 1000 gallons per minute each, 
while the carbon in the remaining two 
columns is being backwashed and re
activated. Carbon will be reactivated on
site in a six-hearth furnace with a daily 
capacity of 28,000 pounds. The furnace 
wiJI be equipped with a scrubber to re
move particulates from the exhaust. 

According to Camp Dresser & McKee 
Vice President Dr. Richard L. Wood
ward, pilot studies demonstrated that 
physicaI/ chemical treatment will produce 
a better quality effluent than activated 
sludge primarily because of more effec
tive removal of BOD, COD and color. 
Also, the plant will be less prone to up
sets caused by variable industrial opera
tions, Woodward said. 
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Silt Control Treatment Cools Heat Exchanger 
Successful use of Calgon CL-65 Silt 

Control Treatment, a high molecular 
weight, polymer-based liquid, is dramati
cally illustrated in the above graph which 
is an actual plot of heat exchanger water 
outlet temperatures measured over a 25-
month period at a major Gulf Coast re
finery. Initially, temperatures ranged be
tween 135° F and 120° F . Mechanical 

Water Treatment 
Papers and Articles 

Magazine article reprints and pre
prints of presentations before technical 
societies on the above subject are avail
able at no charge. Please address re
quests to Calgon Water Report, Public 
Relations Department, Calgon Corpora
tion. P. O. Box 1346, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15230. 
"A Comparative Study of Chelating 

Agents : Their Ability to Prevent De
posits in Industrial Boilers" by J. L. 
Walker and J . R. Stephens; INTER
NATIONAL WATER CONFER
ENCE of ENGINEERS' SOCIETY 
of WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, 
October 31, 1973 (reprint 10-69). 

"Municipal Water Treatment with Poly
electrolytes" by J. P. Kleber; PUB
LIC WORKS, October 1973 (reprint 
12-73). 

"Predicting Chelate Performance in Boil
ers" by J . R. Stephens and Jerry Walk
er; INDUSTRIAL WATER ENGI
NEERING, July! August 1973 (re
print 10-68). 

"Identify and Control Microbiological 
Organisms in Cooling Water Systems" 
by A. L. Smith and R. A. Muia; 
POWER magazine, July 1973 (reprint 
9-49) . 

"Detection and Measurement of Micro
organics in Drinking Water" by A. E. 
Sylvia; JOURNAL OF THE NEW 
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cleaning (1) proved to be relatively in
effective, and temperatures climbed to 
140° F in less than two Inonths. Acid 
cleaning (2) reduced temperatures dras
tically, but before the system was shut 
down less than one month later (3), tem
peratures had climbed back to 135° F. 
Following startup (4), outlet tempera
tures rose steadily for the next seven 

Calgon Can Assist 
In Fuel Cost Review 

With fuel shortages growing and 
costs rising, ways to reduce the 
consumption of fuel used for 
steam generation should be re
viewed. 

Calgon's Hall Laboratories has 
updated its nomographs which 
make possible the calculation of 
the cost of fuel savings resulting 
from reducing boiler blowdown 
and installing a flash tank. 

H you are interested in review
ing your own situation, please call 
your nearest Calgon representative. 

ENGLAND WATER WORKS AS
SOCIATION, June 1973 (reprint 20-
56). 

"The Weirs Water Treatment Plant, La
conia Water Works, Laconia, New 
Hampshire" by R. A. Morin; JOUR
NAL OF THE NEW ENGLAND 
WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION, 
June 1973 (reprint 20-57). 

"Colloid Destabilization with Cationic 
Polyelectrolytes as Affected by Veloc
ity Gradients" by J. J . Morrow and 
E. G . Rausch; AWWA National Con
ference, May 1973. 

"Industrial Water Pretreatment" by F. 
H. Seels; CHEMICAL ENGINEER
ING, February 26, 1973 (reprint 9-
48). 

CIRCLE 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Advertisement 

months, again averaging about 135° F. 
At this point (5). treatment of the cool
ing water with CL-65 was initiated, and 
temperatures dropped to the 100° F 
range. In the year that followed, tem
peratures remained below 110° F. Num
bers 6, 7 and 8 are points of plant shut
downs and startups for routine mainte
nance activities. 

Cooling Water 'Bugs' 
Are Topic of Paper 

Identification and control of micro
organisms in cooling water systems is 
the subject of a comprehensive paper 
by A. L. Smith and R. A. Muia of Cal
gon's research and development group. 
The paper was published by POWER 
magazine and is now available from Cal
gon. Please request reprint 9-49. 

Low Chromate Cuts 
Corrosion and Fouling 

(continued from page 1) 

treatment has been used for better than 
3 years, and the results have been out
standing. 

Corrosion rates are now consistently 
below 0.4 mpy on mild steel and less 
than 0.1 mpy on admiralty coupons. 
There has been no evidence of localized 
pitting on any coupons since addition of 
the chromate-zinc inhibitor. Iron fouling 
is no longer a problem, and unscheduled 
outages have ceased. 

SUBSIDIARY OF MERCK & CO" INC. 

PITTSBURGH. PA. 15230 



WASHINGTON 

The achievement of clean air in the 
U.S. could suffer as much as a 13-
year setback if the administration 's 
proposed changes in the Clean Air 
Act are enacted . As sent to Congress 
by EPA Administrator Russell Train, 
the proposals would delay the imple
mentation of automobile antipollution 
standards for two years, or until 
1977. In addition, they would post
pone for up to 10 years clean air 
deadlines for some cities. The pack
age also authorizes the EPA to order 
electric utilities to shift from oil- to 
coal-burning furnaces. Train told 
newsmen the retreat is necessary to 
"balance" the nation's environment 
and energy needs. He made it clear, 
however, that he was not happy with 
all the proposals. 

The administration apparently sees 
the U.S. importing great amounts of 
oil by 1980 after all-despite Project 
I ndependence . Richard Fairbanks, 
the President's special assistant for 
domestic affairs, told an ES& T editor 

Administration 's Fairbanks 

at the National Conference on Coast
al Zone Management in Charleston , 
S.C. , that rather than independence , 
as such , the administration seeks to 
build a new position of strength from 
which a new import relationship with 
oil-producing nations could be 
formed . He said the development of 
our full energy potential-through 
offshore drilling , the Alaskan pipe
line, coal and shale development
would mean that future oil embar
goes by foreign producers would not 
impose as serious a threat as the re
cent embargo . 

CURRENTS 

The Tennessee Valley Authority is 
continuing its campaign for tall 
stacks instead of chemical scrubbers 
in dealing with S02 emissions. TVA 
chairman A. J. Wagner has released 
a report claiming the tall stacks are 
"superior." He said "this country's 
knowledge of scrubbers has not yet 
progressed to the point where TVA 
can have any degree of assurance 
that it is not buying a billion-dollar 
pig in a poke. " He claims the tall 
stacks and other equipment would 
cost about $100 million to install and 
about $17 million annually to operate 
compared to a billion dollars to install 
and about $225 million annually to 
operate for the scrubbers. The TVA 
would need U.S., EPA, and state per
mission to scrap scrubber technolo
gy. 

The first-ever grants to assist states 
in developing coastal zone manage
ment programs have gone to Rhode 
Island, Maine, and Oregon. Almost 
$635,000 was awarded by the Na
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration under the Coastal Zone 
Management Act of 1972, The 
money is to encourage effective 
management, beneficial use, protec
tion, and development along the na
tion's sea coast and Great Lakes 
shores. About $155 ,000 went to 
Rhode Island, $230,000 to Maine, 
and $250,000 to Oregon. The in
dividual states are contributing a 
matching share of the coastal zone 
management funds, which by law 
must amount to one third of the total 
program cost. Although the law was 
passed two years ago, the program 
was not funded until recently. 

The Office of Technology Assess
ment has launched a major study on 
home units for generating solar ener
gy electricity. Sen. Edward Kennedy 
(D-Mass.) who chairs the Technolo
gy Assessment Board, said in an an
nouncement of the study that solar 
power promises homeowners 
throughout the nation the electricity 
they need for appliances, heating , 
and cooling. He added that the units 
probably would even allow people to 
recharge their electric cars at night 
for use the next day. Advocates feel 
that solar on-site generation of elec
tricity could be a reality in the 1980s. 
The study will look at the technical 
factors, costs, and the impact on en
ergy supplies, the environment, 
transportation, and housing patterns. 

The Public Interest Campaign (PIC, 
Washington, D.C.) is suing the Na
tional Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
and its Committee on Motor Vehicle 
Emissions (CMVE) . PIC alleges that 
its suit stems from frustrated efforts 
to obtain information on CMVE's ac
tivities. PI C charges violation of the 
Freedom of Information and Federal 
Advisory Committee Acts which re
quire that meetings be open, and 
that papers, agendas, drafts, and like 
documents be open to public inspec
tion and reproduction. The NASi 
CMVE maintained that access to 
NAS archives "by scholars" is not 
permitted until after 50 years from 
the date of the requested material. 

STATES 

Illinois' environmental protection pro
gram for fiscal 1975 was outlined re
cently by its governor, Dan Walker. 
Some goals and objectives of the 
program include the establishment 
and implementation of a new waste
water discharge permit system that 
will put industries on a schedule to 
comply with clean water standards in 
time to meet federal deadlines in 
1977 and 1983; development of 
guidelines to reduce the cost of pre
paring environmental impact state
ments for projects using public 
funds ; and conducting a systematic 
search for unknown public water 
supplies. Simultaneously, the gover
nor announced his fiscal '75 budget 
requests , with emphasis on energy 
needs. 

Oregon has created a citizen's task 
force on subsurface sewage, chaired 
by state senator Mike Thorne. The 
purpose of the task force is to review 
and monitor the Department of Envi
ronmental Quality's new subsurface 
rules and regulations; seek accept
able alternatives to their application; 
recommend appropriate variances 
due to regional climate, soil , and 
groundwater differences; and. 
suggest new ru les or other changes 
for future revisions. Members of the 
group hold varied professions-pro
fessor, county commissioner, city 
manager, and lawyer . One of the first 
undertakings of the group will be the 
study of the septic tank regulation. 

As many as 8 miilion Mississippi 
chickens will be destroyed as a re
sult of dieldrin contamination. The 
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We've got a new 
Combustion Control System that 

saves fuel by policing 
CO as well as O2-

Intertech designed it to extract every 
possible BTU out of today's scarce 
fuel supplies. And it does this so well 
that the system can readily save its 
own purchase price. 

The monitoring of carbon mon
oxide in flue gas, as well as excess 
oxygen, provides much more sophis
ticated control of air/fuel ratios than 
possible before. 

First, you eliminate the deviations 
from optimum air/fuel ratio inherent 
in control systems based on O2 only. 
Second, where you're using high
sulfur fuels, corrosion from sulfur 
trioxide can be minimized through 
better control of excess O2 • The Inter-

tech System, in fact, consistently and 
precisely balances combustion of fuel 
at the optimum point. That is, the 
lowest level of excess O2 in flue gas 
that does not produce any measure
able amount of CO. 

Two very advanced Intertech an
alyzing instruments form the heart of 
the system: 

Uras 2T for CO. A highly stable, 
sensitive and accurate solid-state in
frared gas analyzer. 

Magnos ST for O2 • Makes use of 
the paramagnetic behavior of oxygen. 
Rugged. Accurate. Solid-state. 

But the added Intertech ingredient 
is Total System Capability. We fur-
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nish all necessary compatible compo
nents-analyzers, probes, filters, ad
sorbers, indicators, controllers, etc. 
To this, we add the know-how to de
sign it all into an automatic, virtually 
maintenance-free system, "tailor
made" to your facility. 

Write or call for a paper describing 
recent combustion tests with the In
tertech System. Intertech, Dept. C.C., 
19 Roszel Road, Princeton, New Jer
sey 08540. Phone: (609) 452-8600. 

IMTERTECH~ 
A Subsidiary of Ethyl Corporation/Instrument Division 



Dieldrin contaminates chickens 

chemical, used in some batches of 
food crops, was detected in the broil
ers at levels beyond 0.3 ppm, the 
maximal level set by the Govern
ment. The decision to kill came after 
major poultry producers pleaded with 
EPA officials to raise the danger level 
of dieldrin, known to cause cancer in 
laboratory animals and suspected to 
be carcinogenic to man. Prospective 
losses can be millions of dollars, rep
resenting about 7% of the total num
ber of chickens in production in the 
U.S. It is hoped by Mississippi offi
Cials that Congress will approve in
demnities that could average about 
$1 per chicken destroyed. 

Air quality in the vicinity of five Indi
ana coal-fired power plants will be 
investigated by a team from Purdue 
University, under sponsorship of six 
electric utilities and the state 's de
partment of commerce. A sampling 
system consisting of four mobile 
monitoring stations will be located in 
a fixed pattern, systematically rotat
ing around each of the five power 
stations. The monitors will be moved 
on a weekly basis from one station to 
the next for a period of one year. 
Ambient S02, suspended particles, 
wind speed and direction, and verti
cal atmospheric temperature profile 
will be measured. The overall study 
will encompass 2% years, and will 
cost $273,184. 

An activated sludge system is going 
to be used in New Orleans (La.) in 
its Sewerage and Water Board's $26 
million East Bank treatment plant ex
pansion. The system OASES (Air 

CURRENTS 

Products and Chemicals, Inc.) will 
use high-purity oxygen, generated 
on-site from two 70 tons/day cryo
genic oxygen generators to sustain 
and enhance the microbiological life 
needed to increase the capacity for 
secondary wastewater treatment. 
The present plant operates as a pri
mary treatment facility for the city. 
The expansion, targeted for start-up in 
June 1976, will allow a high level of 
secondary treatment at flows up to 
122-mgd, with 85% reduction in 
BODs and suspended solids. 

Carson City's (Nev,) sewage sludge 
will be disposed by incineration in
stead of digestion. The changeover 
will involve the installation of a multi
ple hearth sludge incinerator, centri
fuge, sludge thickener, chemical 
feed and ash slurry equipment, and 
modification of the two digesters at 
the existing sewage treatment plant. 
The $0.5 million project, awarded to 
Nichols Engineering & Research 
Corp., will increase the capacity of 
the secondary treatment facility from 
1.50 to 3.75-mgd by mid 1974. The 
new system will b'e able to process 
up to 400 Ib/hr of dry solids (1600 Ib 
of wet cake) and will comply with 
Nevada's air pollution code by vent
ing fumes from the thickener to the 
incinerator to be burned. 

MONITORING 

Direct measurement of lead, copper, 
cadmium, and other heavy metals in 
air, water, petrochemicals, and many 
aqueous solutions, without sample 
pretreatment or preparation, has 
been developed by Environmental 
Sciences Association (ESA). Certain 
other metals and halides can be eas
ily determined after normal prepara
tive chemistry. Lead , cadmium, and 
copper can be read out digitally; oth
ers on an analog strip recorder, in 20 
sec to 3 min. The instrument is non
destructive, will function on micro 
samples, and has an inherent accu
racy of ±2% at the 10-ng level, ac
cording to ESA. 

Accurate synoptic measurement and 
mapping of heated effluents can be 
accomplished by airborne infrared 
scanning, according to Daedalus En
terprises, Inc. (Ann Arbor, Mich.). 
From infrared scanning and digital 
data processing, a map, dramatically 
revealing thermal distribution and 

flow patterns for a cooling pond was 
made by Daedalus for Common
wealth Edison and for Sargent & 
Lundy Engineers, both of Chicago. 
The same technique works to mea
sure thermal discharges or seepages 
into rivers and lakes. Data can be 
displayed as easily read color mo
saics and isothermal contour maps 
for engineering purposes. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Wastewater treatment by an opti
mized system package for jet aera
tion will cost a fraction of pure oxy
gen system's price and use 25% less 
power in a scheme developed by the 
Penberthy Division of Houdaille I n
dustries, Inc. Deep-submerged jets , 
in clusters or along manifolds, en
train compressed air and waste li
quor in homogeneous mixtures , and 
shoot them back into the treatment 
tank's depths. This technique pro
vides necessary motive mixing force 
and oxygenation. High transfer veloc
ity at nozzle discharge and low-pres
sure shearing between fine bubbles 
and mixed liquor provide high oxygen 
transfer efficiency. The system is 
more economical to install than a 
pure oxygen system, according to 
Penberthy. 

Granular activated carbon could con
trol many industrial odors, and at the 
same time save 75-97% of energy, 
according to Calgon Corp. In a paint 
bake oven, for example, concentrat
ing odor-causing chemicals on acti
vated carbon and then incinerating 
everything can offer up to 97% ener
gy use reduction. In plastics, styrene 
vapor can be adsorbed on activated 
carbon, and then desorbed with 95% 
styrene recovery. Food processing , 
carpet dyeing, foundry operations, 
sewage treatment, and rendering 

Controlling odor. with carbon 

Pipe or hose 

Ventsorb 

Ventsorb is a trademark of Caigon Corp, 
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may all benefit pollution- and energy
wise. In many cases. the activated 
carbon is regenerable . 

Providing raw 011 shale feed to a re
torting facility initially will probably be 
underground room-and-pillar mining. 
The mine would be large enough to 
allow high-capacity open-pit-type 
equipment underground. T. Kauppila 
and E. Carnahan of the Cleveland
Cliffs Iron Co. (Rifle. Colo.) told the 
American Chemical Society (ACS) . 
About 150.000 tpd will be required to 
supply a 100.000 bbl/ day retort sys
tem . double the productive rate of 
any underground mine in the world 
today. Spent shale will be transport
ed and compacted in proper surface 
disposal areas. and as much as 50% 
may ultimately be backfilled into 
mined-out areas underground. 

Control of SOx emissions from non
IIOwer generating sources is becom
ing increasingly important. Konrad 
Semrau of Stanford Research Insti
tute (Menlo Park. Calif .) reported to 
the ACS. Besides various smelters. 
iron ore sintering and pelletizing 
plants. coke plants. oil refineries . 
sulfuric acid plants . and Claus plants . 
coal gasification and liquefaction fa
cilities w,ill be significant. SOx treat
ment is different from that needed for 
combustion sources. and in some 
cases. will be closely related to pro
cess technology. whose changes 
may reduce SOx or increase offgas
es. thus improving control and recov
eryeconomy. 

INDUSTRY 
Consolidated Edison Co. (New York, 
N.Y.) said that use of coal at its Ra
venswood and Arthur Kill plants 
could result in 4- 5% cut in electric 
bills with no environmental degrada
tion . On a year-round basis. coal at 
present prices could reduce fuel 
costs-automatically passed on to 
the customer-by as much as $100 
million. ConEd's chairman Charles 
Luce said . In answer. Robert Low. 
administrator of New York City's 
EPA. estimated fuel savings at 3% of 
the cost of electric generation. and 
termed it "an investment which New 
Yorkers might feel appropriate to 
make in clean air ." Low also said 
that Luce was addressing a sulfur 
problem. but overlooking a more im
portant particulate problem. which is 
the major concern with coal. 
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CURRENTS 

Be thlehem Sleel's Rillerholf 

C. William Rltterholl, a vice-president 
of Bethlehem Steel Corp., defended 
three bills seeking to amend certain 
Pennsylvania environmental quality 
legislation . Ritterhoff . v-p for produc
tion . steel operations. said that ambi
ent air standards. the same set by 
the federal government to protect 
public health and welfare. would still 
be required under the bills. He said 
that these standards should not be 
confused with 'emission standards 
wh ich put limits on stack discharges 
regardless of whether such standards 
are needed to protect health . Ritter
hoff maintained that the bills seek 
to substitute " reasoned limits for ar
bitrary ones" and obviate great costs 
and waste of fuel and energy when 
federal standards are already being 
met. 

Union Electric Co. (UEC, St. Louis, 
Mo.) plans to build a solid waste uti
lization system capable of handling 
essenfially all of metropolitan St. 
Louis' solid waste. UEC will set up 
and run five to seven collection cen
ters capable of handling 2.5-3 million 
tons/ year of refuse. The refuse will 

be shipped in closed containers to 
UEC's Meramec and Labadie power 
plants. Combustible wastes will be 
burned with coal to generate elec
tricity; noncombustibles will be sold 
for recycling. According to UEC. 
such a large commitment hinges 
upon realistic ehvironmental rules for 
refuse-burning boilers. and an as
sured refuse supply for enough time 
to justify the capital investment in
volved . 

Sales of instrumentation for air pollu
tion analysis will continue to expand 
so that governmenloagencies and in
dustry may comply with current and 
future laws. according to Frost & Sul
livan (F&S. New York City) . Accord
ing to F&S. the energy crisis will 
temporarily retard this expansion. 
since air pollution rules for power 
and heating may be delayed and re
laxed . and the economy may stumble 
over the next few years. Still . the cu
mulative 1973- 85 market will total 
$645 million in the view of F&S in its 
209-page report on the subject. 

Olson Laboratories, Inc. (OLI) Is 
seeking Information on vapor recov
ery systems which can control gaso
line vapor emissions. Such emissions 
occur when a tanker truck refuels a 
gas station's underground storage 
tanks. when these tanks are vented. 
or when motor vehicles receive gas. 
The systems OLi seeks may be de
veloped or prototyped. OLl's presi
dent, R. L. Gibney, said OLi will work 
up a field evaluation program for the 
American Petroleum Institute for 
which selected equipment will be 
judged on the basis of vapor recov
eryeffectiveness. 

John McGoldrick, director of commu
nication for American Can Co., said 
that the Oregon and Vermont " bottle 
bills ," mandating a refund on beer 
and soft drink containers, met with 
" less than overwhelming success." 
McGoldrick pointed out that these 
containers in Oregon and other 
states never comprised more than 
20% of roadside litter, and that Ore
gonians are paying $10 mill ion/ year 
more for beverages than they did be
fore the bill became law. According 
to McGoldrick , the impact of a "bot
tle law" on processing and distribu
tion could be disastrous; the real an
swer lies in resource recovery and 
solid waste management, and not in 
simplistic , hurried response. 



Another Major Advance 
in the Analytical Power of Energy 

Dispersive X-Ray Analysis 
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A Finnigan OM-900 Automated Energy Dispersive X-ray 
Fluorescence Analysis System detected and quantified 
trace concentrations of iron, copper, zinc, lead, and bro
mine in an air pollution particulate sample in less than 
two minutes. The sample, on filter paper, was simply 
inserted into the instrument's sample chamber. Under 
X-ray excitation, atoms in the particulate matter fluo
resced X-rays of different energy levels, depending on 
the element fluorescing . In 30 seconds, the OM-900 auto
matically summed up X-ray emissions of each element, 
subtracted background contributed by the filter paper, 
and displayed the elemental spectrum at the left. Under 
internal program command, each peak was integrated, 
compared to stored standards, and the identification and 
concentration of each element on the filter paper were 
printed out in /-Lg/cm2. Finnigan X-ray systems detect 
and analyze elements at concentrations less than 0.5 
/-Lg/cm2. 
The spectrum at the right shows a similar two-minute 
analysis of dried plankton from the Pacific Ocean off 
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Monterey, California. In similar fashion, we have analyzed 
such other water pollution samples as sludge from the 
Houston Ship Channel and New York's East River, and 
effluent from a Georgia paper mill. 
The Finnigan Automated Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluo
rescence System is the most efficient solution for high
volume pollutant analysis requirements. Unlike atomic 
absorption spectrometry, X -ray analysis is fast, non
destructive, requires little sample preparation and 
simultaneously measures trace concentrations of al/ 
elements of interest (including sulphur, phosphorous and 
the halogens). With our automatic sample changer, a 
technician can analyze 250 samples for 10 elements in 
an 8-hour day. And, all data is stored and available in 
digital form for further computer processing if desired. 
At Finnigan, we believe that energy dispersive X-ray will 
become the dominant day-to-day technique for environ
mental survey. Finnigan X-ray systems begin at $35,000 
and are rugged enough for use in vans and trailers. Con
tact us for detailed pollutant analysis applications data. 

fmnigan 
595 N. Pastoria Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

408-732-0940 
WOIhlngton D.C .• Chicago • HOUlton • Munich • Basel • Hemel Hempstead (U.K.) 
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OUTLOOK 

Determining environmental standards 

Webster's Third New International 
Dictionary defines "standard" in 
many different ways. As far as the 
environment is concerned, the fol
lowing definitions may be used: 

• something that is established by 
authority, custom, or general consent 
as a model or example to be fol
lowed 

• definite level or degree of quality 
that is proper and adequate for a 
specific purpose. 

These definitions were the focus of 
discussion at the National Confer
ence on Standards for Environmental 
Improvement (NCSEI). Sponsored by 
the American National Standards In
stitute (ANSI) and cosponsored by 
the American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM) and the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME), the NCSEI was held at Ar
lington, Va. in late February. Perhaps 
the major issues were: 

• whatever gaps there may be be
tween standards established, or to be 
established by authority, and stan
dards which various industries feel 
might be better established by cus
tom or general consent 

• what constitutes degrees of qual
ity proper and adequate for the spe
cific purpose of effecting environ

. mental improvement. 
How the federal authority first es

tablishes standards was explained in 
the keynote speech by EPA adminis
trator Russell E. Train. "Contrary to 
some opinion," Train said, EPA, in 
fashioning environmental standards, 
does not "pluck them out of a cloud 
or pull them out of a hat." Nor do 
these' standards "spring forth in full 
bloom from someone's imagination," 
but are "the end product of a very 
comprehensive process and a lot of 
hard work." 

Train said that the criterion of an 
environmental standard is protection 
of human health and welfare. Such a 
standard must be based on sound
est scientific and technical informa
tion, meet all requirements of laws 
under which they are issued, and be 
legally enforceable. However, when 
risks are balanced against benefits, 
the standard "must contain a margin 
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of safety on the side of public health 
and welfare." 

Uniform tests 

The EPA administrator continued , 
"An environmental standard ought to 
be a norm of tolerance ind icating a 
concentration of a pollutant for a 
given duration of time." He pointed 
out that the standard should specify 
the test method to be used , and in
clude adjustments to bring other rec
ognized and feasible test methods 
into equivalency with the specified 
test method . The same would hold 
true for sampling methods. 

This may be easier said than done. 
For example, James R. McNesby, 
manager for air quality at the Nation
al Bureau of Standards (NBS) , de
scribed the disparity of measure
ments for cadmium (Cd) in fly ash, 
as done by 90 testing laboratories on 
a given sample. Methods used ran 
the gamut of accepted, modern 
physiochemical techniques. Results 
ranged between 1.0 and 6.0 J.lg Cd 
per gram of fly ash. 

"Life would be far simpler," 
McNesby said, "if all measuring in
struments produced a response pro
portional to the concentration of pol
lutant, oblivious to the presence of 
other pollutants. Single point calibra
tion of the instrument with the Stan-

Costs of water treatment 

5x 

4x 

3x 

2x 

x 

85 95 98 99 100 
%Removal of pollutants 

dard Reference Material [SRM, con
taining an accurately known pollutant 
concentration in air or water] would 
guarantee everyone's ability to mea
sure pollutant concentration accu
rately." McNesby feels that it would 
be "nicer" if instrument response to 
pollutant concentration were linear, 
with effects of interference removed , 
so that calibration would not necessi
tate a multitude of calibration points. 

Over the past few years, NBS has 
been engaged in developing SRM's 
on which to base such instruments. 
The SRM's would be officially certi
fied according to the rigorous specifi
cations of NBS, and serve as refer
ence materials against which cali
brating materials can be standard
ized. Typical SRM's are shown. 

The pioneering work that NBS is 
accomplishing will certainly help to 
determine quantitatively whether 
given environ mental standards are 
being met by a certain facility at a 
given time. What is less certain, or at 
least, less agreed upon, is just what 
those standards should be, and how 
they cou Id best be arrived at and 
then met. Hopefully, the NCSEI 
would be a major step in bridging 
this "agreement gap." 

Industry views 

Some industry representatives ex
pressed a view that some industries, 
in concert with highly regarded stan
dard-oriented organizations, such as 
ANSI and ASTM, were able to work 
realistic standards, based on criteria 
acceptable to the industries and 
these societies, that the industries 
could adopt. The acceptance and 
adoption of these standards would 
enable the industries to improve the 
environment, particularly with re
spect to water and air quality, with 
the minimal " pain." These industry 
representatives largely felt that many 
local, state, and federal government 
bodies also recognized these stan
dards as part of generally accepted 
technological practice, as far as en
vironmental protection and improve
ment were concerned . 

For that reason, the industry rep
resentatives, from a cross section of 



Perhaps standards societies, such as ANSI , ASTM, 

and ASME, can be the vehicles which government and 

industry can use to reach agreement 

companies, appeared to take EPA a 
little bit to task . The feeling was that 
EPA, in-house and with the aid of 
contractors not fully familiar with in
dustries to be affected by forthcom
ing standards and regulat ions, ar
rived at standards sometimes arbi-

arisen because the standards often 
were evolved in an unhealthy atmo
sphere. This atmosphere was one of 
crisis which was predictable, but 
arose because competent pleadings 
were ignored (much as today's' ener
gy crisis came about) . Also involved 

Fossil fuel standard reference materials 
SR. no, SR. Concentration 

16;!1, 2, 3 
1624 

5 in resid, fuel 011 0,27, 1.0, 2.1% 
0.21% 

1630 
592,3,4,5, 

5 in distillate fuel 011 
Hg In coal 
Hydrocarbon blends 

0.13 ppm 

6, 7,8,9 
Source: NBS . ' 

Gaseous standard reference materials 
SR. no. SRM 

CH. in air 
Co. In N, 

Concentration, ppm 

1-1000 ppm 1610, 11, 12, 13 
1601,2, 3 
1625,6, 7 SO, perm~ation tube 

308, 346, 384 ppm 
Ambient 

Source: NBS 

trary and considerably at variance 
with the " realistic" or "acceptable" 
ones developed by the industries, 
and at least provisionally recognized 
by ANSI and ASTM through practice, 
experience , and educated consen
sus. 

Some problems involved in recent 
standard formulation were set forth 
by Robert A. Baker, Sr., executive 
vice-president of Public Service Elec
tric and Gas Co. (Newark, N.J.) . 
Baker said that environmental regu
latory standards reflect public con
cern on what is needed to protect 
health and welfare. However, Baker 
explained that in the setting of stan
dards, politics and emotions have 
been important factors . Also , stan
dards have been developed in the 
abstract, and their formulation and 
enforcement have been, and are 
subject to a multiplicity of levels and 
to conflicting authorities. 

Will iam R. Smith, manager of envi
ronmental control for Kaiser Alumi
num and Chemical Corp., pointed out 
that standards problems may have 

was distortion of facts, since environ
mentalists, government and industry 
people, and some members of the 
public may each have had their own 
axes to grind . Finally, there was a 
feeling of mistrust, because of which 
each group of interested parties re
fused to believe in the reports , posi
tions, and data of other groups . 

Rigidity 

Perhaps all of these factors , and 
more, individually and combined, led 
to development of environmental 
standards which many industry peo
ple feel represent reaction rather 
than action , and are far more rigid 
than they really need be. This reac
tion mechanism may also be behind 
attempts at solutions to environmen
tal problems in what Joseph T. Ling, 
director of environmental engineering 
and pollution control for 3M Co., 
fears are being worked on in a piece
meal way, with separate and unrelat
ed pieces of pollution control laws. 

Ling had much to say concerning 
future compliance with standards, 

particularly with regard to water qual
ity, as increasingly improved tech
nologies are required , and finally 
" zero discharge " is sought. Ling took 
the example of a certain stretch of 
river to be cleaned up efficiently to a 
point where it may serve many pur
poses, including recreation and 
aquatic life support (perhaps not for 
a species as delicate as trout). Ling 
took 85% clean as a figure of merit . 

Therefore, Ling asks, "How clean 
is clean? " We must determine this 
not with arbitrary criteria, as we are 
doing now, but on the basis of scien
tifically determining what is needed 
to maintain a harmonious and bal
ance coexistence between man and 
his environment, in Ling 's view. 

Another question troubling much of 
industry is investment in technology 
to meet ever more rigid standards in 
equally rigid time frames . Most 
feared is the prospect of being 
forced to buy and install technology 
whose useful life is limited, or which 
would require extensive modification 
as air, water, and other standards 
become ever tighter. Moreover, 
these standards are formulated and 
promulgated , in many industries' 
broader view, without industry having 
sufficient opportunity to participate in 
their development (ES&T, April 1974, 
page 314) . 

Getting il alilogelher 

Whatever previous attitudes may 
have been in certain quarters, indus
try now recognizes the need for envi
ronmental improvement, and wants 
to take a strong lead in bringing it 
about. I ndustry is asking, however, 
for a greater opportunity to take a 
larger part in the process of environ
mental standard development, per
haps with the able assistance of or
ganizations such as ANSI and ASTM , 
wh ich are old hands at standard es
tablishment and updating. Industry 
also welcomes the chance to devise 
and apply technology for environ
mental improvement, as it is doing 
now, and feels that it could do an 
even better job if undue technologi
cal and economic strain could be 
minimized. JJ 
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Water, Air groups talk money 
Water Pollution Control Federation and Air 

Pollution Control Association members fear that 
lack of funds will undermine water and air programs 

Money was the unavoidable topic 
of discussion at the back-to-back 
Water Pollution Control Federation 
(WPCF) and Air Pollution Control As
sociation (APCA) legislative semi
nars held recently in Washington, 
D.C. Members were pretty well 
agreed that the lack of it-because 
of underfunding, impoundments, and 
the Environmental Protection Agen
cy's "slowness" in administering 
what funds are available-means 
standards set in the air and water 
laws simply cannot be met. 

Frederick Clarke 
Cost will be staggering 

I n keynoting the WPCF session, 
Frederick Clarke, executive director 
of the National Commission on Water 
Quality, held that the cost in meeting 
the 1983 clean water discharge goal 
will be staggering. He pointed out 
that the "needs" survey indicated the 
states and EPA would require $60 
billion just to achieve secondary 
sewage treatment for all municipal
ities, but that a figure twice this 
amount would be more realistic. (The 
costs of sewer constructions, exces
sive infiltration problems, and com
bined sewer overflows were not con
sidered in the study.) As for attaining 
best practicable treatment by 1977, 
Clarke said there is "no realistic 
hope" the nation will meet this re-
quirement. . 

A new dimension-energy consid
erations-has been added to the pol
lution/money problem, Clarke went 
on to say. He said statesmanship is 
needed to put these three facets of 
the same problem in balance. "They 
can exist together, but we must be 
willing to hit the brakes in all direc-
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tions when we have to. It would be 
the worst kind of profligacy to aban
don the environment at this point in 
favor of energy considerations." 

The Council on Environmental 
Quality's John Busterud offered yet 
another disquieting possibility con
cerning funding. He said there is 
likely to be increased competition for 
money at the federal level because 
of the new energy research and de
velopment program that calls for 
more than $10 billion over a 5-year 
period. "While on the one hand I see 

John Busterud 
Sees competition for funds 

some signs of a letup in allocation 
restrictions on water quality financ
ing, I do feel that this competition 
between environmental funding and 
energy funding could have some im
pact upon some of your programs," 
he told the group. 

Energy cost impact 

Water pollution abatement pro
grams also are likely to feel the im
pact of considerably higher rates for 
electric power, Busterud said. He 
noted the cost for power needs to 
operate sewage treatment plants and 
to manufacture pipe and other equip
ment will increase greatly. 

A slightly different cost problem 
could intenSify water qual ity prob
lems if a weak strip mining bill is en
acted. Busterud said that measures 
now before Congress do not have ad
equate provisions for preventing deg
radation of landscapes, acid runoff, 
and other adverse environmental ef
fects. If these matters are treated at 
all it will be under programs already 
existing, he speculated. 

There also is likely to be an ad
verse effect upon waters because of 
increased burning of coal and high 
sulfur oil. This would result from the 
generation of extra amounts of sulfur 
dioxide, and in turn harmful sulfates, 

. which could affect water supplies at 
considerable distances from where 
the fuels are burned, Busterud said. 

The energy crisis and related prob
lems also figured importantly in the 
APCA Government Affairs Seminar. 
This meeting's principal speaker, 
Sen. J. A. McClure (R-Idaho), mem-

Sen. James McClure 
Critical of bureaucracy 

ber of the Interior Committee and the 
Public Works subcommittee on envi
ronmental pollution, said the time 
has come for Congress to take an
other look at the Clean Air Act. He 
was especially critical of the EPA bu
reaucracy, and of CEQ which he said 
is "usually negative" in its treatment 
of environmental impact statements. 

I n pointing out that a draft environ
mental impact statement must go 
both to the EPA and the CEQ after 
first receiving internal approval by 
the agency at the operating level, 
McClure said the whole process 
could take 90 days or even longer. 
"Sometimes after all this rigamarole, 
the statement is returned by CEQ 
without comment," he said . When 
CEQ rules negatively, a series of re
view and adjustments becomes nec
essary in order to comply with the 
objections. McClure complained, 
"While the draft goes through this 
baroque process, planning is delayed 
and the cost escalates geometrical
ly." 

In answer to such charges, EPA 



FOR WATER POLLUTION ... 

Simplified 
BOD Test 

Now anyone can get accurate, 
reliable biochemical oxygen 
demand water quality determi
nations without complicated 
procedures, calculations or 
previous training. Hach Model 
2173 manometric BOD mea
surements compare within 
±5% of standard APHA dilu
tion procedures and, at the 
same time, cost less to operate 
than other manometric set-ups 
used (Warburg and Sierp). 

The Model 2173 BOD reads 
directly in ranges from 0-35 
mg/I to 0-350 mg/1. Progres
sive readings are easily 
graphed where rate data is re
quired. And, the new compact 
design requires minimum incu
bator space. No buffers are 
required. 

The Hach Model 2173 BOD 
comes complete with five sam
ple mixing bottles, magnetic 
stirring bars, and all necessary 
accessories. Only $225 F.O.B. 
Ames, Iowa, U.S.A. Price is sub
ject to change without notice. 

Send today for complete 
information on the Hach BOD 
Apparatus. 
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,Phone: 515-232-2533 
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deputy administrator. John Quarles. 
Jr .. told a joint meeting of the two 
groups, "These problems are largely 
behind us for the Clean Air Act ... 
and most of the delays are behind us 
in implementation of the Water Law." 
Although state agencies and local 
governmental units face substantial 
burdens under these laws, the EPA is 
moving to simplify the work that re
mains to be done, Quarles said. "The 
amount of paperwork can be re
duced, and we are attempting to give 
state and local governments more 
time to respond to EPA requests." 

Quarles went on to point out that 
the EPA's regional administrators 
have been given substantial discre
tion in interpreting the agency's regu
lations. He speculated it might be 
possible to simplify procedures fur
ther by accepting state certification 
of municipalities' compliance with 
certain regulations rather than having 
the EPA duplicate such work. The 

John Quarles 
Problems behind us 

EPA is trying hard to be flexible and 
realistic in administering these 
statues, he said. "Give us your 
thoughts; I will listen eagerly to your 
suggestions about how to administer 
our environmental laws so that we 
will create the least burden for those 
who are affected by them-and the 
greatest benefit for the air and 
water." 

Founded in 1928 as a technical 
membership organization, WPCF 
serves the needs of the field. It has 
more than 25,000 members in the 
U.S. and other countries who design, 
construct, operate, and manage 
water pollution control collection and 
treatment facilities. 

The APCA has a membership of 
almost 7000. It is a nonprofit techni
cal and educational organization 
dedicated to advancing the art and 
science of air pollution control. Orga
nized in 1907, it is divided into 18 
geograph ical sections throughout the 
U.S. and Canada; members also re
side in 40 other countries throughout 
the world. WSF 

helping to solve energy 
and environmental 

problems 

NUS Corporation gathers, 
in one organization, all of the 
skills and instrumentation nec
essary to assess the environ
mental impact of power genera
tion or industrial activities, as 
well as to design in detail the 
means to control that environ
mental impact consistent with 
energy, regulatory, and eco
nomic demands. 

With a professional staff 
of more than 400 engineers 
and scientists, NUS can assist 
you in facilities siting, air and 
water pollution control, am
bient air and effluent effects 
monitoring, water manage
ment, and the full range of 
supporting physical, chemi
cal, biological and radiological 
laboratory services. 

To solve environmental 
problems, call NUS. 

NUS 
CORPORATION 

301 / 948·7010 
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The 
electroplaters 

are polishing up 
Ultimately, they may not only reduce 

toxic effluents, but also ~ptimize 
recovery of valuable metal resources 

Typical nickel-plating bath 

In the past, waste disposal at elec
troplating and other metal finishing 
plants and shops could be accom
plished by dumping into a sewer or 
stream. Effluents could contain one 
or more of a variety of metal ions, al
though zinc, hexavalent chromium, 
copper, and nickel were among 
those materials more frequently en
countered. Additional pollutants in
cluded suspended solids (55) and 
cyanide. 

The toxicity of these effluent com
ponents motivated many state and 
local authorities, as well as many 
electroplaters, to commence action 
to limit sharply the amounts of nox
ious or objectionable materials which 
could be discharged. This effort was 
prompted not only by a sense of civic 
responsibility, but also by a search 
for ways to realize considerable sav
ings. 

The standards hassle 

More recently, this industry came 
under the purview of the federal EPA 
which is setting up effluent guide
lines and standards step by step. A 
first set of proposed standards is 
based on best practicable control 
technology currently available 
(BPCTCA). A second set of new 
source performance standards 
(NSPS) is based on the best avail
able demonstrated control technolo
gy (BADCT). Both appeared in the 
Federal Register (Fed. Regist.) on 
October 5, 1973. These standards 
covered copper, nickel, hexavalent 
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chromium, total chromium, oxidiz
able cyanide, total cyanide, and SS. 
After a comment period, standards 
were to be promulgated February 15, 
1974. They were signed off on March 
20, 1974. 

At the American Electroplaters' 
Society Pollution Abatement Seminar 
(AES/PAS), held at Reston, Va., in 
March, one complaint was that the 
industry had only six working days to 
comment on the proposed EPA stan
dards. Another complaint concerned 
the manner in which the proposed 
standards were generated. 

The evolution of what became the 
proposed standards was the result of 
a contract which EPA awarded to 
Battelle Memorial Institute pursuant 
to the new water laws. The contract 
was performed with standard formu
lation based on the following: 

• technical and economic feasi
bility of removing metals from water, 
whether or not the metals are toxic 

• feasibility of limiting the amount 
of wastewater constituents dis
charged into streams, with the idea 
that if numbers for these limits can
not be established, then uniform 
standards do not exist 

• achievement of no discharge 
(NO) by 1983, predicated on fore
casts of best available technology 
economically achievable (BATEA) up 
to and through that time 

• surveys on the industry not of a 
statistical nature, but rather with a 
view ,to listing limitations (as, in Bat
telle's view, these limitations "should 

be"), based on present and future 
technology. 

Many of the industry people at the 
seminar took exception to tl)e man
ner in which Battelle came up with 
its standards numbers. Opinions in
cluded: 

• Too few shops were examined 
(53 out of a total of about 20,000 in 
the industry). 

• Effluent sampling methods 
largely involved taking occasional 
"grab" samples whose validity could 
be open to question, particularly from 
chemical, statistical, and confidence 
level viewpoints. 

• The 53 shops chosen were se
lected out of an underlying desire to 
find the most exemplary shops and 
base figures on data somewhat bi
ased in favor of these exemplary 
shops . 

Industry position 

At an evening panel session, Rich
ard Crain of I ndustrial Filter and 
Pump Mfg. Co. (Chicago), an equip
ment supplying company which could 
benefit from new environmental regu
lations, said that suppliers are joining 
electroplaters and metal finishers in 
a fight against the proposed effluent 
standards. For one reason, these 
companies, Crain said, have neither 
the equipment nor supplies platers 
and finishers would need to comply 
with the standards. Moreover, he 
said that if the proposed standards 
are indeed promulgated and en
forced, someone will file suit, and no 



supplier would want to be involved . 
James Rogers of Raytheon , Inc . 

(Lexington, Mass.) called the EPA 
proposed standards "distressing, im
practical, and unenforceable," and 
warned that "they won't work." As 
presently constituted , he said, these 
standards could cost the industry 
$2-3 billion / yr ; treatment costs in the 
industry exceed estimates by a factor 
of 2 to 5; and treatment level " can 't 
come close to EPA expectations." 

Rogers said that practical effluent 
standards should be three times 
those proposed , that suppliers and 
consultants do not know how to 
comply with the proposed standards, 
and that platers and finishers , faced 
with a prospect of standards num
bers changing virtually overnight , will 
not put in wastewater systems. 

Federal criticism, too 

Rumbles about the proposed 
guidelines came not only from the in
dustry , but from the U.S. Department 
of Commerce (DOC) . According to 
one viewpoint, DOC flatly opposed 
promulgation of ND for 1983 be
cause technical and economic feasi
bility have not been demonstrated ; 
energy consumption may be very 
high in relation to achievable envi
ronmental benefit ; and problems and 
costs of land disposal of dried waste 
have not been seriously analyzed . 
Also , DOC objected to the units EPA 
used in setting standards (effluent/ 
m2 of plated area, and total metals) , 
and suggested units of concentration 
and dissolved metals instead . More
over, DOC feels that many of the lim
itations proposed, even for as early 
as 1977, are unrealistically low, and 
might not be achievable . 

DOC was rather parsimonious in 
its praise for the economic analysis 
of the proposed effluent guidelines, 
saying that the data base was inade
quate; that the economic survey vio
lated the most fundamental princi
ples of statistical methodology; and 
that any statement or finding based 

Standards, dally values, over 
3Q.day period 

EPA 
pro- .. n.II. 
_I atull,. ... / ...... /-

Copper 40 11 
Nlclcel 40 40 
H._elent chromium 4 4.4 
Totel chromium 40 24 
Zinc 40 24 
Ol!ldluble cyenkl. 4 3.2 
Totel cyenld. 40 N.A. 
Suspended solids 1200 18211 

N.A. - ' .... r. not availabl.. Source: '04. ~. and AES/PAS. 

upon the survey, done under EPA 
contract, cannot be accepted as 
being credible . DOC further charged 
that the analysis using the data was 
itself faulty, and that conclusions de
rived from it are unacceptable as an 
assessment of the probable impact 
of the guidelines on the electroplat
ing industry . 

Destruction vs. recovery 

In any case, electroplaters' and 
metal finishers' discharges, especial
ly those deemed incompatible with 
the environment, are coming under 
increasing controls. The approaches 
to discharge reduction and elimina
tion would generally involve destruc
tion of wastes, waste recovery and 
reuse, or a combination of both . 
Water and energy conservation 
would also come into play. Where 
feasible and economical, however , 
recovery would probably be desired . 

Where recovery is not practical , 
destruction is employed . Cyanide 
would be transformed into cyanates 
and then, ideally, further changed 
into carbon dioxide and nitrogen . 
Hexavalent chromium is reduced to 
trivalent chromium . Metals, such as 
chromium, nickel , copper , and oth
ers, are insolubilized , preferably not 
in gelatinous hy1roxide forms, and 

Some typical systems currently available. 
c:.. ..... , en, ,...::r: Maeerlal AI .. 

AICOR CaMIIrIdte ...... RO Nlclcel, copper zinc ~1'1 
ICO-TEC T=.Ont., CF/IX Chromium RocoftI'1 

NortII Star .In ... polls, .Inn. RO Varl_ RecoftI'1 
RU 

0Im0rI1ce .Innoapell., .Inn. RO Vertous "-1'1 
PClOmno StJImfonl, Conn. oz· Cyanld. Destruction 

PfaudIor ~r,N.Y. rv:t. CF Chromium, copper RocoftIy 
,IX nlckol, zinc, othen 

Sothco FNOPOrt, N.Y. I. Acid/alkol •• Destruction 
chromium cyenlde 

• OZ _ OiZonation. 'INS _ Inaolubillzatlon. Source: AES/PAS company exhibits. 

then dewatered to sludges of 20-
50% solids. If metal reclamation 
from the sludges is not practical, the 
sludges would go to approved land
fills. Unfortunately , some districts 
may forbid use of such sludges in 
landfills, and then sludge storage and 
disposal could become a problem. 

Recovery presents problems in 
concentrating ions in the effluent and 
separating mutually interfering mate
rials, as well as other difficulties. 
Yet, recovery may eventually be the 
"way to go ," to make a good thing 
out of pollution control , and to con
serve and recycle increasingly 
scarce metal resources. Evaporative 
(evap), counterflow (CF), reverse 
osmosis (RO) , and ion exchange 
(IX) methods, and others, may all be 
vehicles for recovery of metal values. 

Rockwell-International Corp. (Troy, 
Mich .) installed a chromium evap / 
CF recovery system, with seven 
CF's, developed by the Pfaudler Co., 
at a Rockwell plant in Canada. Esti
mated annual savings from recov
ered chromium were $61 ,380, less 
$9301 for operating costs . However, 
because chemical , labor , and opera
tion / maintenance costs for a de
struction scheme were not incurred , 
total savings were estimated at 
$82,152 . 

Warsaw Plating , Inc. (WPI, War
saw, Ind .) , a large job shop , started 
cleaning its effluent in 1962. In 1964, 
Pfaudler installed a continuous chro
mium recovery system for WPI, and 
in 1966, nickel recovery . WPI is put
ting in an evap/ RO/ IX zinc recovery 
system which will cut out water use 
from 800 to 300 gpm of water, and 
the chromium recovery enabled WPI 
to cut chromic acid purchases from 
14,000 Ib/ yr to 2500 Ib/ yr. 

RO may come into increasing use, 
and perhaps materially turn pollution 
control from a cost to a saving . Dean 
Spatz, president of Osmonics , Inc . 
(Minneapolis , Minn .) , estimates that 
savings realized by installation of his 
company 's RO recovery system can 
pay back the system's capital cost in 
less than one year , with faster pay
back if the recovered metal is of 
higher value . Another Minneapolis 
firm , North Star Research and Devel
opment Institute, may shortly an
nounce an RO system with 99 .7% re
moval that could work even with sea
water and , in any case , strongly ad
vance reclamation potential. 

In the long run, recovery would be 
the desired course, and new technol
ogy hopefully will be developed to 
make it practical and economical , 
even for small shops . The incentive 
is not only pollution control and con
servation , but also a reduction in de
pendence upon certain raw mater ial 
suppliers. JJ 
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Events force toxic substances issue 
Recent cases involving dieldrin and PVC dramatize need 

for coherent toxic substances legislation 

There are nine toxic substances, 
according to the waterway effluent 
standards proposed by the U.s. Envi
ronmental Protection Agency. Actual
ly, the list is much longer, but pres
ent provisions for defining them are 
limited to those provided for under 
the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act (FWPCA). Although a bill dealing 
with toxic substances in a more 
comprehensive way is in the offing, 
as yet the Senate and House have 
been unable to agree on its contents. 

There are other laws that deal with 
chemicals that are toxic, of course, 
such as the Federal Insecticide, Fun
gicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), 
as amended in 1972, and the Air Pol
lution Control Act and its amend
ments. But these laws, too, are con
cerned with toxic substances only in 
indirect ways. Lacking a bona fide 
toxic substances law, the EPA has 
had to rely upon the water quality 
provisions. 

Under this mandate, the EPA, in 
December 1973, proposed effluent 
standards for aldrin, dieldrin, benzi
dine, cadmium, cyanide, endrin, DDT 
(DOD, DOE), mercury, PCB's, and 
toxaphene. The standards are based 
upon water quality criteria proposed 
in October 1973, and are designed to 
protect against short-term and long
term toxic damage to man, animals, 
and other organisms. The EPA says 
final standards will be promulgated in 
June of this year. 

In addition, the agency has pub
lished a list of pollutants from which 
it may identify toxic substances in 
the future. According to the Sept. 7, 
1973, Federal Register (Vol. 38, No. 
173), the EPA plans to examine ar
senic, selenium, chromium, lead as
bestos, severin, zinc, chlordane, lin
dane, acridine, hydroquinone, ortho
chlorophenol, beta-naphthol, alpha
naphthol, beryllium, nickel, antimony, 
heptachlor, camphor, methyl parathi
on, parathion, di-n-butyl phthalate. 
The agency also will examine other 
pollutants, including chlorinated hy
drocarbons, organophosphates, met
als (heavy), and materials listed as 
occupational carcinogens by the De
partment of Labor in the May 3, 
1973, Federal Register (Vol, 38, No. 
10929). 

Four criteria 

In choosing pollutants for its initial 
list, the EPA set up four criteria. The 
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first one concerns the actual or po
tential damage that a water dis
charge of these materials may 
create. Specifically, it seeks to deter
mine whether bioaccumulations, car
cinogenic, mutagenic, and teratogen
ic effects, and high acute toxicity, 
are produced. 

The second criterion seeks to de
termine the nature and extent of 
toxic effects associated with the pol
lutant, the extent to which discharges 
of the pollutant have been identified, 
and the production, distribution, and 
use pattern of the pollutant. It re
quires documented evidence show
ing that discharges of the compound, 
or a subsequent combined form of 
the compound, result in damage to 
important organisms. 

The third criterion concerns the 
setting of effluent standards for pollu
tants on the list. The fourth criterion 
concerns the overall environmental 
effect of the control measures avail
able, including the possible effect 
upon groundwater and other environ
mental media. The use of substitute 
products is suggested where avail
able. 

The inadequacy of the water quali
ty act by itself to deal with the total 
problem of toxic substances was un
derscored recently with the realiza
tion that polyvinyl chloride, which is 
not strictly speaking a waterway 
threat, nevertheless has serious toxic 
properties. So far some 12 cases of 

angiosarcoma, a rare liver cancer, 
have been found among PVC work- ' 
ers in Kentucky, New York, Texas, 
West Virginia, and Great Britain. 
While this plastic product-used for 
a variety of purposes including wrap
ping foods-is thought to be inert in 
its solid state, the low levels of vinyl 

chloride gas that may escape from 
PVC are not. Medical researchers 
feel PVC's are greatly understudied. 

New compounds yearly 

Scientists at an American Cancer 
Society's science writers' seminar in 
St. Augustine, Fla., recently estimat
ed that some 10,000 new chemical 
compounds are introduced into the 
environment each year. Besides the 
problem of keeping tabs on all these 
chemicals, such substances as PVC 
seem to have a delayed effect in the 
harm they do to individuals. Scien
tists say the PVC-induced cancers 
observed today had their origin 
15-35 years ago. Also, it has been 
said that thousands of men and 
women have died of cancers caused 
by asbestos following work-related 
exposures between 1930 and 1950. 

The advantages of knowing the 
toxic properties of a chemical in ad
vance was shown recently when the 
EPA moved to have several mil
lion broiler chickens destroyed be
cause of contamination by the pesti
cide, dieldrin . It was found that the 
dieldrin levels in the chickens, appar-



ently confined to the state of M iss is
sippi , were as high as 10 times the 
permitted level. Although the eco
nomic loss was staggering , a serious 
health threat to humans was avoided . 

In yet another toxic substance 
matter, EPA administrator Russell E. 
Train reversed an earlier ruling on 
DDT and will allow its use in two 
" trial " instances this summer. But 
the decision-making had the benefit 
of a DDT data base, which is at least 
partly the result of prior listing of it 
under the water quality law. Train 
said the agency was well aware of 
DDT's toxic properties, but that in
sects in both of these cases present 
a more serious threat to the environ
ment . Right or wrong, at least an ed
ucated decision was possible . 

The first of these rulings allows 
limited use of DDT to control an ex
pected pea leaf weevil infestation in 
Washington and Idaho. The second 
involves the use of DDT against the 
tussock moth in Oregon , Idaho, and 
Washington. The use of DDT, in both 
cases, carries certain restrictions. 

As for pea leaf weevil use, the 
chemical will be permitted only 

where field surveys verify the exis
tence of infections that could cause 
significant damage to dry pea crops. 
Other restrictions are being imposed 
to ensure that the DDT is properly 
used, and that record-keeping and 
monitoring are undertaken. Under a 
similar program last year , less than 
half the total dry pea acreage was 
treated. 

Contacts are 
encountered 
almost daily 

Data are beginning to 
show long-term harm can 
arise for workers who 
spend years around 
polyvinyl chloride 
products. Less well 
understood are the 
possible effects to the 
consumer whose total 
exposure is considerably 
less. Another undecided 
question is just when do 
pesticide and insecticide 
chemicals warrant use. In 
many cases they 
increase crop and timber 
yields, but also harm 
birds and other animals 

Administrator hopeful 

Train said , in making the tussock 
moth use decision, that the permis
sion " is not a directive from EPA that 
DDT be used this summer against 
the tussock moth ." He said it 's 
hoped that no actual emergency will 
arise, that the egg hatch will not pro
duce such large numbers of the in
sect. The Forest Service will deter
mine whether an actual emergency 
exists. In its caterpillar stage, the 
moth eats the needles of the Douglas 
and other fir trees-thus defoliating 
and killing them. 

What a ToxiC Substances Control 
Act could do, if passed by Congress, 
is to ensure the study of , and imme
diate and strict control of, those 
chemicals that may kill or injure the 
unsuspecting citizen. It also could 
unify into one coherent bill, provi
sions presently contained in other 
federal legislation . 

As for the present status of legisla
tion, both houses passed toxic sub
stance bills last session, but the bills 
died when crucial differences could 
not be worked out. The Senate bill , 
the stronger of the two, would em-

power the EPA to make a premarket 
review of each new chemical to be 
produced ; the House bill would not 
require this . A second difference 
concerns the priority of the federal 
law. The House bill would allow the 
EPA regulatory authority only if a 
problem could not be regulated by an 
existing state or local law. The Sen
ate bill asks that the agency be em-

powered to act according to which
ever federal bilt would deal most ef
fectively with the problem. 

The growing concern over environ
mental poisonings from toxic chemi
cals is by no means restricted to the 
United States, although the problem 
is most severe in industrialized 
countries . The SOCiety of Toxicology, 
(SOT), which met in Washington in 
March , was asked to provide data 
upon wh ich toxicological deciSions 
could be reached worldwide. Frank 
C. Lu, chief of food additives for the 
World Health Organization (WHO), 
Geneva, Switzerland, requested in
formation especially in cases where 
manufacturers ' research facilities are 
too small to provide toxicological 
data. 

This worldwide interest is essen
tial, but such groups as WHO lack 
legal mandates to enforce toxiC sub
stances policy . This realization 
makes the efforts, undertaken in in
dividual countries such as the United 
States, loom large indeed. What we 
do will affect the health and safety of 
millions of people here, and perhaps 
millions of others worldwide. WSF 
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Switching on electric vehicles 
All shade-tree mechanics wish at 

some point that they could just sit 
and relax on the weekend instead of 
hassling with their cars. Their time
consuming chores include getting in 
line for gasoline; changing the oil; 
cleaning and gapping spark plugs and 
points; changing the condenser; ad
justing the carburetor; and checking 
the distributor cap, muffler, and fuel 
line. Though annoying, they put up 
with these tasks rather than give up 
the luxury of car transportation. The 
electric cars, with none of the above
designated tribulations, should come 
as a welcome relief. 

However, results of a recent na
tional consu mer survey show that 
only 20% of the public is aware that 
electric cars exist. Others are un in
formed about the availability of addi
tional electric-powered vehicles, such 
as fork-lift trucks, delivery vans, 
buses, golfcarts, lawn mowers, gar
den tractors, and miniature subma
rines. 

Design parameters 

Speakers and exhibitors at the re
cent "Third International Electric Ve
hicle Symposium and Exposition" 
(Washington, D.C.) extensively dis
cussed the makeup of the electric 
vehicles. Basically, the electrical 
system for converting potential ener
gy to propulsion is comprised of five 
subsystems: 

• energy source 
• traction motor 
• motor controls 
• vehicle controls 
• differential/gearing. 
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The energy source is usually a set 
of lead-acid batteries. Their cost is 
relatively low (about $200 in Sebring
Vanguard's Citicar) with reasonable 
power capabilities (about 28 mph 
maximum speed for the Citicar). 
Their energy storage capability is 
limited, however, requiring frequent 
recharging (12 hr at 110 V, every 50 
mi). Research and development ef
forts are also focusing on several 
other types. There are problems re
lated to each, most commonly high
temperature requirements. 

In electric vehicle design, battery 
location is the prime consideration. 
Most manufacturers, like Ford and 
General Electric, mount the batteries 
under the passengers. Although this 
arrangement increases wind resis
tance because of the high roofs, it 
does increase crash worthiness com
pared to behind- or beside-passenger 
battery locations. 

Another energy source undergoing 
considerable testing is the fuel cell, a 
method of converting a hydrocarbon 
fuel directly into electricity by chemi
cal means. It has a major advantage 
over the battery in its logistics of re
fueling . It does, however, cost more, 
requires fuel, and must cope with the 
transport of reagents and products. 

The traction motor and vehicle 
controls are usually mechanical con
tactors, although some manufactur
ers prefer the sol id state devices or 
circuits. Motor configurations come 
in two major classes-the dc com
mutator and the brush less type. The 
former uses the siandard series dc 
traction motor and can be controlled 

by contactor or solid state systems. 
The latter uses only solid state con
trols and is smaller and lighter than 
the other. The brushless type is still 
under development and is expected 
to be easier to maintain than the dc 
type which requires changing brush
es (twice yearly in the Citicar). Much 
debugging is still needed. 

Gearing is primarily dependent on 
the motor speed and conditions of 
normal utilization. For most electric. 
vehicles, gear changes are not nec
essary, although low speed efficiency 
is improved by introducing one or 
more gear changes. 

The bodies of the electric vehicles 
are either modified ICE (internal 
combustion engine) bodies or com
plete redesigns. The first approach 
was used, for example, by Ford's 
Cortina and GM's Electrovaire; the 
second by Sebring-Vanguard's Citi
car. Citicar uses aluminum structural 
members and a body made from 
lightweight "Cycolac" ABS plastic 
(Borg-Warner Chemicals). This plas
tic is highly impact-resistant, noncor
rosive, and does not chip. 

Those optionals 

The heater/defroster system for a 
typical four-passenger vehicle gener
ally has a capacity of 6-9 kW. In the 
electric vehicle, the system would 
circulate the air from the passenger 
compartment through the motor and 
controller to pick up heat, and back 
through heating and defrosting ducts 
into the passenger compartment. 
This method cannot supply the total 
energy needed and requires assis-



Though ideal as stop-go, 

short-distance and 

nonpolluting runabouts, 

they are lagging in the 

ICE race 

tance from other means. Develop
ment efforts on the supplemental 
systems range from radiant heat 
panels, in-seat heating coils, and fos
sil fuel-burning heater to exotic de
vices (catalytic heaters or lithium hy
dride systems). 

Air conditioning in the electric ve
hicles can be achieved by the use of 
an electrically driven compressor 
powered by traction batteries, or pos
sibly by a fossil fuel-burning air con
ditioner. 

Power brakes/steering are being 
considered for electric vehicles with 
modified ICE bodies which can be 
three or four times heavier than 
"plastic" bodies. Basically, the mode 
of operation is similar to that in con
ventional vehicles. 

Experimentation has shown that 
the vacuum needed to drive the 
booster diaphragm for the power 
brakes could be created by a small 
electric pump and a vacuum accu
mulator and that secondary braking 
systems (regenerative or dynamic) 
could also be incorporated. Testing 
also demonstrated that the hydraulic 
pump used for the power steering 

could be driven by an electric motor. 
Increased power consumption for 
these additional electrical gadgets 
would be minimal. 

What is available 

An international listing of currently 
available units by electrical product 
category can be obtained from Elec
tric Vehicle News (Westport, Conn.). 
Of chief interest to most people, at 
least to the commuter set, are the 
electric bikes, cars, and buses. 

Corbin Gentry Inc. (Somersville, 
Conn.), one of the bike makers, will 
be selling their city bikes this year, at 
about $1395. They quote a 3-hr 
charge time every 20-25 mi. Weigh
ing 370 Ib, these bikes can travel at 
32 mph maximal speed and are said 
to cost the rider 5¢/25 mi. 

Cars making their debut this year 
will include Electric Fuel Propulsion's 
(Ferndale, Mich.) four-passenger 
car, and Sebring-Vanguard's (Se
bring, Fla.) two-passenger Citicar. 
Figures were available for the latter 
at the exhibition, listing the price at 
$2068. Weighing 1100 Ib, the car can 
accelerate up to 28 mph and re
quires a 12-hr recharge every 50 mi. 
I! is said to cost the driver 1 .51t / mi 
for electricity and battery deprecia
tion . 

Buses will be marketed by at least 
two companies-Battronic Truck 
Corp. (Boyertown, Pa.), and Electro
bus (Studio City, Calif.)-by mid
year. Transit authorities in Long 
Beach (Calif.) and other cities have 
already placed their orders based on 
encouraging feasibility studies. 

One such study was carried out in 
Honolulu. A team of workers from 
the University drove a self-propeled 
electric bus over everyday routes and 
noted the power and energy require
ments. With a curb weight of 20,000 
Ib, seating capacity of 49 passengers 

and containing 4375 Ib of lead-acid 
traction batteries, the bus was capa
ble of making one round trip, up to 
12.1 mi with one battery charge, if 
air-conditioning was not used. With 
air-conditioning, the maximal disiance 
traveled before recharge was 6.2 mi. 

The experiment was based on as
sumptions that total power output of 
the batteries was 175-260 kW and 
that the total usable energy (60% of 
stored) was 31-36 kWh. Ideally, the 
establishment of on-route recharge 
stations will increase the driving 
range. 

Pros and cons 

Electric vehicles are attractive be
cause they are relatively noiseless, 
nonpolluting, and, according to J. W. 
Simpson (president, Westinghouse 
Power Systems, Co.), nationally can 
save up to 1.5 billion barrels of oil 
per year. They are viewed as a long
term alternative to gasoline and die
sel engines, since they can call upon 
a number of energy resources-hy
droelectric, solar, tidal, wind power, 
geothermal steam, nuclear, and mag
netohydrodynamics. 

Advocates of electric vehicles do 
not foresee any significant effects 
the wide-scale use of such vehicles 
would have on projected energy 
needs. They feel that if as many as 1 
million electric cars were on the road 
in 1972, their combined total demand 
for electricity would have been only 
2% of the reserve capacity of the 
U.S. electric utilities. 

In addition, the vehicles would be 
recharging mostly during nighttime 
hours when demand for electricity is 
at its lowest. Even if more power 
plants were constructed to accom
modate the power needs of the vehi
cles, pollution from these stationary 
sources would still be less than ICE 
emissions. 

Of course, there is still a large 
competition gap between the con
ventional and electric vehicles
speed and distance for openers. For 
most people who dig accessible and 
convenient freeways, these are 
primemost requirements. 

Other unsolved concerns include: 
the heavy weight of the lead-acid 
batteries found in most electric ve
hicles, the inherent danger of acid 
spillage resulting from bad accidents, 
battery life, energy savings over gas
oline-driven types vs. limitations. 

There is also the drudgery of re
charging and the prime inadequacy 
of the total watt hours· of energy per 
pound deliverable by the batteries. A 
look at one major manufacturer's re
search data would point out that ICE 
can generate some 5900 Wh/lb 
whereas a set of 12 lead-acid bat
teries can produce only 150 Who 
Hopefully, intense R&D will provide 
cost-effective answers. LCG 
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PAT REPORT 
PRACTICAL, AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY 

MHFs solve a sludge disposal dilemma 
Envirotech's multiple hearth furnaces 

have been ordered for more than half of all units 
specified for municipal systems last year 

For many years disposal of munic
ipal sewage sludge has been regard
ed as more of a nuisance than a 
problem. Today , wastewater treat
ment planners are having to dear 
with the reality of ultimate sludge 
disposal. Due to the higher treatment 
standards coming into effect under 
the new water law, P.L. 92-500 , the 
problem will grow in proportion to the 
added sludge volumes from new 
plants. While some people regard 
sludge as still a largely unsolved 
problem, there is a growing confi
dence in and commitment to inciner
ation processes as the best available 
sludge disposal systems. 

I n everyday practice, consulting 
engineers are designing and specify
ing modern multiple hearth furnace 
systems at a record pace . In calen
dar year 1973 alone, there were 30 
incineration projects bid with a total 
value of $52-75 million. The rapid 
growth in the acceptance of sludge 
incineration by some practicing engi
neers, while others still regard it as 
inadequate technology, indicates that 
there is a great deal of misunder
standing about the advanced state of 
the art and practical application of 
multiple hearth systems. 

Several examples of recent incin
eration installations and projects 
under design by Envirotech 's BSP Di
vision (Brisbane, Calif .) will help to 
dispel the uncertainty surrounding in
cineration . These examples reinforce 
the fact that this sludge processing 
system will meet requirements of the 
future and is available today. 

Systems approach 

The many advantages of a total 
systems approach to sludge handling 
are evident in the facilities being de
signed for Granite City, III. The heart 
of the system is a third generation 
multiple hearth furnace (MHF) oper
ated in an energy-conserving mode 
by recovering waste heat for sludge 
heat treatment. 

R. C. Haller, vice-president of the 
consulting engineering firm of M. W. 
Inc . (Indianapolis , Ind .), says that 
the closed loop energy conservation 
system begins with gravity thickening 
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M, W, Inc.'s Haller 
Closing the energy loop 

Emlaalons are well within 
California air standards 
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of the combined primary and waste
activated sludge. The thickened 
sludge is then thermally conditioned 
in one of two 6000-gph BSP Heat 
Treatment Systems . The effects of 
thermal conditioning at 250 psig and 
380°F allow the sludge to be me
chanically dewatered without chemi
cals to approximately 30% solids 
prior to incineration . The sludge at 
30% solids is autocombustible, need
ing no oth'er fuel for complete burn
ing. 

The Granite City plant, a 23-mgd 
secondary treatment facility is 
scheduled to go on stream in late 
1975. At design , an estimated 11,000 
Ib/ hr of dewatered sludge will be re
duced to 1000 Ib/ hr of inert ash via 
an 18-ft diameter, seven-hearth BSP 
multiple hearth furnace . Except dur
ing start-up and standby operation , 
no auxiliary combustion fuel will be 
required. Exhaust gases from the fur
nace will pass through a waste heat 
recovery heat exchange/ boiler 
wherein ample steam will be pro
duced for operating the sludge ther
mal conditioning systems. Finally, 
the exhaust gases will be cleansed 
and cooled via an ARCO/ Envirotech 
scrubber. 

Any air pollutants? 

A new 35-mgd regional wastewa
ter treatment plant in Palo Alto , 
Calif., has two multiple hearth fur
naces to oxidize the combined pri
mary, secondary sludge. Ronald Doty 
of the City of Palo Alto, says that the 
Envirotech furnaces have been oper
ating since December 1972, well 
within the tight regulations of the Bay 
Area Air Pollution Control District 
(BAAPCD) . 

John Jenks of the consulting and 
design engineering firm of Jenks Ad
amson (Palo Alto) says, " These fur
naces are equipped with impinge
ment scrubbers and a hybrid after
burner in the top hearth . When the 
system was nearing final steps, in 
1972, new and more stringent stan
dards were adopted by the BAAPCD. 
Design modifications were made to 
accommodate the new standards." 

In Contra Costa County, Calif ., the 



consulting engineering firm of Brown 
& Caldwell was engaged by local au
thorities for the design of an ad
vanced wastewater treatment system 
to meet water quality standards as 
well as recapturing waste heat from 
a furnace to provide steam for heat 
and power elsewhere in the waste
water plant. Again two multiple 
hearth furnaces are included in the 
design for co-combustion of organic 
sludge and calcination of lime 
sludge. 

Bill Loftin of Livermore says that 
when the above application was first 
made in June 1971 to obtain a permit 
to construct the facility from the 
BAAPCD, the permit was denied. 
"The Board was forced to take this 
action since the plant would be lo
cated in the Livermore Valley, ·al
ready designated a critical air area 
for oxidants, and therefore no new 
sources of any air emissions could 
be built," he says. 

Following this denial, the applica
tion was resubmitted along with 
statements on the overall favorable 
impact of a water reclamation plant 
and the relatively insignificant emis
sions to result from the furnaces. 
Recognizing the importance of the 
project, the BAAPCD Board voted to 
amend their regulations to allow con
struction of "insignificant sources," 
endorsing the insignificance of the 
furnace emissions by granting the 
permit for construction. 

In comparison to other emission 
sources in the valley, the furnaces 
under the worst conditions would be 
only a tiny fraction of those due to 
automobiles and about equal to the 
minimum emissions from alternate 
systems of trucks hauling the sludge 
10 miles to the border of the valley. 
After all this, approval of the project 
was unfortunately delayed because 
of limited federal funding. The plant 
will be under construction within the 
next year, as soon as federal funding 
is received. 

What to do with the ash 

Sometimes incineration is not re
garded as an end to the sludge prob
lem. Some say the problem has only 
been reduced; you still have the ash 
to dispose of. Unlike biological 
sludge, however, the ash is sterile 
and harmless. Liquid sludge disposal 
practices reveal that in many cases 
sludge drying beds or sludge piles 
are carelessly tended, with little re
gard for the potentially dangerous 
pathogens which may be present. 
Cases of possible groundwater con
tamination were common with few 
disposal sites being maintained to 
the degree required for solid waste 
sanitary landfill sites, for example. 

On the contrary, sludge ash is free 
of bacterial contamination and re-

CIoeed energy loop, .Iudge handling .,.....Incorpor .... 
heat treatment,. Incineration, and heat NCOV8I'J 

duced 90% in volume from the origin
al wet sludge. It also is potentially 
beneficial to the environment. It is 
useful as a soil 'conditioner, and in 
Japan it is marketed as quasifertilizer 
for its phosphate content. 

The energy factor 

Now that the energy CriSIS is ev
erywhere apparent, there has been 
concern that sludge incineration may 
be draining away precious energy re
sources and that limited fuel avail
ability may make furnaces white ele
phants. 

Make no mistake, multiple hearth 
furnace systems can be designed to 
be self-sustaining if the sludge cake 
is dried to 30-35% solids. Once this 
condition is reached, the sludge be
comes a fuel resource in itself. The 
resulting heat can be recovered for 
processes such as heat treatment, or 
space heating. 

Other sludge handling and disposal 
systems, designed with a closed IQop 
energy cycle to convert fuel, are 
being designed for the Chesapeake
Elizabeth wastewater treatment plant 
(Va.) and the Western Branch plant 
(Prince Georges County, Md.). 

Some auxiliary fuel is needed for 
start-up and standby operation. A 
wide variety of fuels may be used in
cluding digester gas, natural gas, 
heating oil, or at the Virginia plant 
site, one of five under the Hampton 
Roads Sanitation District, ·No. 6 fuel 
oil. Fuels with high sulfur contents 
can be used without creating an S02 
emissions problem. The high efficien-

cy ARCO wet scrubbing systems 
have been shown to remove up to 
90% of S02 created in the combus
tion cycle, according to test results 
of Envirotech's BSP Division. In 
some cases, the fuel value of the 
sludge may be supplemented by mix
ing in waste and heavy grade oils or 
even pulverized coal. 

A recent report from the EPA de
tailed the electrical energy demands 
of all the unit processes in a waste
water treatment. Analyses of flow
sheets in such systems reaffirm that 
energy demands of incineration are a 
minor contributor to total plant usage 
of electricity. For example, in a 100-
mgd activated sludge plant, which 
would conveniently serve a popula
tion of 1 million, MHF incineration 
accounted for only 4% of the total re
quirement of electricity. If digestion 
is used with the activated sludge 
plant, the requirement drops to 2.4% 
of the total electricity requirement. 

I ncineration has several other 
clean advantages over other meth
ods of sludge disposal: 

• The sludge problem is handled 
on site without having to transport 
potentially dangerous material to 
outlying and usually reluctant rural 
communities. 

• The pollution resulting from 
truck or barge operation is eliminat
ed. 

• The energy demands of pump
ing are avoided. 

• Only small areas of urban land 
are required in contrast to large 
drying beds. 
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FEATURE 
Markets for chemicals grow and grow 

Andrew C. Gross 

Cleveland State University and Predicasts, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio 44106 

During the current decade, water use will grow more 
rapidly than population; treatment of water and wastewa
ter will increase faster than water use, and chemical 
treatment will be rising more rapidly than other treatment 
types. The upgrading of water quality to more stringent 
standards can be most economically achieved by the use 
of more chemicals . This trend will be reinforced by new 
technology and favorable comparisons in the price of 
chemicals relative to the costs of land, labor, and equip· 
ment. 

Shipments of all water treatment chemicals amounted 
to $166 million in 1960, but reached $384 million by 
1970. By 1980, the corresponding figure should be al· 
most $950 million, representing an annual growth rate of 
9.4% compared to a 7% growth rate for the U.S. econo· 
my as a whole. While currently only 0.1 Ib of chemicals is 
being consumed per thousand gallons of water use, the 
figure should double in 10 years. 

Growth patterns among specific chemicals will vary; 
the most significant trend will be that of upgrading . For 
example, polyelectrolytes will grow more rapidly than in· 
organic coagulants, membranes faster than other filter 
media, and ion exchange resins faster than lime. Oxygen 
will be more widely utilized than air . As a general rule, 
sales of chemicals for wastewater' treatment should grow 
much more rapidly than those for water treatment, 
though the latter market will remain more substantial 
(Table I). 

The water treatment chemical industry is highly frag
mented and quite diversified. Large chemical companies 
supply most of the bulk materials; six specialty firms pro· 

TABLE 1 

Water and wastewater treatment chemicals 
Annual 

Item IUD 1910 %l~~:.'lfie, 

MILLION POUNDS 
CoIIgu lants 1326 2085 4.6 
Filter media 556 926 5.2 
pH neutralizers and salt 5950 11925 7,2 
Biologicals 993 4427 16.2 
Internal preparations 484 870 6.1 

Total volume 9309 20233 TI 
Cents per pound 4,1 4.7 1,4 

MILLION DOLLARS 
Coagulants 56.7 126.0 7,6 
Filter media 48.0 115.9 9,2 
pH neutralizers and salt 64 ,6 152,8 9.0 
Biologicals 71.9 200 .4 10.8 
I.nternal preparations 143.0 348.0 9.3 

Total value 384.2 ' 943.1 TI 
Indu.trial and municipal 

water consumption 
(Tgel) 95 .6 146 4.3 

Lb/M gal 97 139 3.6 
Gross national product 

(bil $) 974 1900 6.9 
Antipollution chemical 

5ale5/000$ GN P 0.39 0.50 2.5 
Source, Predicasts, Inc. 
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vide almost half of the formulations. The markets of the 
two types of organizations often overlap. Only a handful 
of publicly owned firms derive more than 25% of their 
sales from water treatment chemicals. 

It is customary when looking at water pollution to 
speak of a series of dual categories-industrial vs. mu
nicipal , water vs. wastewater treatment , equipment vs. 
chemicals, organics vs. inorganics . In this feature , chem
icals are broken down by type of treatment or market; 
but, unless otherwise stated. figures refer to the total 
market for such chemicals . The statistics are best esti
mates, with ±5% deviation likely even by 1975. 

In the business 

The water/wastewater treatment chemical industry is a 
combination of many small, medium, and large firms; the 
majority come from the chemical industry, but there is 
representation from the machinery, petroleum, and other 
industries. Four categories can be discerned, based on 
size of firm , " market reach ," and product line. 

The first group comprises the giants of the chemical 
industry, with sales in the $1 billion and above range: Du 
Pont, Monsanto , Dow, Union Carbide, and others. Such 
firms are primarily active in the sale of bulk, rather than 
specialty chemicals, though some do pursue the more 
specialized segments of the market. For example, Celan
ese entered the field of internal water treatment com
pounds by acquiring Stein, Hall & Co. More usually, how
ever, the giants try to move a specialty chemical into 
bulk status. 

In the second category, there are firms with sales in 
the $0.7-7.0-million range. These groups of medium and 
small chemical manufacturers are both bulk and special
ty chemical firms"-Diamond Shamrock, International 
Mineral & Chemical , and Stauffer Chemical, on the one 
hand , and Betz, Nalco and Mogul on the other. As a gen
eral rule , these firms show a higher rate of return on 
sales than do the giants of the first group. Attention to 
their customers' problems did develop strong loyalty on 
the part of such firms' clients. 

The third group consists of manufacturers from other 
industries. In the case of machinery, equipment, and oil 
companies, entry into the chemical field represented a 
natural diverSification . Examples are Crane, Keene, 
Petrolite, and Culligan International. Others, like Ecologi
cal SCience Corp. , a consulting firm, pursue the path of 
backward integration . 

The fourth category consists of very small companies, 
which usually feature a narrow product line and operate 
on a regional basis . They tend to specialize around a 
group of related products, such as bOiler feed chemicals . 
Examples of such firms, from the East and Midwest, are 
Hungerford & Terry, Purification Sciences, CWC Indus
tries, Creative Chemical , Deady Chemical , and Vulcan 
Laboratories. 

However , size alone is no assurance of a high rate of 
return on sales. As already noted, the best performance 
records tend to belong to the medium-sized firms, rather 
than the very large or very small ones. The middle-size 
chemical firm is large enough to operate with a systems 
approach and yet small enough to have carved out se-
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lected segments of the total market as its "pockets of 
profitability ," Working frequently with a well-trained re
search and sales staff, these firms are able to stay 
abreast of the latest technology and pay close attention 
to client problems beyond the mere sale and delivery of 
products, 

Mergers and acquisitions in this field have been taking 
place at about the same rate as in other sectors of the 
chemical and petrochemical industries, Examples of 
mergers from the previous decades include the purchase 
of Calgon by Merck, Wyandotte becoming a part of 
BASF, Madison Chemical fused into Chemtrust Indus
tries, and the acquisition of several small firms by Stauf
fer Chemical. As for entry and exit , both tend to occur, 
often at the same time, Slick Corp" an airline in the 
West, chose to abandon that field and stress its chemical 
manufacturing via its Drew division , only to be bought by 
U,S, Filter in 1972, At about the same time, KDI Corp, 
abandoned the water/wastewater treatment chemical 
area, CWC Industries of Cleveland has been active in the 
sale of specialty goods, while Allyn Chemical of the same 
city chose to quit the antipollution chemical field, 

The "Big Six Pack" 

Betz Laboratories, (Trevose, Pa,) is one of the leading 
manufacturers of water and wastewater treatment chemi
cals, Along with Nalco, it plays a key role in the supply of 
internal or formulated water treatment compounds for in
dustrial users and to a lesser extent for municipal mar
kets , Sales have grown five-fold since 1960, now exceed
ing the $50-million mark, The product line ranges from 
biocides to polyelectrolytes and from coagulant aids to 
cooling system chemicals , but the firm recently diversi
fied into the pollution control equipment field, The firm is 
more than one third f,amily owned , 

Chemed (Cincinnati, Ohio) is still almost 90% owned 
by W, R, Grace & Co" but the decision to sell shares to 
the public and to show operations separate from the par
ent firm represent a step away from the idea of wholly 
owned subsidiaries, Several plants are operated in the 
U,S" the U,K" and Canada, The product line is a wide
ranging one, but again there has been diversification into 
medical and consumer products, Antipollution chemicals 
and services grew from 10% of sales in 1966 to over 
20% at the start of this decade, Starting in 1970, total 
annual sales exceeded $100 million, 

Mogul (Chagrin Falls, Ohio) is a fast-growing firm and 
a major force in the antipollution chemical field, Though 
operating several divisions (hospital, life science, educa
tional, veterinary, and water treatment) , over a third of its 
$40 million sales come from the water pollution control 
segment. Mogul pays close attention to customer prob
lems, including maintenance and compliance with regula
tions , The company recently won a coveted award by the 
Sales and Marketing Executives group, It held merger 
talks with F, M, Scherer , a pharmaceutical firm with a 
complementary product line, but it now appears that the 
proposed merger is called off. 

Merck (Rahway, N,J,) has become an important factor 
in the water treatment chemical field by its acquisition of 
Calgon in 1968, followed by the purchase of Havens I n
ternational (a water reclamation systems firm) , Baltimore 
Aircoil (cooling equipment) , and Technique & Distribution 
(a European marketer of water conditioning equipment), 
The parent firm is best known for its drug line, Calgon 
makes a variety of detergents and specialty chemicals 
besides those intended for clarification of water and 
wastewater. In the latter line, products include ion ex
change resins, activated carbon , softening compounds, 
and specialized polymers, Sales of the parent firm hover 
in the $1-billion range , 

Nalco Chemical (Chicago) is one of the leading and 
oldest manufacturers of specialty chemicals for water 
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and wastewater treatment. Sales have been growing in 
excess of 20% per year during the past five years and 
now stand at the $200-million mark. Foreign operations, 
strong research efforts, and aggressive marketing con
tribute to this growth , along with the systems approach of 
dealing with the totality of client problems. Nalco has de
veloped a strong loyalty among its clients . Among recent 
developments are a line of organic coagulants and im
proved ion exchange resins . 

United States Filter (New York) has been active in the 
pollution control field for some time . With its acquisition 
of Slick and hence the Drew Chemical division of that 
firm, it has solidified its position in that area even more. 
Sales of $123 million in 1972 had the following distribu
tion: water pollution control and chemical systems 32%, 
air pollution 31%, and energy, nuclear engineering , and 
other activities 37%. Drew is a manufacturer of a wide 
variety of chemicals for wastewater treatment , boiler 
feed , and cooling tower operations . It is also a major 
supplier of biocides, defoamers, and other chemicals to 
the paper and paint industries. 

Coagulants 

These chemicals promote the process whereby sus
pended solids and colloidal materials in the water or 
wastewater are agglomerated by chemical means into 
masses sufficiently large to settle. Basically, they neutral
ize the charge on particles, allowing them to come to
gether. Currently, municipalities use more coagulants 
than industry and more coagulants are consumed for 
water clarification than wastewater treatment . However 
(Table 2) , industrial use should grow faster than munici
pal use and sewage treatment should increase faster 
than that of water clarification. 

Because of changing technology, prices, and market 
requirements, the types of coagulants used are also 
changing. While alum, ferric salts, and other inorganics 
should double approximately in dollar volume during the 
current decade, organic coagulants should increase 
three-fold . 

In 1970, about 800 million pounds of alum was used in 
water pollution control; four fifths of this went for water 
and one fifth for wastewater treatment. Alum usage in 
sewage flocculation is small; ferric salts are preferred, 
since they are cheaper and the flocs formed are heavier 
and settle better . But as alum is a low cost material and 
its use can be enhanced by the addition of polyelectro
Iytes, about 1250 million pounds will be used by 1980. 
Alum is produced by numerous firms , including Allied 
Chemical , American Cyanamid , Du Pont , Essex, Monsan
to , Olin , and Stauffer . 

Ferric salts, along with lime, are the leading coagu
lants for wastewater treatment and sludge flocculation . 
Use of iron salts for clarification of supply water is negli
gible since they add hardness and impart undesirable 

TABLE 2 

Coagulants by end market (%) 
Item 1970 1910 

WATER CLARIFICATION 
Municipal 
Industrial 

Total 
WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

Municipal 
Industrial 

Total 
All WATER TREATMENT 

Municipal 
Industrial 

Total 
Source. Predicasts. Inc. 
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31 
32 
i3 

29 
8 

37 

60 
40 

100 

25 
33 
58 

30 
12 
42 

55 
45 

100 

taste and color . Ferric salts are used in both primary and 
secondary sewage treatment and have experienced good 
growth rates so far . In the long run, however, they will 
meet increasing competition from coagulants which gen
erate less sludge per pound of soiids removed . Usage in 
water pollution control applications should rise from 
about 130 million pounds in 1970 to 225 million pounds 
by 1980, corresponding to the rise in dollar terms . Major 
producers are Allied Chemical , Chem-Met, Conservation 
Chemical, Dow Chemical, Pennwalt, South California 
Chemical, and Steel Chemical. Most sales are that of fer
ric chloride and are in bulk. 

A wide range of other inorganic coagulants is em
ployed, but their rate of growth will be slower than that of 
alum or ferric salts . Poundage should rise from 350 mil
lion in 1970 to about 500 million by 1980, but the latter 
figure will still represent less than $12 million . Much of 
the poundage in this category consists of claYS-benton
ite and kaolin-which assist in wastewater oil removal. 

Organic polymers are used in water and wastewater 
treatment as coagulating aids and increasingly as coagu
lants. They improve performance and lower costs in 
water clarification , sewage treatment , dewatering slud
ges, and other industrial water pollution control areas. 
They are nontoxic , biodegradable , small in volume, easily 
incinerated, and effective under varied pH and tempera
ture conditions. Volume should almost triple by 1980 
from the 1970 mark of 45 million pounds. This will occur 
despite the fact that prices are much higher than for inor
ganic coagulants; natural organics come at $0.10-0.50 
and synthetics at $0.40-2 .50j lb. Major markets currently 
lie in the areas of internal treatment of industrial water 
and municipal wastewater , but municipal clarification and 
industrial sewage treatment should develop into equally 
important markets . Among key producers are American 
Cyanamid , Dow, Hercules, Merck-Calgon, Nalco, Nation
al Starch , Reichhold , Rohm & Haas, United States Filter, 
and Vistron . 

Chemical filter materials 

Filter media are being used increasingly to supplement 
the work of mechanical filters. Their total market should 
go from almost $50 million in 1970 to $115 million by 
1980, though poundage will grow more slowly because 
the more expensive materials- activated carbon, ion ex
change resins, membranes-will increase faster than 
sand and other low-value media. 

Activated carbon, in both powder and granular form , is 
used as a filter material because it has high adsorbent 
capacity and because its surface attracts a variety of 
chemicals . Utilized in the collection of such organic ma
terials as phenols, solvents, and pesticides, it has the 
ability to remove objectionable taste, color, odor, and 
some harmful biological matter. Consumption more than 
doubled in the last decade and should do so again during 
the 1970's, to 125 million pounds by 1980. Application 
has been mostly in tertiary treatment of wastewater and 
in supply water clarification so far, but there is now in
creased usage in secondary treatment of sewage in com
petition with biological processes. On the other hand , 
since activated carbon does not remove phosphates or 
inorganic wastes , ion exchange resins and membranes, 
as well as oxygen treatment , will become competitive al
ternatives. The largest producer is Westvaco , followed by 
several firms , such as American Norit, Atlas Chemical , 
Calgon, Barnebey-Cheney, National Carbon, Pittsburgh 
Chemical , and Witco . 

Ion exchange resins have been used for many years 
for water-softening purposes, but the newer members of 
this family are being utilized in treating industrial sour 
waters, brackish waters, acid mine drainage , and secon
dary sewage effluents. A decade ago , supply water treat
ment represented the only end-use market, but now other 



applications account for almost one fourth of the pound
age. Total amount used in water and wastewater treat
ment by 1980 should be about 110 million pounds, com
pared to about 45 million in 1970. Ion exchange pro
cesses will encounter increasing competition from re
verse osmosis and other membrane processes . Ion ex
change resins are produced by Diamond Shamrock, 
Dow, Rohm & Haas, and Sybron. 

Diatomite and expanded perlite are used for fine parti
cle filtration by industries where applications (as in food 
processing) must meet stringent clarity and bioiogical re
quirements. These materials have other uses, including 
oil and beverage filtration , paint and explosive manufac
turing, plastic filling and insulation. Consumption of the 
two materials for water and, to a much lesser extent, 
wastewater treatment amounted to 150 million pounds in 
1970 and should reach 275 million pounds by 1980. 
About three fourths of the current volume is diatomite, 
but perlite is growing more rapidly . Growth prospects are 
due to rising consumer spending for beverages, food, 
drugs, cosmetics , and recreation . Major diatomite pro
ducers are Johns-Manville, General Refractories, Eagle
Picher, and 10 other producers. Expanded perlite is of
fered by over 80 companies. 

Other chemical filter materials are sand , coal , zeolites, 
and membranes. While volume shipped is large-about 
300 million pounds in 1970, to rise to 420 million by 
1980-the value of shipments is low and, except for 
membranes, growth prospects are not good . There is a 
wide variety of membrane materials, including vinyl , poly
ethylene, cellulose acetate, and nylon . Membrane pro
cesses are used to separate or purify liquid phase solu
tions . Among the better known current processes are re
verse osmosis, dialysis, and ultrafiltration . While volume 
treatment of wastewaters is in the early stages of devel
opment, pollution regulations should spur secondary and 
tertiary wastewater treatment. There is a trend to hollow 
fibers , because of their high surface area-to-weight ratio 
and because they are self-supporting. Producers include 
Du Pont, Monsanto, Abcor , Amicon , and Eastman Chem
ical. Dialysis membranes are made by lonics, AMF, Dow, 
and lonac Chemical. 

Other major chemicals 

pH neutralizers and salt are used in water and waste
water treatment to provide a balance of ions necessary 
for the desired chemical and biological processes to take 
place . Such chemicals adjust pH, metal, and nutrient lev
els. These are low cost materials and their volume con
sumed is huge-6 billion pounds in 1970 and a projected 
12 billion pounds by 1980. Generally, they will grow in 
proportion to the amount of water and sewage treated . 

About 3.4 billion pounds of lime was consumed in 1970 
for purifying water, two thirds for water and one third for 
wastewater treatment. Since lime is very cheap com
pared to other neutralizers and coagulants , consumption 
will rise to about 6.7 billion pounds by 1980. In water 
treatment, lime has an advantage over alum in acidic, 
but not in alkaline waters . Lime usage in wastewater 
treatment is growing more rapidly than in water treat
ment; by 1985, the two end uses should be about equal 
in size . Lime can be utilized in forming sludge, neutraliz
ing acid mine drainage , and phosphate removal. Lime is 
produced by about 200 companies, including U.S. Gyp
sum, National Gypsum, and major steel producers. 

Caustic soda and soda ash are strong bases used for 
increasing pH in order to improve alum and ferric chlo
ride coagulation. Soda ash is used in conjunction with 
lime for precipitating calcium, while caustic soda is used 
with ferrous saits in sewage treatment to get good floc
culation , as well as for regenerating anionic exchange 
resins . Thus, usage is tied to the extent to which other 
chemicals-coagulants, resins , lime-are utilized. 

Growth is seen from 600 million pounds in 1970 to over 
1100 million pounds by 1980. 

Sulfuric acid and other acids are also used for control
ling pH balance, again frequently in an assisting role to 

' other chemicals . In addition , acids are employed for re
moving barium ions from industrial wastes and for regen
erating cationic exchange resins . Sulfuric acid is pre
ferred , because other acids are more expensive. Acid 
consumption should just about double during the decade 
from the 300-million-pound figure in 1970. 

Salt is used in water treatment for the regeneration of 
sodium zeolites and ion exchange resins, but usage rate 
will be slower than for resins due to improved application 
techniques. Consumption in water pollution control appli
cations should rise from near 1700 million pounds in 
1970 to 3500 million pounds by 1980. 

Biological action chemicals are currently employed in 
water treatment as disinfectants in· municipal and as bio
cides in · industrial water · supply. Current consumption for 
wastewater treatment is very small , but a rapid growth 
can be expected for such chemicals in this area. Rising 
capital and land costs will make aeration, lagooning, 
trickling filters, and other processes somewhat less at
tractive; new standards and processes will favor the use 
of oxygen instead of air for altering the biological charac- . 
teristics of · wastewater . Total consumption should go 
from near 1 billion pounds in 1970 to over 4 billion by 
1980, with oxygen accounting for over one half of the 
1980 figure. 

Chlorine is still the most widely used biocidal agent 
today in water treatment. Aside from its well-known disin
fectant role in water supply, it is being used increasingly 
for controlling bacteria count in activated sludge and for 
secondary sewage effluent. Chlorine does have some dis
advantages vis-a-vis more expensive biocides. Total 
usage in water and wastewater treatment should be 1.4 ' 
billion pounds in 1980 (about double the 1970 figure) 
which is still only 3% of the total chlorine production in 
the U.S. Manufacturers are major chemical firms, from 
Allied to Wyandotte. 

Calcium hypochlorite, sodium hypochlorite, and other 
inorganic chlorine compounds have shown a faster 
growth rate than chlorine, mostly because these com
pounds are more stable and more persistent. They are 
also easier and safer to handle and they can reduce cap
ital costs. Applications range from water supply to boat 
sewage treatment . Hypochlorous acid may compete with 
activated carbon in tertiary treatment . In the presence of 
ultraviolet light it can be effective in removing organic 
matter from sewage. Inorganic chlorine compounds 
should almost triple their 1970 figure of 100 million 
pounds used in water pollution control by the end of the 
'decade. Major producers are Olin , Pennwalt , and PPG, 
but there are numerous smaller manufacturers. 

Organic chlorine compounds, other halogens and their 
compounds, quaternary ammonia compounds, toxic 
salts, and other strong oxidizing agents constitute our 
next class of biocides. There are varied applications, one 
of which is the use of organic chlorine compounds for 
controlling microorganisms in industrial water treatment. 
Ozone is currently used in the sterilization of water and 
the oxidation of cyanides and phenols in industrial 
wastes. Total demand in water and wastewater treatment 
for this miscellaneous group of biocides should be about 
150 million pounds in 1980, more than twice the 1970 
figure. 

There is evidence that oxygen is becoming a major 
wastewater treatment chemical. Aeration with oxygen 
can greatly improve secondary treatment processes . In 
several cases, capital and operating costs have been 
halved by going from using air to utilizing oxygen in the 
aeration system . From negligible usage in 1970, oxygen 
should rise to a 2.5-billion-pound consumption figure by 
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One total carbon system 
does it all- better. 
EPA approves it We think 
you should check it out 

, . '"'~ . :00:0.,: 

Demand for the Oceanography International 
Total Carbon System has tripled in the past two 
years, and continues to rise ever more steeply. 
Following are some features that may account 
for its remarkable acceptance: 

D It does everything: TC, TOC, POC, DOC, TIC, 
carbon in sediments and solid samples, 
what have you. 

D It does everything your way. If you require 
analytical precision at <1 mg/ I, it's got it. If 
you want to run a great many samples in a 
hurry, it'll do it-accurately. 

D It's fun to run. It produces direct, precise 
and reproducible results without a lot of 
fiddling and figuring on your part. A built-in 
integrator/digital readout helps. 

D You can count on it, and on us. The current 
instrument is a highly advanced design 
evolved over a period of several years. It 
works very, very reliably. 

D 2-way sample introduction - by direct injec
tion or by sealed ampules - suits the an
alyzer to the kind of work you're doing. 

D It isn't susceptible to interfering ions. 

D It is a bargain. No other instrument offers II 
you so much versatility, sensitivity, p~e I/~~, 
sion and speed at the price, and OP"fJ ~' 
costs are minimal. 1/ tli//ill 

For detailed specifications, V~~Utll~~lcompara
tive data, check with us for o~f/~rJPlt'ge brochure 
on the Total Carbon System! III" 

OCEANOGRAPHY INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 2980, Collelile Station, Texas n840. (713) 846·7721 

CIRCLE liON READER SERVICE CARD 
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1980, but forecasts of 24 billion pounds by 1985 seem 
optimistic. Key producers are the Linde Division of Union 
Carbide (half of total sales now), Air Reduction, Air Prod
ucts and Chemicals, Chemetron, and others. 

Fluorides are used almost exclusively in water treat
ment to affect drinking water supplies in order to make 
teeth more resistant to decay. Almost 60% of the U.S. 
population is affected. Use in wastewater treatment is 
minimal. Growth is envisioned at 110 million pounds by 
1980, compared to 70 million pounds in 1970. 

Internal water preparations are specially formulated 
chemicals (containing several chemical compounds) 
which are used for affecting industrial water supplies. By 
contributing to a higher quality of water intake, their use 
indirectly affects the quality of effluent. The design of an 
optimum formula or package for a specific facility is a 
complex art which !nost industrial users do not possess. 
Thus, suppliers offer survey of user requirements, formu
lation of compounds, delivery, and continuing assistance. 
The "Big Specialty Six" control about half of this market. 
Several trends, including the move toward nuclear power 
production, should boost sales of such preparations from 
under 500 million pounds in 1970 to nearly 900 million 
pounds by 1980, with dollar volume showing an even 
healthier growth . 

Boiler compounds are chemical preparations added to 
boiler feed for scale or corrosion control, and the inhibi
tion of caustic embrittlement and carryover of moisture. 
Chemicals utilized range from phosphates to polyelectro
Iytes, and volatile amines to tannins . Demand should rise 
from 140 to over 180 million pounds in this decade. 

Cooling tower compounds are special preparations for 
preventing fouling by microorganisms and for inhibiting 
chemical or biological attacks on wood. Control agents 
include organic chlorine compounds, chlorinated phenols, 
copper salts, ammonium compounds, and mercurials in a 
variety of preparations. I ncreased electric power genera
tion, trend to nuclear energy , and concern with thermal 
pollution will lead to doubling of consumption between 
1970 and 1980, with a total of almost 300 million pounds 
used by the latter date. 

Industrial process compounds are tailor-made prepara
tions employed in the process industries . Ingredients in
clude a variety of inhibitors (against corrosion, scale, mil
dew), demineralizers, deemulsifiers, and pH control 
chemicals. Sales of these items are growing more rapidly 
than production in the industries using them. The 1970 
figure of 200 million pounds consumed should double by 
1980. 

Projection 

I nflationary forces in the economy are becoming more 
dominant. Gross national product is now projected to ex
ceed $2150 billion by 1980. Correspondingly, the prices 
of antipollution chemicals are expected to rise. Thus, the 
dollar figures cited may have to be raised by 7-8% for 
1975 and about 15% for 1980. Nevertheless, the growth 
in sales of water and wastewater treatment chemicals 
will exceed the growth rate of the economy. Despite the 
competitive situation, numerous companies in this field 
shou Id prosper. 

Andrew C. Gross is an associate 
professor at Cleveland State Univer
sity, teaching marketing, industrial 
relations , and international business 
courses . A professional engineer with 
extensive experience in industry and 
government, he is also consultant to 
Predicasts, Inc.. and the Science 
Council of Canada. 
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In-plant usage works and works 
Richard W. Ockershausen 

Allied Chemical Corp., Morristown, N.J. 07960 

Meeting the objectives of the 1972 Water Pollution 
. Control Act has required the study of wastewater nutri
ents and the methods for upgrading treatment plant ef
fluents. I n the process of modernizing and increasing the 
capacity of wastewater treatment plants, consulting engi
neers and cities have found that chemical storage tanks 
and feeders can be rapidly and economically installed in 
existing plants. This is being done routinely where interim 
treatment is required as well as for permanent installa
tions. 

Certain concentrations of carbon, nitrogen, phospho
rus, potassium, silicon, and other elements are essential 
in the support of microorganisms, fish, and other marine 
life. When an overabundance of these nutrients are pres
ent, excessive algae growths result, and degradation of 
the water begins as the microorganisms die. 

Reducing P, 55, BOD 

Phosphorus is the nutrient most amenable to removal. 
It can be precipitated by the addition of salts of alumi
num, iron, or calcium. With aluminum, an aluminum hy
droxy phosphate or other complex is formed. The fol
lowing equation represents the reaction between alumi
num sulfate (alum) and soluble phosphorus compounds: 

Ai,(SO,), + 2Na,PO, - 2AIPO, + 3Na,SO, (1) 

Alum Sodium 
phosphate 

Aluminum Sodium 
phosphate sulfate 

Other components in the wastewater will compete for 
the aluminum ion. While the aluminum ion's reaction with 
phosphorus is considered selective and may occur in 
fractions of a second, the most important competing 
reaction is that with the alkalinity, resulting in the forma
tion of insoluble hydrolysis species. The metal hydroxides 
coagulate the collodial material present in wastewater in 
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addition to the aluminum phosphate precipitate. Ideally, it 
is desired that a maximum amount of the aluminum ion 
be used for phosphorus removal, and a minimum quantity 
to form the floc mass. In practice, there is little control 
over this, and treatment is primarily meeting the coagu
lant demand of the waste by adding alum in sufficient 
quantity to affect high clarity. 

In Sweden, where over 300 wastewater treatment· 
plants are using alum for phosphorus reduction, the oper
ators vary the chemical dose in relation to the clarity of 
the effluent. Generally, when high clarity is obtained, 
there is high phosphorus removal. Experience in the 70 
U.S. plants using alum confirms this. All too frequently, 

Primary treatment of waste water & P removal (Windsor, Ontario) 

FIGURE 1 

Alum addition point 

Raw 

Sludge disposal 
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the coagulant demand bears only a partial relationship to 
the phosphorus concentration in the raw wastewater. 

The soluble phosphorus ion (SP) , rather than the total 
phosphorus (TP), is the form which exerts a chemical 
demand . Theoretically, 0.87 mg/ I. of aluminum ion (AI) 
will precipitate 1.00 mg/I of SP; 0.87 mg of AI equates 
to 9.6 mg of alum. For example, if the wastewater con
tains 6 mg/ I. of SP, the minimum alum dose to precipi
tate this would be 58 mg/ I. Insoluble forms of phospho
rus will be mechanically removed in the floc mass. The 
total alum requirement is determined by laboratory floc 
tests . 

Two chemical methods are suggested for minimizing 
over-treatment with the coagulant. One method is the use 

of acid to reduce the high alkalinity and buffered pH 
often found in wastewater . While alum precipitates phos
phorus at conventional pH values, numerous researchers 
have confirmed that maximum phosphorus reduction oc
curs in the pH range of 5.7-6.3. The use of an acid salt 
such as alum reduces the pH toward the optimum. A pH 
between 6 and 7 can be accomplished with a two-chemi
cal feed system, acid and alum, or by use of excess 
metal salt. The second method is to use a polyelectrolyte 
just after the alum addition . Polymers do not react with 
phosphorus, but they do knit together the fine precipi
tates and the colloidal material into a floc which settles 
well. 

Without chemical treatment , phosphorus reduction in a 
plant is poor . It may vary from 10-30% of TP and usually 
very little SP is removed . With chemical treatment , 90% 
and higher reductions are obtained and effluent concen
trations of 0.5-1 .0 mg/ I. are commonplace. Levels less 
than 0.5 mg/ I. will be sought in some areas. Filtration of 
the plant effluents is expected to yield 0.1-0.2 mg/ I. of 
phosphorus . 

Some wastewater treatment plants will be required to 
improve suspended solids (SS) and biochemical oxygen 
demand (BOD) reductions. In river waters, treated for 
potable purposes , chemical coagulation for turbidity re
duction is the usual practice . The same technology is 
used in wastewater treatment. The addition of metal salts 
to wastewater performs the dual function of reducing P 
and SS simultaneously. Treatment for one results in im
provement of the other. Along with the reduction in SS, 
some of which are organic materials, a reduction in BOD 
will be obtained . Soluble BOD-producing compounds are 
not reduced by chemical coagulation , however . 

In many treatment plants, the simple addition of chem
ical storage and feeding devices will enable the plant to 

improve the reductions of SS and BOD without further 
major plant construction . Where plants are hydraulically 
overloaded or have inadequate sludge digestion capacity, 
there is no alternative but to expand these facilities to ac
cept higher flows and greater solids loads. Chemical fa
cilities can be designed into such expansions . 

In-plant uses 

Approximately 2800 plants, 20% of the total plants in 
the U.S., provide minimum primary treatment. While wait
ing for secondary treatment equipment, these plants can 
be equipped inexpensively for chemical treatment. Chem
ical treatment will approximately double the plants' solids 
and BOD reduction and decrease P to low levels. In pri-

mary plants, alum addition to the raw wastewater is usu
ally at the intake side of the pump, the grit chamber, or 
just before the bar screens . All these points allow rapid 
mixing (Figure 1) . At the Windsor (Ontario) 22-mgd pri
mary plant, SS of 187 mg j l. are reduced to 30 mg/ I. 
(84%) , BOD of 108 mg/ I. to 42 mg/ I. (61 %), and total P 
of 7.8 mg/ I. to 1.0 mg/ I. (86%) . The alum dose is 90 
mg/I. , equal to 8.1 mg/ I. of AI. 

In trickling filter plants (Figure 2) , P reduc tion and 
upgrading of plants can be accomplished by chemical 
addition at the outlet of the trickling filters, in the primary 
stage, or by splitting the chemical dose between these 
stages . 

In Alexandria (Va .), an 18-mgd trickling filter plant op
erating at 20-mgd is achieving 84% SS and 85% BOD re
duction by chemical treatment. Alum (110 mg/ I.) and 0.4 
mg/ I. polymer are added before the primary settlers . The 
plant has reduced its BOD load to the Potomac River by 
50%. Two trickling filter plants at Occoquan-Woodbridge 
(Va.) are obtaining reductions of 88% BOD, 93% SS, and 
87% of P. Alum addition is before the primary clarifiers. 

At a Melbourne (Fla.) wastewater treatment plant 
which uses high-rate ' trickling filters , the raw waste flow 
is between 1.5 and 2.0 mgd . Secondary effluent and sec
ondary sludge (0 .5 mgd) are recycled to the primary 
stage. This flow is treated with approximately 80-100 
mg/I. of alum plus a coagulant aid added in the line 
transferring secondary sludge to the primary. SS and ' 
BOD reductions have averaged well over 90%, resulting 
in the lifting of the ban on sewer connections. 

At another Florida plant in Palmetto , a design flow of 
1.5 mgd treats approximately 0.8-0 .9 mgd by trickling fil 
ters. Prior to chemical treatment , SS were 30-40 mg/ I. in 
the final effluent for an average reduction of 83%. By the 
addition of 45 mg/ I. of alum after the trickling filters, final 
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Primary and secondary activated sludge treatment and P removal 
_3 

SS have averaged 11 mg/ 1. with overall removal of 93%. 
The primary stage benefits from the heavy recycle of 
secondary effluent. Sludge volumes have increased as 
expected, but they are experiencing no digester problems 
with the additional solids. A benefit not -expected has 
been the sharp reduction in odors at the plant site. 

In an activated sludge plant (Figure 3) , opportunity for 
chemical addition exists at several points. Usually, the 
preferred point of addition is toward the end of the aera
tion tank because: 

• The primary clarifiers and the aeration tank tend to 
equalize variations in the solids content , pH, and other 
properties of the raw wastewater 

• The condensed forms of P are converted to the 
more easily precipitated ortho forms 

• The plant's capacity to remove some P is utilized 
and this saves chemicals 

• The tendency to mix the chemical too violently and 
reduce floc size is minimized 

• Advantage is taken of the ability of the aluminum 
hydroxide in the recycled sludge to reduce P. 

One of the best reasons for treating in the aeration 
stage is the economic benefit obtained from the chemical 
floc being recycled in the activated sludge . In several 
plants where chemical addition has been stopped for a 
period, the secondary units -have continued to reduce P 
for the next few days before returning to their normal, rel-

Physical chemical treatment & P removal _. 

....... 
I ........... 

atively inefficient level of removal. The mechanism of this 
removal is not clear, but it may be absorption of P by the 
aluminum hydroxide species in the recycled sludge rather 
than a precipitation as aluminum phosphate. It is clear 
that phosphorus reductions in some of these plants can 
be obtained with one third less alum. 

Chemical treatment has been quite effective in activat
ed sludge plants (Michigan City, Ind .; Sandusky, Ohio; 
Guelph, Ont.), and contact stabilization plants (Punta 
Gorda, Fla.). 

The 1-mgd Punta Gorda facility includes sand filtration 
of the effluent from the biological stage . Alum is added in 
the splitter box prior to surface aeration . Month-long acti
vated sludge pilot plant studies at Buffalo (N.Y .) , with 
60-80 mg/ I. of alum added to the end of aeration , con
sistently produced the desired 0.5 mg/ 1. P in composite 
samples of the effluent. 

Physcial-chemical treatment is another method (ES& T, 
Jan. 1974, p 14; March 1973, p 200) which can be used 
for upgrading an existing plant or for an entirely new fa
cility . Chemical precipitants remove solids and P as in 
primary treatment. Filtration of the settled chemically 
treated wastewater delivers highly clarified water to a se
ries of activated carbon columns . The carbon adsorbs 
soluble organic material and some trace metals. Regen
eration of spent carbon is possible in large plants . 

For plants too small to be equipped properly , regional 
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MICHIGAN CITY (IND.) 

Ra. 172 172 144 144 10.7 
Fioald. 13 9 19 7 0.79 
% R.ductlon 92 95 87 95 92.6 

SANDUSKY (OHIO) 
Raw 160 160 188 384 4.4 
Final,ff. 9 2 24 15 0.9 
% Reduction 94 98 87 96 80 

GUELPH (ONT AR 10) 
Raw 182 182 179 179 6.1 
Final en. 26 14 38 22 0.78 
" R~duction 86 92 79 88 87 

PUNTA GORDA (FlA.) (contact stabilization) 
Raw lOB 161 11.8 
FiRiI eff. (after sand filtration) 

0.9 3 0.15 
% Reduction 99 98 99 

CHEMICAL DOSES (mg!l.) 
MichiBan City Alum 60, Polymer o.J 
Sandusky Alum 50 

Guelph Alum 100. 4 Act. Silica 
Punta Gorda Alum 45 

regeneration plants may be built to process the carDon. 
Following adsorption, disinfection of the effluent with 
chlorine is standard procedure. Physical-chemical plants 
(Figure 4) require less space than biological systems. 
They are also less susceptible to upsets fromheavy metals 
and other toxic materials. 

Generating solids 

The quantity and volume of solids produced from 
wastewater treatment plants are a prime concern of plant 
management. Chemical treatment's purpose is to precipi
tate phosphate and coagulate and settle additional SS 
from the wastewater. 

Chemical treatment inevitably results in more solids 
than conventional processes; to do otherwise it would fail 
in its function. The important question is, "How much 
sludge is generated?" From the phosphorus precipitation 
(Equation 1) and the well-known hydrolysis equation, the 
amount of chemical solids can be calculated from a typi
cal activated sludge plant treating with 75 mg/1. of alum. 

Assuming all of the alum is used to precipitate phos
phorus, the following solids are generated: 

75 mgt!. Alum - 30.7 mgt!. AIPO. (2) 

If an activated sludge plant utilizes the aluminum 
values efficiently, and if it is assumed that three quarters 
of the alum precipitates aluminum phosphate and one 
quarter of the alum application forms aluminum hydrox
ide, the following chemical solids are produced: 

56.3 mgt!. Alum - 23.1 mgt!. AIPO. 
18.7 mgt!. Alum - 4.8 mgt!. Al(OH), 

75.0 mgt!. Alum - 27.9 mgt!. chemical solids 

To the chemical solids must be added the additional 
SS captured and settled with the floc. I n an activated 
sludge plant the additional SS removed above normal 
treatment may be 5-15 mg/1. 

There are insufficient data on the volume of sludge 
produced; some reporting more concentrated sludge re
sulted, others indicating 25-50% more volume was pro
duced. A few trickling filter plants have reported higher 
volumes. A 300-mgd activated sludge plant is pumping 
8.5% solids sludge, after concentration, to its digesters. 
Others are reporting from 3.5-7% solids, with or without 
concentration prior to digestion. In general, where the 
plants have adequate digester capacity, good gas pro-

duction and digester operation are resulting and sludge is 
being handled by conventional techniques. 

Evaluating the costs 

To arrange its financing, a city must know the capital 
and operating costs involved in upgrading its wastewater 
treatment. Consulting engineers are best qualified to 
study each system and to estimate the appropriate costs. 
Kumar and Clesceri (Water and Sewage Works, March 
1973) estimate capital costs for 1-mgd, 10-mgd, and 
100-mgd plants-$48,900, $126,000, and $367,000. The 
costs can be reduced where advantage can be taken of 
existing buildings, heating, and laboratories. I n southern 
climates, storage tanks can be outside, eliminating hous
ing and heating costs. 

Operating costs include the cost of chemicals, labor, 
power, maintenance, extra sludge dewatering or hauling 
or disposal, testing, and supervision. The vast majority of 
plants will be treating with 50-150 mg/1. of alum. At an 
alum approximate cost of 2.75ct/lb, the chemical cost 
will range from about $11.50-$34.50 per million gallons 
or 1.15-3.45ct per 1000 gal (ptg). On the basis of a per 
capita use of 100 gal per day, the annual per capita 
chemical cost will range from $0.43-1.29, with an aver
age of about $0.86/ yr. 

Using the average annual per capita chemical cost of 
$0.86 and including amortization of capital costs and op
erating and maintenance labor, additional sludge disposal 
costs, maintenance of equipment, supervision, power, 
and insurance, it is estimated that the total costs of P re
duction and addiHonal BOD and SS removal for 1-mgd, 
10-mgd, and 100-mgd plants are 7.58¢, 4.28¢, and 3.42¢ 
ptg. These sums are equivalent to $2.77, $1.56, and $1.25 
in terms of cost/person/yr. 

Kumar and Clesceri assume a 10-mgd activated 
sludge plant has a capital cost of $4.5 million. The inclu
sion of facilities for P reduction adds $125,000 or less 
than 3% to the capital costs. With conventional operating 
costs estimated at 18.5¢ ptg, the chemical treatment and 
associated costs add 4.27ct ptg or 23%. 

Chemical treatment at the municipal wastewater treat
ment plant removes phosphorus from all sources. These 
include human, food, and industrial wastes, detergents, 
storm water, and others. In addition, alum treatment pro
vides benefits in SS and BOD reductions which often ap
proach tertiary treatment performance. Color, bacteria, 
virus, and trace metal reductions can be additional bene
fits from successful chemical treatment. 

Most plants require only the simple addition of a stor
age tank and a feeding device to accommodate liquid 
alum treatment. The costs of these facilities are less than 
3% of total capital costs for a modern activated sludge 
plant. The total costs per capita per year are estimated at 
$1.25-2.27 depending on the size of the plant. These are 
small costs in view of the upgrading of effluents possible 
with chemical treatment. 

Richard W, Ockershausen is a senior 
scientist with the technical service 
department of the Industrial Chemi
cals Division of Allied Chemical 
Corp. He directs the department's ef
forts in water and wastewater treat
ment. 
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WASTE REMOVAL 
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE A 

WASTE OF ENERGY. 

It takes more energy to remove efflu
ent wastes from an industrial plant 
than from a municipal system. 
Energy is in short supply. So it 
makes more sense than ever 
before to use it efficiently. 

For example, if you 're taking things 
out of water with carbon, you need energy to re
activate the carbon. If you operate a biological 
treatment plant, you need horsepower to aerate. 
Plus more energy to clear the remaining sludge. 

Fluid Process Services is designing " low-energy" 
waste removal (or recovery) systems for a number 
of traditionally troublesome by-products. Kraft pulp 
bleaching and dye wastes, pesticides, phenols, 
tanning agents, nitrates, plating discharges, mine 
acids, ammonia and explosives are typical. 

sorbents and ion exchange resins. 
These clean synthetic materials are 
regenerable without energy; the sol-
vents can be recovered with waste 

heat. You 'll eliminate sludge handling 
problems. And our system can be de

signed to concentrate your wastes for 
re-use in processing - or even to supple

ment your fuel supply. 

May we suggest an initial appraisal to determine 
your needs and approximate costs? Just call one 
of the offices listed below. 

Birmingham, AL (205) 822-1984 • Chicago, IL (312) 

774-9100 • Cincinnati, OH (513) 451-5520 • Elmwood 

Park, NJ (201) 791-7900 X25 • Hayward, CA (415) 

785-7000 • Houston, TX (713) 771-8946 • Los Angeles, 
CA (213) 685-5060 • Pennsauken, NJ (609) 662-8660. 

FPS treatment systems are based upon 
field-proven AMBERLlTE® polymeric ad- RDHM~ 

~HAAS~ 
PHIL ADE LPH IA, PA . 181D5 

OlClE 13 ON lEADER SERVICE CARD 



CURRENT RESEARCH 

History of Metal Pollution in Southern California Coastal Zone 

Kenneth W. Bruland, Kathe Bertine, Minoru Koide, and Edward D. Goldberg 1 

Scripps Institution of Oceanography. La Jolla. Calif. 

• The anthropogenic fluxes of Pb, Cr, Cd, Zn, Cu, Ag, V, 
and Mo into the sediments of the San Pedro, Santa Moni
ca, or Santa Barbara Basins, off the coast of Southern 
California are determined. At the present time it is not 
possible to evaluate the contributions from different 
transporting agencies-the winds, sewer outfalls, storm 
runoff, and river runoff. 

Human populations, concentrated in coastal regions, 
can mobilize materials to the marine environment in 
amounts similar to, or even exceeding, those introduced 
through weathering processes. Records of the anthropo
genic and of the natural fluxes of elements may be found 
in coastal sediments which accumulate rapidly enough so 
that annual strata can be distinguished through radiomet: 
ric dating techniques and in some cases varving. Natural 
fluxes of elements can be determined in the older parts 
(i.e ., a century ago) of the sedimentary column. The addi
tion of anthropogenic fluxes to the natural ones are re
flected in the composition of recently accumulated phas
es. 

Inner basin sediments off the coast of California near 
Los Angeles are especially attractive for such studies. 
Their rates of sedimentation, of the order of millimeters 
per year, can be determined by Pb-210 and Th-228/Th-
232 geochronologies and in some cases by annual varves 
(Koide et ai., 1973). The strata below the upper centime
ter or so are anaerobic, and the sediments are not dis
turbed by bioturbation. The organic carbon levels in the 
Southern California deposits are of the order of several 
percent by weight and their clay size fractions (less than 2 
1') are approximately one third of the sample. Such phases 
can effectively scavenge heavy metals from seawater. 

Initial work in our laboratory was carried out by assay
ing lead levels in these sediments-present-day fluxes ap
pear to be up to seven times greater in lead levels than 
those of a century ago (Chow et ai., 1973) . Source of the 
lead is lead alkyls used as antiknock additives to gasoline, 
and lead isotopic compositions in the modern sediments 
differ from those in the older deposits. Recent sediments 
have isotopic ratios similar to those of lead additives to 
gasoline in the Los Angeles area; the isotopic makeup of 
the older lead in the deposits resembles that of the weath
ering basin. 

Use of the sedimentary record to reveal metal fluxes to 
the environment depends upon the rapid removal of the 
metal from the water following its entry. Such appears to 

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

be the case for lead. The aim of this investigation is to as
certain what other elements, besides lead, are being mobi
lized to coastal waters and subsequently to the sediments 
in amounts similar to those involved in the weathering 
cycle. 

Methods 

Samples. Sediments were taken from three inner basins 
off the coast of California-San Pedro (330 30' N; 1180 19' 

Figure 1. I nner basin region off the coast of southern California; 
X, coring site 

E ~ j lO 1" \ . • "f "f -. 
~ ~ -" 
> 
;; ;; 

~ ~ .-
... .. .... ",.., ........ , • • • ,.,,, .. ,.,, "' .... ,. .. 00 

DEPTH (em) DEPTH tern ) 

Figure 2. Pb-21 0 activities as a function of depth 
Filled circles and dashed lines refer to the total Pb·210 in the sediment. 
Unfilled circles and heavy lines refer to unsupported Pb-210 activities
Le. , Ra-226 supported Pb-210 has been subtracted from the total Pb· 
210. Sedimentation rates are based upon unsupported Pb-210 activities. 
In San Pedro Basin plot , the upper two points fall off the curve . This re
flects dilution of Pb-210 by the higher salt contents and to a lesser extent 
the higher organic matter and CaCOJ levels. In a previous paper (Koide 
et al. . 1973), the same phenomenon was observed in the Santa Barbara 
Basin deposits. We attributed it to a possible diffusion of lead in the sedi
mentary column . This rationale is no longer required . Normalizing the 
Pb-210 activities to aluminum concentrations removes these surface dis
crepancies . Santa Monica Basin deposits are least affected by such 
dilutions in their surface strata 
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Figure 3. Distribution of heavy metals in the California and Baja California Basins as a function of depth or time 
Dates were obtained by Pb-210 and Th-228/ Th-232 geochronologies. Filled circles and heavy curves refer to absolute concentrations in the sediments. 
Dashed lines and X 's refer to the ratios of the species concentration to that of aluminum 
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W; 890 meters); Santa Monica (33° 45' N; H8° 52' W; 930 
meters); and Santa Barbara (34° 14' N; 120° 1.5' W; 575 
meters); off Baja California-Soledad Basin (25° 14' N; 
H2° 41' W; 520 meters); from an area near the Whites 
Point waste outfall (33° 42' N; H 8° 22' W; 75 meters). 
Locations are shown in Figure 1. Samples were recovered 
with hydraulically slowed box corers which retain the up· 
permost strata of the deposit in contact with the overlying 
waters. 

Dating Techniques. The Pb-210 and Th.228/ Th-232 
geochronologies were carried out by previously described 
techniques (Koide et aI., 1973) and the ages so derived are 
probably accurate to within a year or two for the recently 
deposited phases and to within a decade for ages extend· 
ing back a century or so. In this previous work, the Santa 
Barbara and Soledad Basins were accumulating at an av· 
erage rate of 0.4 and 0.27 cm/ year, or 90 and 40 mg of sol· 
ids/cm2/year based on a density of 2.6 g/cm3 (Emery, 
1960) for the solids, respectively, over the last century. 
Pb-210 curves for the San Pedro and Santa Monica Basins 
(Figure 2) are corrected for the Ra-226 supported Pb-210 
(Koide et aI. , manuscript in preparation) which extend 
the applicable time range of the Pb-21O method . to 150 
years. The average sedimentation rates over this time pe· 
riod for the San Pedro and Santa Monica cores are 0.9 
and 0.7 mm/year, respectively (28 and 24 mg of solids/ 
cm2 /year). 

The San Pedro and Santa Monica Basins are accumu· 
lating too slowly for the utilization of the Th-228/ Th-232 
technique in obtaining sedimentation rates. In both cases, 
however, the value of the activity ratio of these two iso· 
topes was greater t han one in the upper cm and indicated 
that the upper portions of the deposit were recovered in 
the coring operation. 

In the three California basin cores, the sedimentation 
rates in the upper few centimeters can be as much as a 
factor of two higher t han those further down in the depos· 
it as a consequence of their higher water contents (i.e., 
lack of compaction). This is evident in t he varve thick· 
nesses found by Koide et al. (1973) in the Santa Barbara 
Basin, where those closer to the surface were greater than 
those further down, in the Th.228/Th-232 rates as com· 
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Figure 3 (con/d.) . 

pared to the Pb-21O values and in the high water content 
of the surface strata (Table l). 

The Whites Point core, taken about 2 km away from a 
large domestic waste outfall, had uniform activities of 
Pb-21O (24 dpm/g) throughout its length of 26 cm. The 
concentrations of Pb (Chow et aI. , 1973) and other heavy 
metals are also relatively constant in concentration over 
the core length . One or more of the following concepts 
may explain these results: a very rapid accumulation rate 
such that the accumulation of recent ages only are ob· 
served, extensive mixing in the deposit site, or slumping. 

Elemental Analyses. Elemental analyses were carried 
out by atomic absorption spectrophotometry upon the 
total sample. A deuterium background corrector was used 
when the wave lengths were under 3000 A. The sediments 
were put into solution after ashing at 400°C for 1 hr using 
successive t reatments with HCI, HF, HN03 , and HCIO •. 
For the cadmium determination the sediments were not 
subjected to the ashing step inasmuch as cadmium vola· 
tilization was observed. Such volatilizations were not 
found for any of the other elements assayed. The preci· 
sions for the analyses are: Fe, 7%; AI, 10%; Mn, 5%; Cr, 
6%; Cu, 5%; Zn, 8%; Ni, 5%; Co, 10%; V, 10%; Pb, 10%; 
Ag, 10%; Cd, 20%; and Mo, 20%. 

Table I. Water Contents as Determined by Weight 
Loss at nO°C,and Salt·Free Sedimentary 
Components in Basin Sediments 

Depth, em, or 
deposition 

period 
(years) 

0-1 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-5 

6- 7 

7-8 

8-9 

9-10 

10-11 

13-14 

18~20 

24-26 

30-32 

1970-71 

1968-70 

1966-68 

1964-{;6 

1962-64 

1960-62 

1958-60 

1956-58 

1954-56 

1945-50 

1940-45 

1935-40 

1930-35 

1926-30 

Weight 
loss at 
110· C, 

% sed ime nt 
on salt~free 

% basisa Wt % AI 

San Pedro Basin 

82.1 14 .9 3.7 
80.6 16.5 4.8 
77.7 19.5 4.8 
75. 1 22.2 5.8 
73.2 24. 1 6.0 
69.6 27 .9 6.3 
68.2 29.3 

66 .7 30 .9 6.2 
64.7 33.0 

65.1 32.5 6.0 
62.9 34.8 6.2 
57.9 40.0 6.3 
61.2 36.6 6.2 
59.5 38.3 6.1 

Santa Barbara Basin 

88 9.2 3.5 

84 13 4.8 

84 13 4.6 
85 12 4.6 

84 13 4.9 

82 15 5.0 

83 14 4.9 
81 16 4.6 
80 17 4.9 

76 21 5.3 

78 20 5.4 

76 22 5.2 

72 25 5.3 

70 27 5.7 

Wt % AI 
corrected 

to salt~ 
f ree 
basis 

4.5 

5.7 

5.5 

6.5 

6.6 

6.9 

6.7 

6.5 

6.6 

6.6 

6.6 

6.4 

4.7 

5.9 

5.7 

5.8 

6.1 

6. 0 

6.0 

5.4 

5.7 

6.0 

6.2 

5.8 

5.9 

6.2 
"Ca lculated on th e basis ofa salin ity of 35%0 in the interst itial water . 
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Fractional Extraction. Insight into the associations of 
heavy metals with various components of the sediments 
can be obtained by chemical leaching experiments. The 
technique prescribed by Presley et al. (1972) has been 
used. Three categories of sedimentary phases have been 
defined: First, a fraction extractable by 25% acetic acid in 
a solution of hydroxylamine hydrochloride. Such a treat
ment will remove these species in acid·soluble phases like 
carbonates and some sulfides and those associated with 
reducible materials such as organic matter or themselves 
reducible to a soluble form. In addition, surface sorbed 
materials, displace able by hydrogen ions will be found in 
this fraction. A second sedimentary phase has been de
fined as a fraction extractable with 30% hydrogen perox
ide. This treatment results in an oxidation of a substan
tial part of the organic matter and of other oxidizable 
phases with the consequential solution of some species. 
The third phase is as a resistant residue. 

Results 

The concentrations of 13 elements in the four marine 
basin sediments are plotted in Figure 3 both as absolute 
concentrations and as the metal/aluminum ratios. Alumi
num is assumed to have a uniform flux to the sediments 
over the past century from crustal rock sources. Conse· 
quently, changes in the water, salt, CaC03, or organic 
matter content, especially in the upper layers can be com· 
pensated for through normalization of the metal concen· 

trations to that of aluminum. The justification for this 
may be seen in Table I in which the aluminum content in 
the salt-free sediments of the San Pedro and Santa Bar
bara Basin deposits appears to be relatively uniform with 
depth. In both cases, there is an evident increase after the 
first few centimeters, perhaps attributable to organic mat
ter, a correction we have not made. Two major elements, 
aluminum and iron, and three minor elements, cobalt, 
nickel, and manganese, in these basin deposits do not ap
pear to be significantly influenced by the activities of 
man, if at all (see following sections)-ratios of the four to 
aluminum are constant with depth (or time of deposition) 
(Figure 3). 

From Figure 3, the heavy metals, Pb, Cr, Cd, Zn, Cu, 
Ag, V, and Mo, appear to be accumulating at higher rates 
in the San Pedro and Santa Monica and less distinctly in 
the Santa Barbara present-day deposits than a century 
ago. This change can be attributed to the mobilization of 
these metals by the activities of man. On the other hand, 
the sediments in the Soledad Basin, off the coast of Baja 
California, show no concentration changes in these metals 
as a function of depth. This site, similarly anaerobic, is 
used as a baseline depositional area, not measurably af
fected by human activity. (There is an enhanced zinc con
tent in the upper levels of the Soledad Basin sediments. 
This material was recovered in a galvanized box-the only 
core of those analyzed that was taken in this way. We sus
pect the upper portions of the core may have been con
taminated during the removal processes, even though care 

Table II. Fluxes of Heavy Metals into Sediments of California Coastal Basins 

Santa 
Catalina 
rainfall 

Fluxes in pg/em'lyr (Lazrus, 

Element Flux San Pedro Santa Monica Santa Barbara Soledad Av 
1970), 

1J,9/cm 2/yr 

Pb Anthropogenic 1.7 0.9 2.1 1.6 
Natural 0.26 0.24 1.0 0.23 0.5 
Rainfall 1.3 

Cr Anthropogenic 3.1 2.6 2.9 2.9 
Natural 2.8 2.1 10.7 4.6 5.2 

Zn Anthropogenic 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.1 
Natural 3.1 2.8 9.7 2.8 5.2 
Rainfall 4.6 

Cu Anthropogenic 1.4 1.1 1.4 1.3 
Natural 1.2 1.0 2.6 LA 1.6 
Rainfall 0.5 

Ag Anthropogenic 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09 
Natural 0.05 0.03 0.11 0.08 0.06 

V Anthropogenic 1.5 2.6 7.8 4.0 
Natural 3.5 3.4 13.6 4.6 6.8 

Cd Anthropogenic 0.07 0.07 
Natural 0.14 0.14 

Mo Anthropogenic 0.8 0.8 
Natural 0.08 0.08 

Ni Natural 1.6 1.3 4.1 2.3 2.3 
Rainfall 0.24 

Co Natural 0.33 0.26 1.0 0.17 0.53 
Mn Natural 13. 8. 24. 7. 15. 

Rainfall 0.36 
Fe Natural 1260. 1200. 3060 . 840 . 1800. 

AI Natural 1740. 1630. 4860. 1280. 2700. 
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Table III. Composition of Suspended Particulates 
and of 1970-71 Sediments Deposited in 
Santa Barbara Basin 

Mn/AI X 10-' 

Fe/AI 
Ni /AI X 10-' 
Cr/AI X 10-' 
Zn/AI X 10- ' 
Co/ AI X 10-' 

V/AI X 10-' 
Cu/AI X 10-' 
Pb/AI X 10-' 
Dpm/g Pb-21O/% AI 

Santa 
Barbara 

Pa rticulates b,sin 
sediments 

October 1971 July 1972 1970-71 

63 

0.64 

4.5 

22 

107 

1.5 

16 

13 

16 

10 

46 

0.58 

7.3 

34 

40 

2.3 

27 

9.6 

12 

10 

51 

0.63 

6.9 

28 

25 

3.4 

44 

8.3 

6 

14 

was taken to remove the outer portions in contact with 
the zinc coating.) 

Anthropogenic fluxes may be calculated by subtracting 
the baseline flux , measured 50 or more years ago, from the 
total flux of the element measured in 1970 (Table II). The 
natural fluxes for the Santa Barbara basin are substan
tially higher for all metals than for the San Pedro, the 

Santa Monica, or the Soledad deposits, reflecting its high
er sedimentation rate. As a consequencp., the impacts of 
man are less evident in the metal concentrations in the 
Santa Barbara deposits. With the exception of vanadium, 
the anthropogenic fluxes for the different basins are simi
lar for each element. Perhaps, the natural oil seeps in the 
Santa Barbara basin are introducing vanadium and possi
bly nickel-containing porphyrins. 

The heavy metals in these sediments can result from 
particulate transport from rivers or atmosphere and waste 
outfalls, scavenging from the water column by suspended 
particulates, or from being sorbed by the sedimented sol
ids at the water/deposit interface . To gain some insights 
into these processes, we have analyzed suspended particu
lates collected at 100-meter water depth over a period of a 
month during October 1971 and again in July 1972 in the 
Santa Barbara Basin by Andrew Soutar of the Scripps In
stitution of Oceanography. We have compared our results, 
normalized to aluminum, with those from the Santa Bar
bara sediments accumulated during 1970-71 (Table III). 

It is quite striking that for each species at least one of 
the suspended particulate values is always within a factor 
of two of the sedimentary value. Usually, the agreement of 
both particulate analyses for a given element with the 
sedimentary value is much closer. These results suggest 
that either the uptake processes are within the water col
umn and perhaps primarily in the upper levels or the re
sults reflect particulate transport from outside the basin. 

The disposition of elements between the acid-reducible, 

Table IV. Distribution of Heavy Metals Between Various Sedimentary Phases 

Element Phase 

Pb Reducible 
Oxidizable 
Resistant 

Cr Reducible 
Oxidizable 
Resistant 

Cu Reducible 
Oxidizable 
Resistant 

Zn Reducible 
Oxidizable 
Resistant 

V Reducible 
Oxidizable 
Resistant 

Ag Reducible 
Oxidizable 
Resistant 

Ni Reducible 
.Oxidizable 
Resistant 

Co Reducible 
Oxidizable 
Resistant 

Mn Reducible 
Oxidizable 
Resistant 

San Pedro 

% 

51 

<5 

49 

8 

83 

4 

4 

93 

14 

77 

13 

78 

40 

<13 

47 

20 

15 

65 

91 

4 

89 

Ppm 

4.5 

< 0.1 

4.4 

8 
9 

84 

41 

16 

11 

90 
16 

11 
97 
0.6 

< 0.2 

0.8 

11 

8 

35 

0.4 

0.6 

11 . 
32 

18 

407 

Santa Monica 

% 

58 

<5 

42 

11 

11 

78 

4 

91 

15 

14 

71 

23 

9 

68 
42 

<10 

50 

23 

16 
61 

91 

10 

4 

86 

Ppm 

6.4 

< 0.1 

4.6 

10 

10 

71 

37 

17 

10 

88 

32 

13 

95 
0.5 

< 0.1 

0.6 

13 

9 

36 

0.5 

0.4 

9.1 

35 

14 

301 

Santa Barbara 

% 

59 

<5 

41 

8 

83 

6 

91 

17 

10 

73 

28 

5 

68 
43 

<14 

43 

25 

15 

59 

91 

13 

83 

Ppm 

5.9 

< 0.1 

4.1 

9 

97 

26 

16 

11 

80 
42 

7 

103 

0.6 

< 0.1 

0.6 

9 

6 

22 
0.2 

0.3 

55 

35 

11 

223 

78 

<5 

22 

19 

42 

40 

11 

17 

72 
18 

18 

64 

32 

28 

40 

49 

<15 

36 

27 

48 

25 

<4 

<10 

86 

11 

82 

Soledad 

Ppm 

5.5 

< 0.1 

1.5 

22 
49 

47 

6 

24 

13 

13 

46 

36 

32 

46 

1.0 
< 0.3 

0.7 

15 

27 

14 

< 0.2 

< 0.4 

3.4 

12 
19 

139 

Whites Point 

% 

83 

13 

49 

37 

14 

31 

49 
20 

85 

20 

10 

70 

70 

20 

39 

26 

25 

17 

20 

63 

11 

15 

74 

Ppm 

357 

17 

56 

358 

270 

102 

190 
300 
120 

1530 

144 

126 

34 

17 

118 

14 

4 

33 

22 

29 
2.4 

2.8 

8.8 

42 

58 

286 
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Table V. Trace Metal Concentrations in Air and Their Environmental Fluxes 

Aerosol concentrations in ng/ m a 

(1) 
Wraymires, (Z) 

England San Francisco Reasonable 
(Peirson et al., (John et al., value from 

Metal 1973) 1973) (1) and (Z) 

Pb 112 100 

Cr 3.1 8. 2 5 

Zn 103 . 136 100 

Cu 34. 50 50 

Ni 

Mn 14 17 15 

Co 0.4 1.0 0 .7 

V 10 5.4 7 

AI 335 863 600 

Fe 297 1670 1000 

Cd 20-

Ag 2-

Mo 10· 
CI Robertson, D., personal communication (1972). 

oxidizable, and resistant categories for · the California and 
Soledad Basins is given in Table IV along with that for 
the Whites Point deposit near the Los Angeles County 
outfall. The former sediments are from the lower portions 
of the cores and do not contain any measurable contribu
tions of elements from man's activities. Most of the heavy 
metals (Pb, Cu, Cr, Zn, Ag, Ni, and Co) in the Whites 
Point sediments are more readily mobilized by reduction 
or oxidation than in the California and Soledad Basin 
sediments. In the latter the heavy metals appear to be as
sociated with the minerals resistant to chemical attack. 
Manganese, a metal whose concentration in the sediments 
is not seriously affected by man's activities, shows similar 
distributions in the Whites Point and Basin sediments, a 
not unexpected result. Such is also the case with vanadi
um, a result somewhat difficult to interpret. A simple ex
planation would involve the resistant nature of the vana
dium species introduced anthropogenically. 

Both lead and silver have high concentrations in the re
ducible phases in the California and Soledad basin sedi
ments in comparison with the other metals. A common 
feature to accommodate this finding might be their occur
rence in seawater as anionic species. If this be the case, 
they might be sorbed to different phases than those heavy 
metals existing primarily as cations in seawater. 

Discussion 

In addition to identifying those elements whose fluxes 
to the sediments as a result of man's activities are signifi
cant in comparison with the natural mobilization rates, 
the transport paths from the continents to the sediments 
for the individual elements are of interest . These include 
the atmosphere, waste outfalls, and river and storm run
off. 

Atmosphere. The elemental fluxes in the sediments are 
similar to those in atmospheric precipitation (Table II) 
collected during a six-month period in 1966 and 1967 on 
Santa Catalina Island (Lazrus et aI., 1970). The precipita- · 
tion samples were filtered through a 5-1' membrane filter 
prior to analysis. On the basis of comparisons with other 
analyses conducted throughout the United States, the au
thors concluded that rainfall near industrial areas con
tained anthropogenic fluxes of lead, zinc, copper, iron, 
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Washout fluxes 

Santa 
Catalina Sedimentary basin fluxes 
(Lazrus, 

Calculated 1970) Anthropogenic Natural 

2 1.3 1.6 0. 50 

0.1 2. 9 5.2 

4.6 2.1 5.2 

1 0.5 1.3 1.6 

0.14 0.24 0.0 2.3 

0.3 0.36 0.0 15 

0.014 0.0 0.53 

0.14 4.0 6.8 

12 0.0 2700 

20 0.0 1800 

0.4 0.07 0.14 

0.04 0.09 0.06 

0.2 0.8 0.08 

and manganese. Nickel appeared to be introduced solely 
from natural crustal rock particles. Their results are not 
inconsistent with the findings of this investigation. 
Whereas lead, zinc, and copper are markedly enriched in 
the more recently deposited sediments, iron, nickel, and 
manganese levels are uniform with depth. The first three 
elements are now being introduced by man at rates nearly 
equal to or exceeding the natural ones. On the other hand, 
iron, nickel, and manganese must have natural sedimen
tation rates much greater than the atmospheric fluxes 
generated by man. For example, the anthropogenic rain
fall flux of manganese is 0.36 I'g/ cm2/ year compared with 
sedimentary fluxes ranging between 8 and 24 I'g/ cm2/ 

year. Unfortunately there is no comparable rainfall data 
for iron. The natural nickel fluxes to the sediments exceed 
those generated via rainfall as a result of man's activities 
by an order of magnitude. 

An assessment of atmospheric fallout for all of the ele
ments can be approached in another way. There have 
been some recent measurements (Table V) of aerosol con
tents in the atmosphere of San Francisco Bay (John et aI., 
1973) and in England (Peirson et aI., 1973). There is a 
marked correspondence between the English and Califor
nia trace metal concentrations in air. This suggests the 
possibility of a worldwide dust burden in the air of the 
northern hemisphere that combines both anthropogenic 
and natural entries. 

Combining the English and California data (Table V) 
and assuming 40 rainfalls per year which sweep out this 
standing crop of heavy metals from an atmospheric height 
of 5000 meters, one can calculate an annual washout flux 
(Goldberg, 1971). Such fluxes do compare reasonably well 
with those reported by Lazrus (1970) , generally within a 
factor of two. As a first approximation, the flux values for 
those elements not measured by Lazrus are probably valid 
as an atmospheric flux to the sediment basins. 

The calculated fluxes for Cr and V are an order of mag
nitude less than the sedimentary anthropogenic flux . The 
calculated flux of chromium of 0.1 I'g/ cm2/ year is an 
order of magnitude less than the calculated anthropogenic 
fluxes for the San Pedro, Santa Monica, and Santa Bar
bara Basins (range of 2.6- 3.1 I'g/ cm2/year) and the natu
ral fluxes for these basins and for Soledad (range 2.1- 10.7 



Table VI. Heavy Metals in Waste Water Particulates (SCCWRP, 1973) and Sediments 

Contr'fgution 
from wast. 

water 

Waste water particulates, mg/kg dry wt Sediments, me/kg dry wt 

particulates 
required to 

balance 
anthro~ 

W~lkes Orange w~~~~s (~/M~ 
pogenic 

Increases 
Metal Point Hyperion County Ay Point Ay' in sediments 

Zn 4,100 2300 2330 2900 1800 113 44 1.6 
Cu 1,120 1500 1850 1500 590 38 53 1.9 
Pb 570 320 920 600 430 10 75 6.0 
Cd 65 108 245 140 0.6 
Cr 1,700 1440 1330 1500 730 103 43 4.5 
Ag 32 130 40 70 20 1.4 63 3.6 
Ni 220 520 220 320 84 50 38 

Co 4 6 14 175 
Fe 20,000 5400 7000 11,000 51,000 43,000 255 
Mn 150 108 120 

.. Average for the Santa Barbara. Santa Monica, and San Pedro Basins. 

p.g/cm2/ year) . On the basis of these data, it appears that 
the primary anthropogenic mobilization of chromium is 
through river, storm, or sewer waters and not through the 
atmosphere. This is not in accord with the conclusions of 
Winchester and Nifong (1971) on the fluxes of trace ele
ments to Lake Michigan from pollution aerosol fallout . 
They found major atmospheric input of chromium to the 
lake as compared to lesser stream inputs. 

The marked similarity in the anthropogenic sedimenta
ry fluxes and in the rainfall fluxes for several elements 
would suggest the possibility of an atmospheric transport 
of these metals to the Southern California coastal areas 
and to the area of the Soledad Basin. Confirmation of this 
idea might be found in the measurement of the anthropo
genic metal fluxes in the basins seaward of these inner 
ones. If the flux values are the same, atmospheric trans
port would be reasonable . If the flux values are higher in 
the near-coastal basins, then contributions from sewers, 
rivers, and storm runoff would provide an explanation. 

Sewer Outfalls. The elemental concentrations of par
ticulates in waste waters from the Los Angeles County, 
Los Angeles City, and Orange County outfalls are given in 
Table VI. For comparison, the composition of t he Whites 
Point sediments, taken somewhat over a kilometer from 
the Los Angeles County outfall is tabulated. There is a 
remarkable consistency in the composition of the particu
lates from these three outfalls, reflecting uniform social 
and industrial patterns of this area. It appears as if about 
50% of the sediment a kilometer from the Whites Point 
outfall is contributed by the sewer outfall and the re
mainder by other sources, both natural and anthropogen
ic. 

The sewer discharges have their least effect upon iron, 
cobalt, and manganese. For these elements the natural 
concentrations appear to be several times those associated 
with the waste materials. 

For those elements considerably enriched in the waste 
water particulates (Zn, Cu, Pb, Cr, and Ag), amounts 
ranging from 0.6-6.0% are required to balance the average 
sediment increases found in 1970 (Table VI) . The higher 
organic matter in the upper levels of the basin cores (Fig
ure 2) suggests that some portion of the wastes may be 
reaching these basins. 

125 276 360 184 

Table VII. Fluxes of Materials to Southern California 
Coastal Region in Units of Metric 
Tons/Year/12,OOO Km' 

Storm 
Flux. of water 
anthro- plus dry 
pogenic Waste weather 

com- waters flow 
ponents to (SCCWRP, (Sl~r:fP' Washout 

Element sediments 1973) fluxes 

Pb 190 213 90 156 

Cr 350 649 25 12 

Zn 250 1680 101 550 

Cu 160 567 18 60 

Ag 11 15 1 
V 480 17 

Cd 8 54 48 

Mo 100 24 

A complementary way of assessing the relative contri
butions of elements to these basin areas is to compare the 
fluxes of elements to the California coastal regions from 
waste waters and storm waters plus dry weather flow and 
washout with the fluxes of anthropogenic components to 
the sediments integrated over 12,000 km2 (Table VII) . On 
the basis of these data, a substantial fraction of the an
thropogenic Pb, Zn, Cu, and Cd could originate in wash
out and/or the outfall wastes. Ag and Cr probably origi
nate principally from the waste . Unfortunately, there are 
no data for Mo in the waste particulates. However, they 
probably contribute to the anthropogenic components 
since the atmospheric flux is unable to account for the in
crease. A refinement of this type of thinking will come 
about when flux data are available for the outer basins. In 
case of atmospheric transport, the fluxes for a given ele
ment would be expected to be similar. For waste water 
entries one would expect a smaller flux for the outer ba
sins. 
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Reactivity of S02 with Supported Metal Oxide-Alumina Sorbents 

Roger F. Vogel, Bruce R. Mitchell, and Franklin E. Massoth 

Gulf Research & Development Co., P.O. Drawer 2038, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230 

• A number of impregnated metal oxides supported on 
alumina was evaluated for removal of S02 at 343°C from a 
mixture containing O2, N2, H20, and S02. A fixed-bed, 
flow reactor was used with the effluent monitored for 802 
removal by infrared analysis. A kinetic treatment of the 
system was developed and rates of S02 sorption were cal
culated. A 5% S02 breakthrough point was chosen for 
practical rating of the various sorbents. The relative ca
pacities of the sorbents were in general agreement with 
those of bulk oxides in that the alkali and alkaline earth 
metals were superior in reactivity. Compared to the Bu
reau of Mines coprecipitated, alkalized alumina, the Na
impregnated alumina sorbent had a much higher rate for 
S02 sorption. Supported Cu and 8r proved to be especial
ly reactive. The presence of water vapor affected the ca
pacity of several sorbents. 

Recent legislation against air pollution has forced many 
industries critically to review the quality of their stack gas 
emissions. Major sources of sulfur dioxide emissions are 
from power plants and sulfuric acid plants. The petroleum 
industry, although a relatively minor contributor, is not 
without its own sources of 802 pollution, of which the 
most prevalent are Claus sulfur units and fluid cracking 
regenerators. One of the methods for S02 removal from 
stack gases receiving much attention is sorption or reac
tion with solid sorbents, notably oxides. A successful sor
bent must have a high capacity and rapid removal rate for 
S02 in low concentrations, as well as being regenerable. 
Theoretical examination of potential candidate materials 
for reaction with 802 has centered mainly on oxides capa
ble of forming stable sulfites or sulfates. On the basis of 
S02 reactivity alone, the oxides of the alkali metals are 
best, followed by Ag, Hg, and then the transition metals 
(Welty, 1971). A comprehensive theoretical study of sul
fite-sulfate formation and decomposition has suggested 
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that the most promising oxides are: AI, Bi, Ce, Co, Cr, 
Cu, Fe, Ni, Sn, Ti, V, V, Zn, and Zr (Lowell et aI., 1971). 
These studies have not considered mixed oxides, or sup
ported oxides, both of which could increase the choice of 
potential candidate materials. Although these evaluations 
can eliminate some candidates from consideration, reac
tion rates of promising ones cannot be predicted. 

The Bureau of Mines was the first to demonstrate the 
potential of solid oxide for S02 removal. Extensive work 
was done on an alkalized alumina sorbent (Bienstock et 
aI., 1964). Other studies included a wide range of unsup
ported solid oxides (Bienstock et aI., 1961). Besides the 
alkalized alumina, bulk oxides of Mn, Co, and Cu were 
found to be active. 

Dispersing active metals and metal oxides on high area 
supports to considerably increase their available surface 
area over the bulk forms has been long recognized in the 
application of catalysts in the oil industry. A properly 
supported active sorbent for 802 removal by either simple 
adsorption or chemical reaction should exhibit an en
hanced reactivity over the bulk material, although total 
capacity per volume of sorbent plus support mayor may 
not improve depending upon active solid utilization. Re
cently, processes employing CuO supported on alumina 
have been reported (McCrea et aI., 1970) (Oil and Gas 
Journal, 1971). 

In the present paper we report on a screening program for 
S02 removal from a simulated stack gas employing a wide 
range of metal oxides supported on alumina. 

Experimental 

Potential sorbents were prepared by impregnating Fil
trol Grade 86 alumina with metal nitrates. An alkalized 
alumina (BM), supplied by courtesy of the V.S. Bureau of 
Mines, was chosen as the standard for a comparison of 
sorbent capacities. The BM standard contained 31% Na 
and 2% K by chemical analysis. All experimental sorbents 
contained about 30% of the metal equivalents found in the 
standard. This enabled high atomic weight elements to be 
evaluated on the same basis of theoretical capacity since 



reasonable metal levels could be prepared. All sorbents 
were calcined in air at 538°C for 10 hr prior to use and 
sieved to 10-20 mesh. Bulk densities ranged from 0.60 
gjcc for the alumina to 0.93 gjcc for the 41% Pb sorbent. 
Most were about 0.7 gjcc. The bulk voidage, E, was re
quired for kinetic measurements, and a value of 0.38 cc jcc 
sorbent was assumed (Haughey and Beveridge, 1966) . 

Two gas blends were examined: 4.7% 802, 6% O2 , and 
89.3% N2 ; and 4.7% 802, 6% O2, 2% H20 , and 87.3% N2. 
This level of 802 was chosen to provide sufficient accura
cy for the kinetic data analyses. Although the 802 con
centration is higher than normally encountered in flue gas 
applications, Russell et al. (1970) concluded that reaction 
rates are first order in 802. The effects of CO2 and NOz , 
components in normal flue gases, were not determined 
because of interference with the ir analysis . 

Four identical Pyrex glass reactors, 35 cm long by 3.2 
cm i.d ., were employed to facilitate screening of sorbents. 
Uniform heating was achieved by tube furnaces contain
ing multiple heating elements manually controlled by var
iacs. Thermowells provided means of measuring sorbent 
bed temperatures. Gas flow, measured with standard flow 
rotameters, was downflow through the reactors . Reactors 
were charged with 25 grams of sorbent, the excess volume 
being filled with quartz. 80rbents were pretreated with 
hydrogen overnight at 482°C to remove any residual ni
trates remaining from the impregnation step. This was 
necessary because nitrogen oxides were liberated upon 
treatment with 802, interfering with the ir analysis. Re
actors were maintained at 343°C during sorption. Flow 
rates were 600 cc jmin. 

A Perkin-Elmer model 137B infracord spectrophotome
ter, equipped with attached strip chart recorder, was used 
to monitor 802 concentrations. The total effluent gas flow 
from the reactor was passed through a 4-cm long Pyrex ir 
cell containing sodium chloride windows. Water vapor was 
removed from the effluent gas by a tube containing Drier
ite placed immediately before the gas cell . The instru
ment was maintained at the wavelength of maximum ab
sorption for 802 which was 7.3 11- . The lower limit of de
tection was about 0.05% 802. 80rbents were tested until 
at least 50% breakthrough of 802 was observed in the exit 
gas. The time required to reach the 5% and 50% break
through points was used to calculate efficiency and capac
ity of sorbents. 

Treatment of Data 

Two important parameters of sorbents for removing an 
active component from a gas stream are the loading ca
pacity and the sorption (reaction) rate. For the alkalized 
alumina sorbent, Russell et al. (1970) found that the sorp
tion rate of 802 could be fairly well described by the con
centration of the reacting 802 and the fraction of sorbent 
remaining unreacted, viz . 

dm = k,CE (1 _ .!1:':..) 
dt m_ 

where t = reaction time, min 
m ;: loading capacity at time t , mol jcc sorbent 

m _ = maximum capacity, mol jcc sorbent 
k, = reaction rate constant, min - 1 

C = gas reactant concentration, mol j cc 
E = void volume of sorbent, cc jcc sorbent 

(1) 

To evaluate the desired parameters from fixed-bed experi
ments, a mathematical treatment developed by Chu and 
Houser (1964) was used. This model assumes plug flow 
through the sorbent bed . The equation expressing the con
centration of the active reactant at the outlet to the bed is 
given by: 

In (
Co ) k,LCoE I [ k,L ] k,CoEt - - 1 = --- + n exp - - 1 ---
C, um_ u m_ 

(2) 

where Co = reactant concentration at reactor inlet, mol j cc 
C. = reactant concentration at reaction outlet, 

mol j cc 
L = sorbent bed length, cm 
u = interstitial gas velocity through bed, cm jmin 

Under practical experimental conditions, exp (k,Lju) » 
1, and CoEjm oo « 1; thus, Equation 2 reduces to: 

log (Co _ 1) = k,EV _ (k'CoE..\ t (3) 
C, 2.3F 2.2m../ 

where V is the sorbent volume, cc, and F the total gas 
flow rate, ccjmin. 8ince Equation 3 is linear in t, k, may 
be computed from the slope, s, of a plot of the left-hand 
side (LH8) vs. t; viz ., 

k, - 2.3smJ CoE (4) 

Furthermore, when the exit concentration becomes one 
half of the inlet value at time t1/2' the LH8 of Equation 3 
becomes zero, from which moo may be calculated according 
to the equality, 

(5) 

Although Equation 5 has been derived from the basic ki
netic Equation 1 with certain simplifying assumptions, it 
should be appreciated that Equation 5 is a simple materi
al balance statement applicable for any kinetics in which 
the breakthrough curve is symmetrical about the time 
point, t1/2 ' 

Although sorbents should normally be evaluated for 
both capacity and rate of sorption for design purposes, a 
single criterion combining both is probably as useful for 
screening studies. In this case, an arbitrary breakthrough 
time is measured-e.g., 5% of inlet concentration at reac
tor outlet. Then "useful sorption capacity" can be deter
mined by using the approximate material balance, 

mb '" CoFtb/V (6) 
where mb and tb are the respective loading and time at 
breakthrough. In this way many sorbents can be readily 
ranked in preliminary screening tests. 

To expedite calculation of rate constants a two-point 
method was adopted in place of plotting the data accord
ing to Equation 3. This involved combining Equations 
3-6, taking the experimental points at: 

tb, C,jCo - 0.05 

t l12 , C,jCo = 0.50 

to yield the following expression, 

k, =A(~) 
m _ - mb 

where 

A - 2.3F log 19 
VE 

(7) 

The value for k, for each run was then calculated from the 
experimental conditions and the calculated values of m_, 
and mb, obtained from Equations 5 and 6, respectively. 

Results and Discussion 

X-ray patterns of several spent materials revealed the 
presence of bulk sulfate salts. Thus, 802 removal is not 
simply a surface sorption process but actually involves a 
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Figure 1. S02 breakthrough curve vs. time 

chemical reaction of S02 with the metal oxide to form 
sulfur oxide salts. The process taking place may be repre
sented by the following chemical reactions: 

MO + S02 = MS03 (8) 

or 

2MO + 280, + 0, = 2MSO, (9) 

where M is a divalent metal. These reactions are repre
sentative of the overall process since the actual mecha
nism is probably more complex than that indicated by 
Equation 8 or 9. In this paper, sulfate or sulfite formation 
will be referred to as a sorption process. 

A brief examination of the reasonableness of the adopt
ed rate equation was made in some preliminary runs using 
an S02/N2 blend. An example of the data fit obtained 
with Equation 3 is illustrated in Figure 1 using the 12.8% 
eu sorbent. The good conformance to the predicted 
straight line shows that the assumption of first order in 
fraction of unreacted sorbent is reasonable. There is a de
viation of the data from the straight line at earlier times, 
as was also reported by Russell et al. (1970) using the 
same basic model. Despite this, Equation 7 was used to 
calculate rate constants for convenience in treating large 
amounts of data where relative sorbent rankings were de
sired. 

To check the assumption of first order in S02 concen
tration, several runs were made at lower concentrations by 
dilution with extra nitrogen. The data of Table I for three 
different sorbents show little effect of S02 level on the 
rate constant as calculated by Equation 7. The error in
herent in the rate constant is considerably higher than 
that in the capacity determinations, since the difference 
in 5% and maximum capacities is involved in Equation 7. 

A large number of supported metal oxides were evalu
ated for S02 sorption using a blend of S02- N2-02-H20 
and the results are shown in Table II. The sorbents are 
listed in order of decreasing capacities at the 5% break
through level. In general, the maximum capacities do not 
deviate from this order with the exception of the BM sor
bent. The slope of the breakthrough curve is dependent 
upon the rate of sorption. Thus, if the rate is low, the 
breakthrough point will be considerably lower than the 
maximum capacity except in those cases where the maxi
mum capacity is very low. As a result, the breakthrough 
point becomes a direct indication of the material's useful
ness in a process of this nature. Rate constants were cal
culated from Equation 7 and are presented in column 
four. The last two columns in Table II present a measure 
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of the efficiency of the materials based upon the percent 
of metal reacted. An alumina blank was run to establish 
background adsorption and its contribution to the 5% 
breakthrough of these sorbents was negligible. 

The Bureau of Mines alkalized alumina had the great
est maximum capacity of 20.3 grams S02/ 1oo cc sorbent 
with 69% of the metal reacted. However, its useful capaci
ty was only 7.9 grams S02/1oo cc sorbent due to the very 
low rate of S02 sorption with this material. In fact, its 
rate constant of 200 min- 1 was the lowest observed . The 
highest useful capacity was obtained with a sodium-im
pregnated sample. This sorbent had the highest rate of 
sorption and at the 5% breakthrough point more metal ' 
was used than for any other material evaluated. As men
tioned earlier, all sorbents, with the exception of the BM, 
were made with identical metal equivalents to provide a 
direct comparison of all results. The BM material actually 
contains 3.4 times as much sodium as the experimental 
sample yet its useful capacity is approximately 10% less. 
These differences in capacities of the two sodium sorbents 
might be attributed to differences in their methods of 
preparation. The BM sorbent is prepared by coprecipita
tion of sodium carbonate and aluminum sulfate (Bien
stock et aI. , 1961) while the experimental sorbent was pre
pared by sodium nitrate impregnation on an alumina sup
port. With co precipitation, at least some portion of the 
active component may be buried within the support ma-

Table I. Effect of SO, Partial Pressure on 
Reaction Rate 

Loading, grams 502/100 cc 

Alumina-
supported 502, 5% 

sorbent Vol % capacity 

9.2% Na 2.6 5.36 
0.9 4.99 

BM 2.6 0.86 
0 .9 0 .97 

12 .8% Cu 4.7 1.71 
0.9 1.68 

. Run Conditions: S02/N 2 blend, 600 ccjmin. 
a Calculated according t o Equation 7. 

Max. 
capacity 

10 .00 
9.52 
1.24 
1.43 
2.16 
2.05 

Table II. SO, Removal from SO,-N,-Q2""H ,O 
Simulated Flue Gas 

Loading, grams 

Rate 
constant, 
kr. min - I(I 

770 
930 
400 
370 
600 
740 

Alumina-
502/100 cc sorbent 

Rate 
% metal reacted 

supported 5% Maximum constant, 5% Maximum 
sorbent capacity capacity k n min- I" capacity capacity 

9.2% Na 8.69 9.94 1130 89 102 
BM 7.94 20 .3 200 27 69 
17.6% Sr 6.59 8. 58 620 67 87 
12.8% Cu 5.29 6 .85 550 62 79 
8. 0% Ca 4.19 5.23 650 47 59 
7.0% Cr 4.01 4.82 770 46 55 
27 .4% Ba 2.44 3. 16 600 26 34 
41.4% Pb 1.81 2.72 510 15 23 
22.4% Cd 1.27 1.74 560 13 18 
5.5% Mn 0.98 1.38 430 11· 16 
4.8% Mg 0.81 1.08 520 12 
7.5% Fe 0.72 1.21 330 13 
6.0% Sc 0.65 0. 96 400 7 11 
11 .8% Co 0. 50 0.65 600 5 7 
11.8% Ni 0.49 0.69 430 6 8 
13.0% Zn 0.28 0.47 360 5 
16.5% Sb 0 0 
4.1% V 0 0 
AI,O, 0 0.38 
a Calculated according to Equ~ t i on 7. 



terial, resulting in reduced surface concentration of the 
metal and a possible loss in activity. This problem is not 
present when impregnation is used to deposit active metal 
components. Of course, in both cases, metal surface area 
may be reduced by formation of large crystallites during 
calcination. 

As can be seen in Table II, large differences in percent 
metal reacted were obtained for the various sorbents. 
Thermodynamic limitations cannot account for these dif
ferences as equilibrium strongly favors sulfate or sulfite 
formation under the reaction conditions employed (Lowell 
et aI., 1971), at least for those sorbents which exhibited 
some S02 sorption. Likewise, different intrinsic metal 
reactivities seem unlikely to account for the differences 
since variation in the rate constants is not large between 
the various sorbents. A possible explanation may lie in 
diffusional limitations caused by product inhibition over 
varying metal oxide crystallite sizes. Presumably, high ca
pacities imply high dispersion of the metal oxide over the 
support and vice versa. 

These materials were also evaluated in a dry atmo
sphere to determine the importance of using realistic con
ditions for this type of study. A comparison of the sor
bents useful capacities with and without water is shown in 
Figure 2 in which the effect of water is clearly evident. 
The capacity of the BM material was appreciably in
creased by the presence of water vapor as had been shown 
by the Bureau of Mines work (Bienstock, et al. 1961). In 
addition Na(=K), Ca, Sr, Ba, Cu, Cd, and Cr-impregnat
ed samples all had greater capacities in the presence of 
water. Only Fe, Co, and Ni metals showed lower capaci
ties. Additional studies were not pursued and an explana
tion for the observed effect of water cannot be offered. 
However, it is certainly evident that water plays an im
portant role in the process of 802 removal. 

Two supported metal sorbents; namely, copper and 
strontium, which had high 802 capacities but were theo
retically capable of removing more 802 (last column, Table 
II) were promoted with various metal additives in an at
tempt to improve their useful capacity . The results are 
given in Table III. The calculated capacities presented in 
column four are based upon total metal content. At 5% 
breakthrough, 62% of the copper had reacted . With chro
mium and sodium addition, the percent metal reacted in
creased to 80% and 73%, respectively. Zirconium had es
sentially no effect upon the capacity and the remaining 
metal additives decreased its capacity. The strontium 
sorbent was not promoted by any of these additions but in
stead was deactivated in varying degrees. It appears that 
addition of an inherently active sorbent as promoter had a 
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Figure 2. Capacity at 5% breakthrough 

Table III. Effect of Promoters on Cu and Sr Sorbents 
% meta I reacted % metal reacted 

Metal 5% Max Metal 5% Max 
promoter capacity capacity promoter capacity capacity 

12.8% Cu 17.6% Sr 
None 62 79 None 67 87 
1% Cr 80 98 5%Zr 32 48 
1% Na 73 90 1% Cr 30 34 
3%Zr 62 74 1% Na 29 35 
1% V 43 60 1% Fe 27 34 
1% Mn 40 86 1% K 24 30 
1% K 29 36 1% Mn 24 28 
1% Fe 23 101 1% V 24 27 

positive synergistic effect for the Cu sorbent but not for the 
8r whereas, addition of less active promoters had a negative 
effect in both cases. 

Conclusions 

The results of this study are summarized in the following 
listing: 

Group 

IA 
IIA 
lilA 
IVA 
VA 
VIA 
VilA 
VIII 
IB 
liB 
IIIB 
IVB 
VB 

Metal Oxide on AbOl 

Na (=K) 
Sr > Ca > Ba > Mg 
Sc 
Ti 
V 
Cr 
Mn 
Fe = Co = Ni 
Cu 
Cd > Zn 
AI 
Pb > Sn 
Sb 

Reactivity to 502 

Good 
Good to poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Good 
Poor 
Poor 
Good 
Poor 
Poor 
Fair to poor 
Poor 

These are in general agreement with the theoretical 
predictions mentioned earlier for bulk oxides in that the 
alkali metal and alkaline earth metals were superior in re
activity. However, two exceptions were observed, notably 
the especially good reactivity of Cu, and of 8r in the alka
line earth series. The supported Mn and Co sorbents were 
not as active as the Cu, contrary to the results reported 
for the bulk oxides (Bienstock et aI., 1961). 

Overall, capacities and rates of reaction for 802 remov
al with the more active supported metal oxides compared 
favorably to the Bureau of Mines alkalized alumina sor
bent. 
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Nomenclature 

C = gas reactant concentration, mollcc 
Co = reactant concentration at reactor inlet, mol Icc 
Ce = reactant concentration at reactor outlet, mol Icc 
E = void volume of sorbent, ccl cc sorbent 
F = total gas flow rate, eel min 
kr = first-order rate constant, min - 1 

L = sorbent bed length, cm 
m = loading capacity at time t, mollcc sorbent 
m oo = maximum capacity, mol Icc sorbent 
mo = loading capacity at breakthrough, mollcc sorbent 
s = slope of Equation 3, min - 1 

t = reaction time, min 
to = reaction time at breakthrough, min 
u = interstitial gas velocity through bed, cml min 
V = sorbent volume, cc 
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Characterization of Aerosols in California by X-ray-Induced X-ray 
Fluorescence Analysis 

Robert D. Giauque,' Lilly Y. Goda, and Noel E. Brown 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720 

• X-ray-induced X-ray fluorescence analysis was em
ployed to determine elemental concentrations in aerosols 
collected on impactor films and filter media during Phase 
I of the "Characterization of Aerosols in California" study. 
Elemental diurnal patterns were established for aerosols 
collected over 2-hr periods. Elemental distributions were 
correlated with particle size distributions. Sensitivities 
routinely attainable within a 20-min counting interval 
corresponded to less than 10 ng/m3 of air for 12 of the 20 
elements measured. 

Elemental analyses of aerosols, coupled with meteoro
logical and particle size distribution data, provide infor
mation which correlates the contribution of primary and 
secondary sources to the total airborne particulate matter 
(Gordon et aI., 1971; Friedlander, 1973). From such data, 
evaluations of the contributions of anthropogenic sources 
may be made. Possible control strategies may then be es
tablished to reduce air pollution with considerable em
phasis placed on the portions of the aerosols which can 
affect visibility and the human respiratory system. To de
termine what technique should be employed for the ele
mental analyses, following are five criteria that should be 
considered: 

The technique should permit the analyses of a broad 
range of elements, with emphasis placed on certain ele
ments. 

High sensitivities must be attainable (ng/m3 level). 
The procedure should be relatively rapid (minutes). 

This permits preliminary evaluations from which future 
studies may be prudently established. 

The analyses must be quantitative and the costs should 
be small. 

The technique should be nondestructive so that future 
measurem'ents may be made. 

A technique that satisfies these criteria is X-ray-in
duced X-ray fluorescence analysis. 

Methods and Equipment 

General Technique" Figure 1 illustrates the technique 
employed by us for X-ray fluorescence analysis. Exciting 
radiation provided by an X-ray tube impinges upon the 

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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filter medium or impactor film containing the collected 
particulate matter. A fraction of the photons, if of suffi
cient energy, produces vacancies in the inner shells of 
atoms within the specimen, and in turn characteristic X
rays are emitted. These X-rays are detected by a semi
conductor detector, sorted by their energies, and the ele
mental concentrations are determined from the intensities 
of the X-rays. 

In addition to the photoelectric interactions, a portion 
of the exciting radiation is scattered either coherently or 
incoherently. For analyses of aerosols collected on typical 
filter media or impactor films, the intensity of the scat
tered X-rays is often quite large compared with that of 
the characteristic X-rays. To obtain high sensitivities, 
monochromatic exciting radiation is employed and is se
lected of an energy slightly greater than the K or L ab
sorption edge energies of the elements to be analyzed, but 
of sufficient energy that the incoherently scattered radia
tion does not produce considerable overlapping back
ground. With this procedure, high efficiencies are ob
tained for producing photoelectric interactions, and high 
X -ray peak intensities with respect to background are 
achieved. A molybdenum transmission X-ray tube (Jak
levic et aI., 1972) produced the exciting radiation em
ployed to obtain the data reported in this paper. High 
sensitivities for most of the elements in the periodic table 
may be obtained by employing an X-ray tube with secon
dary fluorescers (Goulding et aI., 1973), or different char
acteristic X-ray tubes. 

Equipment and Characteristics. For the experiments 
discussed in this paper, a guard-ring detector (Goulding et 
aI., 1972) with pulsed-light feedback electronics and a 
512-channel pulse-height analyzer were employed. The 
total resolution of the system, full width-half maximum, 
was 225 eV at 6.4 keV (FeKa X-ray energy). Excitation 
was provided by a molybdenum transmission X-ray tube 
with combined anode plus window thickness of 0.010 em. 
The X-ray tube was operated at 42 kV and 300 p.A. The 
X-ray tube, specimen, and detector geometry are shown 
in Figure 1. The total area of the specimens used varied 
from 1-3 cm2, depending upon the external tube collima
tion employed. Correction was made for system dead time 
resulting either through pile-up rejection or analyzer dead 
time using a gated clock that measured the total system 
live time. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of X-ray fluorescence analysis technique 

Calibration Method. Aerosols collected on filter media 
or impactor films can in general be considered as thin 
specimens. For most analyses of such specimens the con
centration of an element is directly proportional to the in
tensity of its characteristic X-rays. However, if low energy 
X-rays «4 keY) are employed for analyses, X-rays are 
not uniformly emitted (absorption effects) from within the 
individual larger particles (> 1 1') . For the data reported in 
this paper, no corrections were necessary; hence, compen
sations for absorption effects will not be discussed. 

Since the intensity of an X-ray line from an "infinitely" 
thin specimen is directly proportional to the concentra
tion, mj(l'g/cm2 ) of the element, the relationship between 
intensities and elemental concentrations may be ex
pressed as: 

(1) 

where 10 is the exciting radiation intensity, G a geometry 
factor, and K j (cm2/l'g) is a factor which relates the abili
ty to excite and detect an X-ray from the element j. As 
previously reported (Giauque et aI., 1973) , the value of 
loG can be determined from a single element thin-film 
standard, and the relative values of K j for characteristic 
X-rays from other elements are obtained by calculating 
the relative probability of fluorescence excitation and de
tection of X-ray lines as a function of Z. The thin-film 
standard is prepared by evaporation of the element onto a 
thin substrate. The standard is prepared thin enough that 
absorption effects are negligible (about 100 I'g/cm2). Cal
culated values of K j for X-ray lines from eight elements 
have been reported to agree within several percent of 
measured values from evaporated thin-film standards 
(Giauque et aI. , 1973). In effect, standardization for excit
ing radiation intensity and total system geometry is made 
with the single-element thin-film standard, and factors 
converting counts/sec to I'g/cm 2 for the other elements 
are calculated. 

Analysis Program. X-ray spectra of the collected aero
sol specimens are recorded on magnetic tape, and the an
alytical computations are made by a Control Data 6600 
computer. Although our program has been established for 
the analyses of many types of specimens, much less than 
50 K of core space would actually be required for the 
analyses of only aerosols. The analysis program is per
formed in three steps. First, the X-ray spectrum back-

ground due to the scattered exciting radiation is removed; 
second, the interferences due to overlapping X-ray lines 
are unfolded; and third, the concentrations of the ele
ments in the original air sampled are calculated from the 
intensities of the appropriate X-ray lines employed for 
analysis. 

The shape of the scattered exciting background is deter
mined by employing a blank filter of mass similar to that 
of the filters used for the aerosol collections . The scattered 
X-ray background within various energy ranges to be em
ployed for analysis is ratioed to the intensities of the inco
herent plus coherent scattered exciting MoKa radiation. 
These scattered radiation background factors are em
ployed for analyses. This procedure was possible since the 
typic!!l aerosol loadings contributed only a few percent to 
the total mass of the filter plus collected aerosol. Also, the 
loadings were of average effective atomic number similar 
to that of the collection media. 

Fixed sets of pulse-height analyzer channels correspond
ing to preselected energy ranges are employed for analy
ses. Although the spectrometer is stable over widely vary
ing conditions, one of the more intense X-ray lines is used 
to compensate if a base-line shift occurs. To obtain high 
statistical accuracies, between 70% and SO% of the total 
peak areas are employed for analyses. The peak fractions 
used are established from elemental thin films. Correc
tions for overlapping X-ray lines are also determined from 
the elemental thin-films by establishing relationships be
tween individual X-ray peak shapes and intensities. In ef
fect, a series of simultaneous equations are established 
which compensate for overlapping X-ray lines occurring 
over the preselected energy ranges. 

The concentrations of the individual elements present 
in the aerosol are then calculated from the individual 
X-ray line intensities using Equation 2. 

I'g(j) = s. X m, X 2..-
m" C, V K, 

(2) 

where Cj and Cs are the characteristic X-ray count rates 
for element j and the thin-film standard, respectively; m, 
is the mass (l'g/cm2 ) of the standard; V is the volume of 
air sampled, m3 per cm2, of collection media; and Kj is 
defined by Equation 1. 

Sampling. Sampling of aerosols was carried out during 
the summer of 1972 by the Air and Industrial Hygiene 
Laboratory of the California Department of Public Health 
as a part of the extensive aerosol characterization program 
sponsored by the California Air Resources Board. Several 
types of aerosol collection devices that used filter media 
and impactor films were employed. We limit the results 
reported in this paper to data obtained on some of the 
aerosols collected over 2-hr intervals for a period of 24 hr. 
Specifically, results obtained on total aerosols «20 1') or 
aerosols collected with a Lundgren four-stage impactor 
which provided particle size distributions of the elements 
are reported . Analyses were performed on particulate 
matter collected on stages 3, 4, and the after-filter of the 
Lundgren impactor. The respective 50% cut points for 
these stages were 1.5, 0.5, and <0.5 1'. Emphasis was 
placed on the analyses of particulate matter collected ort 
stage 4 and the after-filter since these contain particles of 
the size range which affect visibility and are efficiently 
trapped in the human respiratory system. 

Various collection media suitable for different types of 
instrumental analyses were employed during this study. 
These media were also used to evaluate bounce-off prob
lems associated with the use of Lundgren impactors 
(Wesolowski et aI., 1973). Either washed O.S-I' GA-1 Gel
man filters or silver membrane filters were employed for 
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Table I. Theoretical Limits of Detection 
Media 
Mass, mg!cm' 
Air volume 

sampled, m'/ cm' 
Area analyzed, em ' 

Element and 
spectral line 

SK" 
CIK" 
KK" 
CaKo· 
TiK" 
VK" 
CrK" 
MnKa 
FeK" 
NiKa 
CuKa 
ZnKa 
GaKa 
AsK" 
SeK" 
BrK" 
RbK" 
SrKa 
HgLa 
PbLa 
PbLIi 

Gelma n filter 
5.0 
0.75 

110 ng/m ' 
50 
20 
16 
13 
9 

10 
4 
6 
4 
3 
4 
4 
5 

7 
7 

18 

0.OOO6·cm Mylar 
0.9 
2.50 

160 ng/ m' 
80 
36 
15 
5 
4 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
5 

the total and after filters . Although dry or sticky Mylar or 
Teflon was used for the four impactor stages, only the dry 
Mylar impactor films were analyzed by X-ray fluores
cence. Typical 2-hr collections corresponded to 0.75 m3/ 

cm2 for the total and after-filters, and to 2.50 m3 / cm2 for 
the impactor stages. 

Results and Discussion 

For most aerosol specimens, the concentrations or limits 
of detection of 20 elements were determined in 20 min or 
less . Table I lists the sensitivities attained for two types of 
collection media employed. The minimum detectable 
amount is defined as that quantity which gives a line in
tensity above background equal to three times the square 
root of the background for counting times not to exceed 
1000 sec. The values listed in Table I include the back
ground due to the Ca, Fe, Cu, and Zn impurities in the 
Gelman filters and the Zn impurity in the Mylar film . 
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Figure 2. Spectrum of aerosol collected over a 2-hr interval on 
dry 0.0006-cm Mylar on the 4th stage of a Lundgren impactor 
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Figure 2 shows the spectrum and results obtained on an 
aerosol collected over a 2-hr interval on O.OOO6-cm Mylar 
on the 4th stage of a Lundgren impactor. The results re
ported are in ng/cm2 • Since the volume of air sampled 
was 2.50 m3 / cm2 of impactor film, the concentrations of 
the elements in the original air (ng/ m3) were two fifths of 
the values listed. Figures 3-9 illustrate a few of the diur
nal . patterns established during this study. When these 
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Figure 3. Diurnal patterns for elements collected on total filters 
at Fresno on 8/ 31-9/ 1 (1972) 
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Figure 4. Diurnal patterns for elements collected on after filters 
at Fresno on 8/ 31-9/ 1 (1972) 



data are united with meteorological, particle size distribu· 
tion, and other chemical data, they provide considerable 
insight into the formation of aerosols. We will initially 
discuss possible interpretations from the X·ray data 
alone . 

For the Fresno data, the diurnal patterns for K, Fe, Ti, 
and Mn are very similar for the total filter. These four el· 
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Figure 5. Diurnal patterns for elements collected on 3rd impac
tor stage at Pomona on 10/ 24-10/ 25 (1972) 
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Figure 6. Diurnal patterns for elements collected on 4th impac
tor stage at Pomona on 10/ 24-10/ 25 (1972) 

ements are most likely produced by a mechanical process, 
such as wind-blown soils (large particles), since their con
centrations were an order of magnitude lower for the 
after-filter. The Ca was also present almost entirely in the 
large particles and is probably from a mixture of soil and 
cement particles. Approximately three fourths of the Pb 
and Br is present in the <0.5-1' range. (This is within the 
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Figure 7. Diurnal patterns for elements collected on after filter 
at Pomona on 10/ 24-10/ 25 (1972) 
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Figure 8. Diurnal patterns for elements collected on 4th impactor 
stage at Los Angeles Harbor Freeway on 9/ 19-9/20 (1972) 
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Figure 9. Diurnal patterns for elements collected on after filter 
at Los Angeles Harbor Freeway on 9/ 19-9/ 20 (1972) 

size range of particles trapped with a high efficiency in 
the respiratory system, 0.05-1 1'.) The Pb and Br arise 
from auto emissions and the Pb/Br ratio indicates the Pb 
and Br are most likely from an aged aerosol. (The Pb / Br 
ratio from a fresh aerosol is less than 3.0.) Over half the 
Zn was present in the <0.5-1' range. The diurnal patterns 
established for Zn during this study usually did not carre· 
late well with any of the other elements determined. Zinc 
is often thought to be associated with tire dust. During 
these studies, several episodes of high Zn cpncentrations, 
as is illustrated in the Fresno data at 2200, have occurred . 
The Zn in these cases was predominantly present in the 
small particle size range, <0.5-1', and occurred during late 
evening or early morning hours . The Zn in these cases 
could be due to combustion sources, possibly from incin
eration of tires or tin cans. As shown in Figure 4, only one 
tenth of the total Fe was present in the small particles 
( <0.5-1'). The diurnal patterns for Fe and Pb were some
what similar, indicating that possibly the Fe in the small 
particles had come from the same area as the auto emis
sions. 

The Pomona data of 10/ 24-10/ 25, illustrated in Figures 
5-7, are interesting inasmuch as three different particle 
size cuts, 1.5, 0.5, and <0.5 1', were analyzed. The diurnal 
patterns for Pb and Br were similar for the three size cuts. 
However, the ratio of Pb present was 1:5: 10 for the 3rd 
and 4th stages, and after-filter, respectively, again illus
trating that Pb and Br were present in the small particles. 
For stage 3, the diurnal patterns for Fe, Ca, and Ti are 
also similar to those of Pb and Br, suggesting that possi
bly these elements in the 0.5-1.5-1' range originated from 
the same area. Very large amounts of S were detected in 
stage 4. The S values for stage 4 were typically 10-20 
times larger than those for stage 3. Novakov has shown 
this S present as S042 - (Hidy et aI., 1973) . The S was 
quite likely due to a secondary aerosol. Also, the Pb / Br 
ratio, which was over 7: 1 between 0100 and 0700 for the 
4th stage, indicates that in this particle size range the Pb 
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is from an aged aerosol. The concentration of Zn succes
sively increased with decreasing particle size. Also, the 
diurnal patterns for Zn for the three particle size ranges 
were different . The Fe concentration was generally several 
times higher in the two larger particle size ranges than for 
those particles <0.51'. 

The Los Angeles Harbor Freeway specimens collected 
on 9/ 19-9/20 were from the heaviest smog episode during 
the entire study. Figure 10 contains a plot of the data ob
tained from the particles collected on the total filter (sil
ver membrane). Also included in this plot are the conden
sation nuclei count (CNC) and the wind direction deter
mined by the Whitby Group (Hidy et aI., 1973) . The mo
bile laboratory was stationed approximately one block 
from the freeway, and the aerosols were collected from the 
direction of the freeway when the wind direction was 
above 180·. The two high Pb peaks episodes correspond to 
the heavy morning and evening traffic and to two of the 
broad CNC maxima. The wind direction shifted toward 
the freeway between 0700 and 0900, hence the episode 
peaked at the somewhat early hour of 0600. The high 
CNC between 1000 and 1600 is thought to be due possibly 
to a secondary aerosol. This is consistent with the fact 
that aged automotive emissions are detected during this 
period, as is evident by the increase in the Pb / Br ratio of 
somewhat larger particles, 0.5-1.5 1', collected on the 4th 
stage of the Lundgren impactors. Also the diurnal pat
terns for Fe and Ca for this stage were very similar. The 
Fe and Ca may be due to the same source, possibly of sed
imentary origination. The bulk of the Fe and Zn was pres· 
ent in the larger particles >0.5 1'. The diurnal patterns for 
these two elements were very similar for the total filter, 
suggesting that the majority of the Fe and Zn originate 
from the same area, and possibly from the same source. 

During these studies aerosols were collected at San Jose 
on five separate days. On three of these days the Sr levels 
in the aerosols increased dramatically (the largest change 
being from <0.012-0.180 I'g/ m3) between the hou~ of 
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Figure 10. Diurnal patterns for elements collected on total filter 
(silver membrane) at Los Angeles Harbor Freeway on 9/ 19-9/ 
20 (1972). Also included are CNC and wind direction data 



0000 and 0400. Most of the Sr was in particles <0.5 1' , in
dicating it came from an anthropogenic source. The Sr 
could possibly be attributed to the manufacture of fire
works or highway flares. 

Although the data discussed in this report are only a 
fraction of the results obtained, they serve to illustrate 
some of the contributions X-ray fluorescence analysis can 
make in the study of aerosols. These data have been com
bined (Hidy et aI. , 1973) with a wealth of other chemical, 
physical, and meteorological data obtained by other ex
perimenters during this study. 
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Prediction of Sulfur Species Distribution by Free Energy Minimization 

S. James Stinnett,' Douglas P_ Harrison,2 and Ralph W_ Pike 

Department of Chemical Engineering, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La . 70803 

• The principle of thermodynamic free energy minimiza
tion has been applied to fossil fuel gasification processes 
to predict the effect of operating variables on the compo
sition of the equil ibrium product gas. Particular attention 
has been paid to sulfur-containing species so that the re
quirements of potential desulfurization processes can be 
better defined. At conditions representative of current 
gasification technology, hydrogen sulfide, as expected, is 
the predominant sulfur species. Small , but significant 
amounts of carbonyl sulfide are also present at these con
ditions . Extension to gasification conditions likely to be 
encountered as technology progresses shows decreasing 
hydrogen sulfide concentration with carbonyl sulfide and/ 
or diatomic sulfur concentrations increasing. 

Calculation of chem ical equilibria in complex gas-solid 
reacting systems is greatly facilitated by application of 
t he principle of free energy minimization. This approach 
provides numerous advantages over the traditional equi
librium constant method, particularly when the number 
of species present is large. Practically speaking, the prob
lem is changed from one of solving a set of nonlinear alge
braic equations to one in which the minimum of the free 
energy function of the mixture is found. Further it is not 

1 Present address, Pine Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, Ark. 71601. 
2 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

necessary that the species composition of the reactant 
mixture be know- only the elemental composition of the 
mixture and those species present at equilibrium need be 
specified. 

The thermodynamic basis of free energy minimization 
is well summarized (Van Zeggeren and Storey, 1970) . 
Though the majority of past applications have been in the 
aerospace area, the need to predict equilibria in complex 
systems arises in many fields. The relationship between 
the equilibrium composition and the actual composition 
from a process which is governed by kinetic factors must 
be examined critically. However, for many high -tempera
ture processes the kinetics are so rapid that the actual 
product composition and the equilibrium composition are 
quite close. 

In this paper free energy minimization calculations are 
used to predict the distribution of sulfur species from fuel 
gasification processes. Limited published results (Robson 
et aI. , 1970) report the distribution of su lfur between H2S 
and COS for specific gasification processes operating at 
fixed temperature and pressure . This paper reports the 
variation of sulfur species over a wide range of potential 
operating conditions. 

The intelligent design of gas desulfurization reactors 
will require knowledge not only of the distribution of sul
fur species but the reaction kinetics for each species as 
well. Thus these results should be usefu l in planning 
desulfurization kinetic experiments. 
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Free Energy Minimization 

The total free energy of a system composed of n gaseous 
species (assumed ideal) and (q - n) pure condensed 
species having an activity coefficient of one is 

F(x) = tx;[(Fro/RT)i + In P + In xJiJ + 
i-I 

q 

L xi(Fro/RT)i (1) 
i -n .... l 

where Xi is the number of gram-moles of specie i and x is 

the total gram-moles of gaseous species, x =£ Xi. In this 
1""1 

equation the terms FrO /RT represent the free energy 
function of the pure components while the logarithmic 
terms represent the free energy of mixing for ideal gases. 

The problem thus becomes one of finding the proper 
combination of the gas and solid compositions, xis, at 
fixed temperature and pressure such that F(x) in Equa
tion 1 is minimized. The system is further constrained 
since the number of gram-atoms, b10 of each of the m ele
ments in the system is specified- i.e., 

n q 

bj = Lai jXi + L ai jXi j - 1,2, ... , m (2) 
i-1 i - nH 

The coefficients au represent 'the number of gram -atoms 
of the jth element in the ith species. 

The computation procedure employs Newton's optimi
zation method and satisfies constraints using Lagrange 
multipliers. Computer implementation of this mathemat
ics also includes additional sophistication to ensure rapid 
convergence to the minimum free energy. One of these 
features is the procedure for temporarily eliminating trace 
species. With this and other features, machine time (IBM 
360/65) for 42 species was less than 0.5 sec per case. Com
plete program details have been published (del Valle et 
al., 1967). 

The following information is required as program input: 
(1) The free energy function FrO for each of the n gaseous 
species and (q - n) condensed species present in the equi
librium mixture. Such data are tabulated for large num
bers of chemical species (McBride et aI., 1963; Stull, 
1965). As input to this program the tabulated data were 
fitted to a polynomial of the form: 

FrO A2T A,T2 
RT = A ,(1 - In T) - - 2- - - 6- -

A.T' A.T' A6 
12 - 20 - T - A7 (3) 

Thus the coefficients A) through A7 are the actual input 
data. 

(2) An initial estimate of the equilibrium composition 
of each of the gaseous and condensed species subject. to 
the constraint imposed by Equation 2. 

(3) The temperature and pressure of interest. 
The number of species which may be considered is lim

ited only by the availability of thermodynamic data and 
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Figure 1. Schematic of partial oxidation process 
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Figure 2. Effect of temperature: equilibrium gas composition 

the storage capacity and execution time required on the 
computer. In the current study, as many as 42 species 
were considered in the early calculations. This number 
was gradually reduced by omitting those species whose 
equilibrium concentrations were less than 10- 6 through
out the entire range of conditions. 

Fossil Fuel Gasification 

A large number of potential processes for fossil fuel gas
ification are under development (Robson et aI. , 1970). 
While each of these processes contains inherent differ
ences, the initial partial oxidation step illustrated in Fig
ure 1 is basically the same. This step determines the dis
tribution of su lfur species in the product gas. 

The primary operating variables in partial oxidation in
clude: elemental composition of the fossil fuel, relative 
amount of air (or oxygen) and steam used, pressure, and 
temperature. In an operating system these variables are 
not all independent. For example, the temperature of the 

Table I. Elemental Analysis of Fossil Fuels and 
Combined Feeds to Gasification Unit 

Gasifier feed 
Fuel analysis, mass % analysis," at. % 

Element Fuell Fuelll Fuell Fuel II 

Hydrogen 5.3 4.0 30.1 20.6 
Carbon 68.5 75.2 15. 8 17.4 
Oxygen 8.5 0.0 18.6 19.8 
Nitrogen 1.4 1.4 35.1 41. 9 
Sulfur 4.1 3.6 0.4 0.3 
Ash 12.2 18.8 

.. Ash-free basis. 

Table II. Chemical Species Considered as Possible 

C(S) 
C(g) 
CH(g) 
CH,(g) 
CH,(g) 
CH.(g) 
CHN(g) 

Components of Equilibrium Mixture 
CHO(g) C,(g) HO(g) NO(g) 
CN(g) C,H,(g) HS(g) NO,(g) 
CO(g) C,H.(g) H,(g) NS(g) 
CO,(g) C,N,(g) H.,O(g) N,(g) 
COS(g) C,(g) H,S(g) N,O(g) 
CS(g) H(g) H,N(g) H,O.(g) 
CS,(g) HN(g) N(g) O(g) 

OS(g) 
O,(g) 
SO,(g) 
SO,(g) 
S(g) 
S(s,l) 
S,(g) 



product gas is a function of the heating value of the fuel 
and the quantities of air and steam utilized. For the pur
poses of this computation, however, we have considered 
the variables to operate independently so that the effects 
of change in a single variable might be observed . 

Results 

Reference Cases. Two standard fuel compositions were 
considered in the current study. The ultimate analyses of 
both are summarized in the first two columns of Table I. 
Fuel I is typical of much of the high-sulfur coal found in 
the United States while fuel II is representative of a high
sulfur, low-temperature coal char. The potential impor
tance of coal char for such uses as power generation has 
been discussed (Squires, 1970). The primary difference in 
elemental compositions results from the removal of hydro
gen and oxygen during pyrolysis. While the sulfur content 
is lower than that for fuel I, fuel II is still considered to be 
high in sulfur. 

Reference case gasification conditions were selected to 
be: temperature, 2300°F; pressure, 20 atm; oxidation mix
ture columns 3 and 4 of Table I. Note that this mixture 
corr~sponds to 59% of the oxygen required for total com
bustion and a molar ratio of steam to air of 0.36. The 59% 
oxygen is the sum of the input from air and steam, These 
gasification conditions approximate the conditions expect
ed in a third-generation coal gasification process (Robson 
et aI., 1970) . 

As previously mentioned, as many as 42 chemical 
species were considered as possible components of the 
equilibrium mixture. These species are summarized in 
Table II. 

The composition of major components in the equilibri
um gas mixture for these reference cases is listed in Table 
III. As expected, the primary components are nitrogen, 
carbon monoxide, and hydrogen. Differences in hydrogen 
concentration between the two fuels are reflected in lower 
equilibrium concentrations of all hydrogen.containing 
species. 

More than 99.5% of the total sulfur present appears as 
hydrogen sulfide plus carbonyl sulfide. However, the 
molar ratio of H2S to COS drops from 28.9 to 16.5 when 
going from fuel I to fuel II. The sensitivity of sulfur distri
bution to available hydrogen is considered in more detail 
at a later point. 

Effect of Temperature. In Figure 2 the variation in the 
mole fraction of the major compoents with temperature is 
shown when fuel I is gasified. At high temperatures, N2 , 

CO, and H2 are the major components while H2S and 
COS are the primary sulfur species. The fractions of CO2 
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Figure 3. Effect of oxygen: decreasing CO and H,S in product 
gas 
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Figure 4. Effect of hydrogen: distribution of major sulfur speCies 

and CH. are large at low temperature but decrease rapid
ly as the temperature is raised. Gasification conditions for 
this plot are identical to the reference case except that 
temperature becomes a variable. Similar results are ob
tained from fuel II except that the equilibrium concentra· 
tion of all hydrogen containing species is lowered. 

Tile distribution of sulfur species as a function of tem
perature is quite different for the two fuels. For fuel I H2S 
comprises between 94% and 97% of the total sulfur pres· 
ent· for fuel II the fraction of sulfur present as H2S varies 
fro~ 72-95%. In all cases the sum of H2S and COS sulfur 
account for more than 99.5% of the total sulfur. 

Effect of Pressure. Pressure has very little effect upon 
the distribution of major components in the equilibrium 
gas over a range of 1-50 atm at temperatures from 1000-
3500°F. For example, the equilibrium mole fraction of ni
trogen changes by less than 1% while the fraction of H2S 
changes by about 3%. Certain of the minor constituents 
do, however, exhibit considerable pressure dependence. At 
2300°F, the mole fraction of methane increases by a factor 
of approximately 250 as the pressure is increased from 
1-50 atm. However, the mole fraction of methane at the 
highest point is still less than 10- 3. 

Effect of Oxidation Mixture Composition. The compo
sition of the oxidation mixture is important in determin
ing equilibrium gas composition-particularly with re
spect to the sulfur species and carbon monoxide. This ef
fect has already been encountered in Table II where the 
importance of fuel composition on the equilibrium gas 
product was illustrated . 

Other than the composition of the fuel itself, the 
amounts of air (oxygen) and steam used during gasifica
tion are the primary mixture variables. As the amo,-;!nt of 
oxygen in raised toward 100% of stoichiometric, the 
amounts of CO and H2S decrease as more CO2 and S02 
are formed . Figure 3 illustrates this situation for the gas· 
ification case of fuel II with varying quantities of oxygen 
and no steam added. This situation, it should be men· 
tioned, is least conducive to hydrogen sulfide formation, 
as the only source of hydrogen is that initially present in 
the fuel. 

The indicated increase in H2S above 50% oxygen de
serves explanation. When oxygen is extremely scarce (50% 
of stoichiometric), a significant amount of carbon com-
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Table III. Equilibrium Composition of Reaction 
Mixture 

Specie 

N, 
CO 
H, 
H,O 
CO, 
H,S 
COS 
CH. 
NH, 

Oxidation mixture: Analysis in Table I 
Temperature: 2300'F 
Pressure: 20 atm 

Fuel', Fuelll, 
mol frac mol frac 

0.3614 0.4339 
0.3080 0.3325 
0.2640 0.1620 
0.0412 0.0371 
0.0177 0.0280 
0.0072 0.0061 
0.0002 0.OQ04 
0.0002 0 .0001 
3 X 10-' 2 X 10-' 

Composition at equilibrium of all other species was less than 10 - &. 

bines directly with sulfur to form carbon disulfide. In fact, 
17.5% of the total sulfur is present as CS2 under these 
conditions. However, at 55% oxygen more carbon com
bines with oxygen and only 1.2% of the total sulfur ap
pears as CS2. This "liberated" sulfur initially forms H2S 
corresponding to the H2S peak at 55% oxygen. As the 
amount of oxygen is further increased, H2S is gradually 
replaced by oxygen-sulfur species such as COS and S02. 

Let us now inquire further into the effect of decreasing 
hydrogen on the distribution of sulfur species. An impor
tant function of the steam used in gasification is tempera
ture control since the carbon-steam reaction is endother
mic. Future gasification research will undoubtedly aim at 
higher exit gas temperature. Thus it is logical to assume 
that the amount of steam used in gasification will de
crease in the future. Since steam is the primary source of 
hydrogen, this decrease will significantly reduce the pro-

portion of H2S in the fuel gas with increasing amounts of 
COS and S2(g) . Figure 4 indicates the combined effect of 
hydrogen availability and temperature . All of the results 
are reported at a constant quantity of oxygen equal to 59% 
of stoichiometric. Thus, decreased steam is compensated 
by increased air to maintain the constant oxygen level. 

In Figure 4, the fraction of the total sulfur contributed 
by the three major sulfur species is plotted as a function 
of temperature at four different steam/air ratios from zero 
to 0.36. Hydrogen sulfide, it will be noticed, decreases 
with increasing temperature and decreasing availability of 
hydrogen. The concentration of carbonyl sulfide is rela
tively independent of temperature except at the lowest 
hydrogen levels. S2 increases rapidly with increasing tem
perature and with decreasing hydrogen. However, the S2 
concentration is quite small near the reference case tem
perature of 2300°F except at the lowest hydrogen levels. 
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Theoretical Model for Relating Indoor Pollutant Concentrations 
to Those Outside 

Fredrick H. Shair' and Kenneth L. Heitner 

Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering and Environmental Quality Laboratory, 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 

• A general ventilation model , which relates indoor pol
lutant concentrations to those outside, is discussed in de
tail. When the time interval associated with changes in 
the outdoor concentration is long compared to that re
quired either to change the air within the building or to 
remove the pollutant by internal means, the indoor con
centration of pollutant can be related to the outdoor con
centration by means of a simple expression. In the case of 
indoor ozone associated with buildings located in photo
chemically smoggy regions, there is good agreement be
tween theory and experiment . Theoretical considerations 
suggest that the indoor levels of ozone in many commer
cial buildings located in Los Angeles could be substan
tially reduced rather quickly and possibly with relatively 
little effort. 

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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Establishing clean indoor air can immediately improve 
the environment for certain groups, as well as significantly 
reduce the impact of air pollution upon the general popu
lation. One attractive feature about considering indoor air 
quality is that the decision to make improvements within 
a particular structure requires the involvement of relative
ly few persons, and need not wait for the development of 
the proper legislation and enforcement needed to improve 
the air quality outdoors. The work up to 1972 was re
viewed by Benson et al. (1972) . Wallick (1973) has 
stressed the importance of indoor air quality among other 
factors associated with the indoor environment experi
enced within American factories. 

To provide a framework useful in understanding the de
pendence of indoor pollutant levels upon ventilation pa
rameters, geometric factors, and outdoor pollutant levels, 
a dynamic theoretical model which allows rapid calcula
tion of indoor pollutant levels is needed. Turk (1963) , 



Hunt et al. (1971), and Cote and Holcombe (1971) have 
used the well-mixed chemical reactor in their investiga
tions. Sabersky et al. (1973) reported that the model of a 
well-mixed chemical reactor, involving an outdoor concen
tration which varied sinusoidally in time and a first-order 
heterogeneous decomposition step, gave qualitative agree
ment with data for indoor concentrations of ozone . How
ever, there is a need to develop a dynamic model for reac
tive pollutants that permits rapid concise calculations 
useful in developing design guidelines . This work was 
aimed at the development of such a model. 

Theoretical Development 

General Aspects. We shall use the model of a well
mixed chemical reactor equation as a statement of mass 
balance for the airborne toxic substance. Concentration 
gradients throughout the system are neglected, and conse
quently the output concentration is equal to that through
out the system at any particular time. In our ventilation 
model for a structure of volume V, makeup air enters from 
the outside and passes through a filter at a rate qo, air is 
recirculated through another filter at a rate ql, and air in
filtrates the structure (from the outside) at a rate q2 . The 
indoor and outdoor concentrations of toxin at time tare 
C, and Co, respectively . The net rate at which toxin is 
added to the indoor air owing to internal sources, s, and 
internal sinks, R, is s - R. The filter, through which the 
makeup stream is passed, is characterized by a factor Fo 
= (C,n,e, - Coulled/Ctnle" where C,n,e, is the pollutant 
concentration in the air stream just prior to the filter , and 
Coutle, that in the air stream leaving the filter . The recir
culated air passes through a filter characterized by Fl. 

For typical ventilation systems, the appropriate starting 
equation is 

dC 
V di - qrf;o(1 - F o) + qp,{1 - F ,) + q,Co -

(qo + q, + q' )Ci + s - R (1) 

The first three terms on the right-hand side of Equation 1 
represent the rate at which the toxin enters the structure 
via input streams; the fourth term represents the rate at 
which the toxin leaves the structure via output streams. 
Air exits the structure either through exfiltration or ex
haust ducts . The sum of the rates of exfiltration plus ex
haust is, of course, equal to the sum of the rates of infil
tration plus makeup. A graphic description of the model 
is shown in Figure 1. Quite often both the makeup air and 
the recirculated air are passed through the same filter, in 
which case Fo = Fl == F. In general, the filter factors will 
be a function of pollutant, flow rate, and extent of use . 
The value of the filter factor and the rate at which it de
creases with time must be determined a priori by experi
mental means. The infiltration rate should be determined 
a priori for any given operation of any given ventilation 
system. Generally, the source term will reflect emissions 
from equipment operated within the structure, and/or the 
product of chemical reactions. Usually the sink term will 
originate from either a homogeneous or a heterogeneous 
chemical reaction; it is likely that many cases of interest 
will involve either first-order or pseudo first-order kinetics 
as a result of the low concentrations (i .e., parts per mil
lion or less) at which most toxins are generally present. In 
the case of ozone, the main mechanism of decomposition 
indoors has been found to involve a first-order heterogene
ous mechanism (Mueller et aI. , 1973; Sabersky et aI., 
1973); that is, R = !kjAjC where k j is the decomposition 

J 
rate on thejth surface with area A j • 

For convenience we shall nondimensionalize Equation 1 
to yield 

dO d; + liJ. - fO. + u (2) 

where 8, = Ci/C,er, T = qot/ V, a = ql/qO, {J = q2/ qO, 'Y 
= !kJAj/qo, 0 = 1 + aFI + {J + 'Y, , = 1 + {J - Fo, 80 = 

J 

Co/C,er, and II = s/qoC,er. The reference concentration, 
C,er, is any fixed concentration chosen for convenience. 

The general solution to Equation 2 is simply 

Oi = fe-"J' e" O.dT + e-" J' e"udT + OiO e-" (3) 
o 0 

where 8io = CiO/C,er and CiO is the indoor concentration 
at t = O. Equation 3 relates the indoor concentration of 
pollutant to that outside. Although the outdoor concen
tration 80 generally cannot be predicted accurately for any 
specific day, air monitoring stations can provide typical 
daily profiles of , air contaminates for many regions 
throughout the nation. Although internal sources which 
vary in time can be treated, for convenience we shall take f1 

to be constant. 
Nondimensional quantities are used throughout the pre

s~ntation that follows in order to provide a more concise 
discussion than would otherwise be possible. It is also 
worthwhile to note that there are five separate time scales 
associated with this problem. First, there is a characteris
tic time, t1 , associated with changes in the outdoor con
centration. Next, there are four time scales associated 
with the quantityoT; these are V/qo, V/Q1Fl , V/q2, and 
V/!kjAj, which represents the characteristic time to ex-

J 
change the building air with makeup air, the characteris· 
tic time to remove the pollutant via the recirculation fil
ter, the characteristic time to exchange the building air 
with infiltrated air, and the characteristic time to remove 
the pollutant via a first·order decomposition mechanism, 
respectively. When the value of tl is either small or the 
same order of magnitude of the inverse of the sum of the 
inverses of the latter four characteristic times, then the 
complete solution (Equation 3) should be used in 
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IR RECIRCULATED AIR 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of ventilation model 
Generally, makeup air and recirculated air both pass through the same 
filter and intake fan system 
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ventilation design calculations . However when tl is large 
compared to the inverse of the sum of the inverses of 
the other characteristic times, the last term in Equation 3 
may be neglected, and when Co can be represented by a 
straight line during tl, a useful approximate expression 
can be developed. 

We shall now consider two specific cases; each case in
volves a different approximation to the time dependence 
of the outdoor concentration. The sinusoidal case is used 
to discuss briefly phase lags associated with the indoor 
concentrations as compared to those outside. The linear 
case is then analyzed in great detail because it provides 
an approximate expression which gives excellent agree
ment with data and provides a technique for very rapid 
calculation of indoor air quality for a variety of ventilation 
conditions and systems. 

Sinusoidal Input- The outdoor concentration of a toxin 
may sometimes be approximated by a sinusoidal function . 
The typical daily increase of ozone in some photochemi
cally smoggy areas appears roughly to follow a sine wave; 
in Pasadena the ozone concentration rises from zero 
at about 8:00 a.m. to some maximum value at about 1:00 
p.m., and then decreases to zero at about 7:00 p.m. during ' 
a typical smoggy day. In this case 00 = sin WT , Cref is the 
maximum pollutant concentration outdoors, W = 2 1rfV/ 
qo, f is the frequency associated with the sinusoidal be
havior of the outdoor concentration of pollutant. It should 
be noted that the representation of 00 is valid only for 
values of WT such that 00 > O. Sometimes a better repre
sentation for 00 is 00 = 1 - cos WT where C ref is one half of 
the maximum pollutant concentration outside. In either 
case, the general aspects of the following discussion are 
the same. When Ci = 0 at t = 0 and for a constant source, 
the indoor concentration of pollutant is given by 

8 rJ + (--'--) (0 sin WT - W cos WT) + 
i - '5 0' + w' 

(_W_' _ _ C!.) e-" (4) 
02 + W' 0 

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 4 repre
sents the contribution due to internal sources, the second 
term indicates the possibility of phase lags developing be
tween the indoor and outdoor concentrations, and the 
third term represents the usual transient part which, in 
the case of most ventilation systems, decays quite rapidly. 
In this case, tt = (1 / 2)1rf and the other characteristic 
times are the same as those defined previously. Conse
quently, during most of the day the indoor concentration 
is given by the first two terms of Equation 4. It is of inter
est to note the behavior of Equation 4 in the two limiting 
cases 0 > > wand 0 < < w. 

When the outdoor concentration of pollutant changes 
slowly compared to the time either to change the air with
in the building or to remove the pollutant by internal 
means, 0 > > wand the phase lag is small since Oi ~ sin 
WT; apparently this is generally the case with most com
mercial buildings. 

When the outdoor concentration of pollutant changes 
rapidly compared to the time to either change the air 
within the building or to remove the pollutant by internal 
means, 0 < < wand the phase lag can approach 1r / 2 ra
dians or half the time period of the interval associated with 
the outdoor concentration. In this case Ot ~ - cos WT after 
t is such that W T > > 1r/2 radians (i.e., Ot > 0). In general, 
the indoor concentration can lag the outdoor values up to 
1f. of the period associated with the outdoor change. 

Ramp Input. Many cases of practical interest involve an 
input function which does not warrant the use of a sophis
ticated interpolation procedure in order to predict the pol-
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lutant concentration within a time interval defined by two 
successive data points. When such is the case it would ap
pear that a linear interpolation between two successive 
data points would be appropriate. It should also be noted 
that a more sophisticated interpolation procedure does not 
appear justified in view of the more dominant uncertain
ties associated with other parameters such as building 
volume, decomposition rate, and surface area. When such 
is the case, we shall represent the outdoor concentration 
by the expression Co = Coo + at where a is positive dur
ing periods of increasing outdoor concentration and nega
tive during periods of decreasing concentration; the quan
tity Coo represents the outdoor concentration at the be
ginning of the period and Cal that at the end. The quanti
ty t1 represents the length of the time period. The value 
of Cal associated with one time interval becomes the 
value of Coo for the next . When the initial indoor concen
tration is CiO and the internal source is constant, the in
door concentration of pollutant is given by 

,800 + rJ 
8i =-0-

b, 
+ 5' (OT - 1) + 

[8. ~ _ ('800 + rJ)] -,. 
,0 + 0' 0 e (5) 

where 000 = COO/Cref, b = aV/Crefqo, a = (Cal - CoO )/t1 
and the rest of the terms are the same as those defined 
previously. 

When there is a constant outdoor concentration of pol
lutant, a constant internal source, a single filter such that 
Fo = F1, and no sink, the steady state solution reduces to 
Oi = (. + (1) / 0 = (1 + (3 - F + (1) / (1 + aF + (3) which is 
the same as that used by Cote and Holcombe (1971) in 
their discussion of indoor pollutant concentrations of par
ticulate matter and carbon monoxide. When there is a 
constant outdoor concentration of pollutant, a constant 
internal source, a single filter such that Fo = 0 but F1 > 
0, then Equation 5 reduces to that used by Turk (1963) in 
his investigations of models suitable for describing the 
transient concentration of odors within enclosures. 

By solving Equation 5 for each of m time intervals of 
length t1, it can easily be shown that the indoor pollutant 
concentration after the mth time interval of length t1 is 
equal to 

Ci( m) = S + [ACo!m- IJ + BCo!m)] + 
[A(Co(m-') - Col m- II) + B(Co(m -l ) - Co(m)]e-'" + 

[A(Co( m-<I ) - COlm-') + B(Coim- 2I - Co(m_ IJ)]e-20
" • • • + 

[A(Co(O) - C Oil) +. B(Coll ) - Col2I)]e-Im-IJ,. , + 
[C ilO ' - S - AColo ) - BCo( l)]e-

m
' " (6) 

where C; !m) is the indoor pollutant concentration after the 
mth time interval of length t1, COl m) is the outdoor pollu
tant concentration measured at the end of the mth time 
interval of length t1, S = s/qcJj, A = '/'-,1, B = (E/ 
02T1 )(OTI - 1), T1 = qOt1/V, and the rest of the terms are 
the same as those defined previously . 

In many cases of interest the time interval, t1, associ
ated with the outdoor concentration is quite long com
pared to the time required either to change the air within 
the building or to remove the pollutant by internal means. 
In such cases, exponential terms in Equation 6 rapidly de
cay and can be neglected during most of interval, t1 . Dur
ing a typical smoggy day in Los Angeles, the outdoor con
centrations of ozone may be approximated by a series of 
straight lines connecting the ozone concentration at each 
hour, whereas the average commercial air-conditioning 
system changes the air in a room five to six times per hour 
(Wohlers, 1971) . Operating rooms are recommended to have 



15 air changes per hour, and specialized rooms may have 
up to 20 air changes per hour (Wohlers, 1971). When the 
outdoor concentration can be approxima~ed by a series of 
straight lines, and when exponential terms in Equation 6 
can be neglected for most of the time, the indoor concentra
tion at the end of the time interval can be calculated from 
the expression 

Cd = S + AGoo + BC,! (7) 
For convenience we shall drop the subscripted parentheses 
during the rest of the discussion; thus Cilll = Cil , and so 
forth. Consequently, the indoor concentration consists of 
source term plus a linear combination of the outdoor con
centrations at the beginning and end of the current linear 
segment time period. In the following discussion, Equa
tion 7 is referred to as the linear-combination theory. 

Presentation and Discussion of Results 

The indoor concentrations of ozone, measured by a Das
ibi Corp. Model 1003 monitor, were recorded in two con
nected rooms during each of five days in the summer of 
1973. The rooms, 312 and 314 Dabney Hall of the Caltech 
campus, are a conference room and office, respectively; 
they have a combined volume of 7390 fta, a combined sur
face area of 3600 ft2, and are air conditioned by the same 
ventilation system. The makeup and recirculated air 
streams are passed through a glass fiber filter so that Fo = 
Fl==F, and for ozone F ~ O. Duct measurements involving 
usual anemometry techniques were used to determine the 
value of qo and ql. Once the values of qo and ql were ob
tained, an exponential dilution test, similar to that de
scribed by Drivas et al. (1972) was conducted with a car
bon monoxide tracer in order to determine the value of q2 
by difference. The outdoor concentrations of ozone (Hunt
zicker, 1973) were measured on the roof of the Keck Labo
ratory by a similar Dasibi monitor, located about 100 
yards downwind of Dabney Hall. 

When the air-conditioning system was adjusted to max
imize the rate of makeup air, qo = 680 fta Imin, ql = 770 
ft3/min, and q2 ~ O. On the other hand, when the air
conditioning system was adjusted to minimize the rate of 
makeup air, qo = 148 ft3/min, ql = 1150 ft3/min, and q2 
= 289 fta Imin. Fans placed within the room provided 
good mixing, and the mixing factor (Brief, 1960; Turk, 
1963; Constance, 1970) was close to unity. It is especially 
important to note that increasing the recirculation rate of 
air significantly increased the infiltration rate . The in
crease in q2 associated with an increase in ql is thought to 
be related to a decrease in the pressure difference between 
the inside and the outside of the building; in both cases, 
the building pressure was thought to be slightly above the 
outside static pressure. The infiltration rate should be 
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Figure 2. Indoor-outdoor concentrations of ozone for rooms 312 
plus 314 of Dabney Hall. Theoretical curves for F = 0 and F = 0.9 
Ventilation system operated at maximum makeup rate during 7/29/73. 
Filter factor ~O for ozone 

measured for any given ventilation system; however, when 
measurements are impractical, the rates of infiltration for 
some structures may be estimated by either of two general 
methods ("ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals," 1972). 
Mueller et al. (1973) found the ozone decay constant for 
an office to be 0.073 ft3/ft2-min, and that for a bedroom to 
be 0.122 ft3 /ft2 - min. In the calculations discussed below, 
we shall use a value of k = 0.lft3 /ft2 - min. 

Nominal values of qo, ql, q2, k, Ab, and V were used in 
the following calculations in the comparison between 
theory and data. A better fit of the data could have been 
obtained by changing the value of one or more parame
ters, but that was thought not worthwhile. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the data obtained with operation 
at the maximum rate of makeup air. The dashed lines 
represent the line segments connecting the outdoor con
centrations of ozone measured each hour on the hour. The 
solid lines are the predicted indoor concentrations pre
dicted by the linear-combination theory for (l' = 1.1, {3 = 
0, l' = 0.53, 0 = 1.53, , = 1, in this case and (J = 0; Cil = 
0.077 COl + 0.58 COl which is in good agreement with the 
indoor data. The 1971 threshold limit value, TLV, of 0.1 
ppm for ozone ("Documentation of the Threshold Limit 
Value," 1971) is indicated by the dotted line. As indicat
ed, the linear-combination theory also predicts that filters 
with values of F greater than about 0.7 would have kept 
the indoor levels of ozone well below the TL V. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the data obtained with operation 
at the maximum rate of makeup air but with the glass 
fiber filter replaced with a filter having a value of F be.
tween 0.1 and 0.2. In this case (l' = 1.1, {3 = 0, l' = 5.3, 0 = 
2.6, , = 0.8, F "" 0.2, (J = 0; and Cil = 0.047 Coo + 0.41 
COl which is in agreement with the indoor data. 

Figure 6 shows the data for the case of minimum make
up rate with the glass fiber filter in use. In this case (l' = 
7.8, {3 = 2.0, l' = 2.4, 0 = 5.38, , = 2.9, F = 0, and (J = 0; 
and Cil = 0.084 Coo + 0.46 COl which is again in agree
ment with the indoor data. 

Design of Ventilation Systems 

As has been indicated above, by adjusting the makeup 
rate, the recirculation rate, and the filter factor, it may be 
possible to either design systems for new buildings or to 
modify existing ventilation systems in order to keep the 
ozone concentration from reaching 0.1 ppm. 

For several cases of wide public interest, the "problem" 
of indoor air quality corresponds to economically treating 
the indoor air in such a manner to maintain CdCo :s 0.2. 
Since 1955, when the smog alert system was adopted in 
Los Angeles, about 85 first-stage smog alerts have been 
declared; and all but 3 or 4 have been due to the outdoor 
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Figure 3. Indoor-outdoor concentrations of ozone for rooms 312 
plus 314 of Dabney Hall. Theoretical curves for F = O. F = 0.7. 
and F = 0.9 
Ventilation system operated at maximum makeup rate during 8/18/73. 
Filter factor ~O for ozone 
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Figure 4. Indoor-outdoor concentrations of ozone for rooms 312 
plus 314 of Dabney Hall. Theoretical curves for F = O. F = 0.2. 
and F = 0.9 
Ventilation system opera'ted at maximum makeup rate during 8/ 11 / 73. 
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Figure 6. Indoor-outdoor concentrations of ozone for rooms 312 
plus 314 of Dabney Hall. Theoretical curves for F = 0 and F = 0.9 
Ventilation system operated at minimum makeup rate during 8/ 12/73. 
Filter factor ~ 0 for ozone 
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Figure 7. Predicted maximum value of ratio of indoor-outdoor 
concentrations of ozone as a function of the filter factor 
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level of ozone reaching 0.5 ppm. Consequently, ventilation 
systems which maintain Ci/CO !> 0.2 would have permit
ted Ci > TLV for ozone only four or five days per year at 
the worst. In special cases, involving for example the el
derly, the ill, and young school children, it may be desir
able to maintain the indoor air quality such that Ci/CO !> 
0.1; for such systems located in Los Angeles, the indoor 
concentrations of ozone during the last 18 years would sel
dom, if ever, have reached the threshold limit value (i.e. , 
the value of Co has never been observed to reach the sec
ond stage alert level of 1 ppm). 

To demonstrate how the linear-combination theory can 
be used in designing ventilation systems, Equation 7 was 
used to construct the performance curves shown in Figure 
7. For these calculations, the outdoor concentration of 
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Figure 8. Predicted value of filter factor required to maintain 
values of indoor/ outdoor concentration ratio of ozone for room 
312 plus 314 of Dabney Hall 
Values of the filter factor vs. recirculation rates of various infiltration 
rates 
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Figure 9. Values of filter factor required to maintain value of in
door / outdoor concentration ratio = 0.2 
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pollutant was taken to be constant over the time period 
t" and no internal sources were considered (i.e., Coo = 
Cal and (f = 0) . The values of", and {3 were those mea
sured. The bottom two curves were those calculated for 
the actual system. With filters with F < 0.4, the indoor 
concentration of ozone would be lower with the maximum 
makeup rate as compared to that with the minimum 
makeup rate ; this effect is due to the increased infiltra
tion rate associated with the minimum makeup rate (i.e., 
maximum recirculation rate). In this particular case (Cil 
Co) < 0.2 for F "'" 0.5 for the maximum makeup rate, and 
F needs to be - 1.0 for the minimum makeup rate. To 
show the contribution of the heterogeneous decomposition 
term, the two upper curves, for which k = 0, are also pre
sented. 

The influence of the ventilation variables for the Dab
ney Hall rooms is clearly shown in Figure 8. Equation 7 
was used to calculate the value of F needed to give CilCo 
= 0.1 and Cil Co = 0.2, as a function of recirculation rate 
and infiltration rate . It should again be emphasized that 
for this case, and probably in general, the value of {3 will 
increase with increasing value of "', and should be mea
sured . It is expected that the frequency and cost of either 
reactivating or replacing the filter to maintain the value 
of F greater than that indicated in Figure 8 will be impor
tant factors in determining the economic desirability of 
proposed chang,es in the design of ventilation systems. 

Table I. Listing of Ventilation and Geometric Quantities 

Case 

2a 
2b 
3a 
3b 
4 
5a 

5b 

6a 

6b 

Sa 

Sb 

9a 

9b 
11 

12 
13 
14a 

14b 

14c 

14d 

15a 

15b 

Building 

Arms 
East Bridge 
West Bridge 
East Church 
West Church 
Crellin 
Dabney Hall, 

312 and 314 
Dabney Hall, 

312 and 314 
Keith Spalding, 

basement and 
1st floor 

Keith Spalding, 
2nd, 3rd, and 
penthouse 

Kellogg 
Lauritsen·Downs, 

subbasement 
Lauritsen· Downs, 

1-4 
Millikan Library, 

10 floors 
Millikan Library 
Noyes Lab 

(west wing) 
5 floors 

Robinson 
Sloan Lab 
Spalding, 

subbasement 
Spalding, 

basement 
Spalding 

1-3 floors 
Spalding, 

1-3 floors 
Steele Lab, 

5 floors 
Steele Lab, 

5 floors 

Q'o, cfm 
34,000 
2S , 000 
33,000 
50,300 
41,200 
48,000 

6S0 

148 
11,400 

6,500 

7,000 
11,700 

8,500 

53,500 

11,270 
49,350 

24,570 
54,000 
19,400 

16,000 

90 ,000 

50 ,000 

90,000 

18,000 

crl' cfm 42, (1 cfm s, cfm 

o 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 
o 0 

770 

1,150 
18,600 

31,700 

o 
o 

o 

o 

42,230 
94,600 

o 
o 
o 

o 

o 

40,000 

o 

72 ,000 

o 

289 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

If the heterogeneous decomposition is neglected then, 
for buildings without sources, a general set of curves can 
be drawn for various values of recirculation and infiltra
tion rates. Values of F obtained from such curves will be 
somewhat higher than actually needed, and represent an 
upper bound required to produce the desired ratio of the 
indoor-outdoor concentrations. Figure 9 indicates the min
imum value F, neglecting heterogeneous decomposition, 
required to establish CilCo = 0.2 for various rates of recir
culation and infiltration; Figure 10 is for CilCo = 0.1. 

To indicate typical values of the parameters used in 
Equation 7, several buildings (or portions thereof) on the 
Caltech campus were analyzed. The ventilation and geo
metric quantities are given in Table I. Each case involves 
a single ventilation system. The makeup rates for the 
Noyes Lab, and for the two systems in the Keith Spalding 
building are fixed . The other systems have makeup rates 
which change with changes in the outdoor temperature; to 
minimize the load on the air-conditioners, the makeup 
rates decrease with increasing outdoor temperature . Ex
cept in ' the case of Dabney Hall the surface areas "Ab" are 
those associated with floors, ceilings, and partition walls . 
For the room in Dabney Hall, the total surface area was 
actually measured; for all the other cases the surface area 
of furniture, books, and so forth was omitted and the "Ab" 
listings in Table I are minimum values of the surface area 
available for .ozone decomposition. Except for the Dabney 

V, tt' 
475 ,200 
363,500 
379,000 
475,000 
384,000 
435,700 

7,390 

7,390 
406,000 

376,000 

218,000 
160,000 

775 ,000 

673,000 

673,000 
1,120,000 

413,000 
620,000 
127,500 

127,500 

473,000 

473,000 

533,000 

533,000 

Ab, ft2 

169,100 
127,400 
140,000 
184,900 
142 ,000 
159,400 

3,600 

3,600 
148,000 

155,000 

74,800 
47,900 

252,500 

214,000 

214,000 
308,000 

168,700 
161,000 
41,600 

48,400 

161,500 

161, 500 

254,000 

254,000 

A.IV, 
ft - L 

0.36 
0. 35 
0. 37 
0. 39 
0.37 
0.37 

0.49 

0.49 
0. 36 

0.41 

0. 34 
0. 30 

0.33 

0.32 

0. 23 
0.26 

0. 41 
0. 26 
0.33 

0.38 

0.34 

0.34 

0.48 

0.48 

F, 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

F, 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

Remarks 

Fixed q, 

Max q, 

Min q, 
Fixed q, 

Max q, 

Min q, 
Fixed q, 

Max q, 

Min q, 

Max q, 

Min q, 

n: In cases where not measured Q~ = a for purpose of calculation. In actual design calculations, the valu e of q~ should be measured or properly 
estimated . 
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Hall experiments the infiltration rates were not measured , have a recirculating stream, the corresponding values of F 
and were taken to be negligible for the purposes of calcu- ranged upward to near 0.75; for buildings having negligi-
lation . The nondimensional parameters associated with ble rates of infiltration, the maximum value of F required 
Equation 7 are listed in Table II. For commercial size would be 0.8. 
ventilation systems, values of several nondimensional pa- It should be noted that, except for the rooms in Dabney 
rameterS ranged as follows: 0 < ex < 5, 0 < 'Y < 2.5, 0 < ~ Hall, the calculations listed in the tables are for building 
< 4, 0 <A < 0.2, 0.2 <B < 0.8. averages. For any specific room of interest, the ventilation 

The challenge to improve indoor air quality can be and geometric quantities for that room should be mea-
translated to that of reducing the values of A and B under sured if accurate predictions are to be made using Equa-
the constraints of overall safety, comfort and economics. tion 7. 
For the cases discussed in Table II the relatively large It would appear that a substantial improvement in in-
values of recirculation rates, which can be obtained dur- door air quality might be accomplished in the Los Angeles 
ing hot smoggy days, suggests that the values of A and B region without greatly sacrificing the other considerations 
can be easily lowered by inserting filters such that F > O. involved in the design and operation of air-conditioning 
This conclusion is in agreement with those based upon a systems. 
previous preliminary investigation conducted by Bush and The example of indoor ozone, associated w~th buildings 
Segall (1970) . located in photochemically smoggy regions, was discussed 

In Table III are listed the values of F needed to ensure in some detail. However, the linear-combination model 
that the indoor concentrations of ozone do not rise above may also be applied to other pollutants. 
0 .2 times the outdoor concentrations. It is important to 

Summary and Conclusions note that, for all of the buildings we studied which had a 
recirculation stream, insert filters with F <': 0.5 would en- A dynamic model for relating indoor pollutant concen-
sure that all the indoor levels of ozone would not exceed trations to those outside was developed and te'>ied . There 
the TLV of 0.1 ppm during more than four or five days a is good agreement between theory and experiment. 
year. For the buildings which we studied which did not In certain instances the outdoor concentration changes 

Table II. Indoor Air Quality Table of Nondimenslonal Parameters 
Case 

2a 
2b 
3a 
3b 
4 
5a 

5b 

6a 

6b 

8a 

8b 

9a 

9b 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14a 

14b 

14c 

14d 

15a 

15b 

Building ~ ~ 0 S 
Arms 0 0 0.49 1.49 1.0 4.30 0 
East Bridge 0 0 0.45 1.45 1.0 4.63 0 
West Bridge 0 0 0.42 1.42 1.0 5.22 0 
East Church 0 0 0.36 1.36 1.0 6.35 0 
West Church 0 0 0.34 1.34 1.0 6.45 0 
Crellin 0 0 0.33 1.33 1.0 6.62 0 
Dabney Hall, 1.1 0 0.53 1.53 1.0 5.52 0 

312 and 314 
Dabney Hall, 7.8 2.43 5.38 2.9 1.20 

312 and 314 
Keith Spalding, 1.6 1.30 2.30 1.0 1.7 

basement and 
1st floor 

Keith Spalding, 4.9 0 2.40 3.40 1.0 1.0 0 
2nd, 3rd, and 
penthouse 

Kellogg 0 0 1.07 2.07 1.0 1.93 0 
Lauritsen·Downs, 0 0 0.41 1.41 1.0 4.38 0 

subbasement 
Lauritsen-Downs, 0 2.96 3.96 1.0 0.65 

1-4 
Millikan Library, 0 0 0.40 1.40 1.0 4.8 0 

10 floors 
Millikan Library, 3.7 0 1.90 2.90 1.0 1.0 0 

10 floors 
Mudd 0 0.72 1.72 1.0 3.17 0 
Noyes Lab , 1.9 0.62 1.62 1.0 2.6 0 

(west wing) 
5 floors 

Robinson 0 0 0.68 1.68 1.0 3.56 0 
Sloan Lab 0 0 0.29 1.29 1.0 5.22 0 
Spalding, 0 0 0.26 1.26 1.0 7.55 

subbasement 
Spalding, 0 0.24 1.24 1.0 9.17 0 

basement 
Spalding 0.32 1.32 1.0 6.35 0 

1-3 floors 
Spalding, 0 1.62 2.62 1.0 1. 27 0 

1-3 floors 
Steele Lab, 0 0 0.28 1.28 1.0 10.1 0 

5 floors 
Steele Lab, 4.0 0 1.40 2.40 1.0 2.0 0 

5 floors 
a = qdqo. (3 = Q2/QO. "Y = X,i jA.;/qo, 3 = 1 + aF. + f3 + ')'. t = 1 + (J - Fo. rl = qord V 

5 = s/ qo. 1\ = 462TI. B = A(01'1 - 1) 
Cil = S + AC.o + BC" 
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A B A+B 
0.104 0.57 0.67 
0.10 0.58 0.68 
0.094 0.61 0.70 
0.084 0.65 0.74 
0.086 0.66 0.74 
0.085 0.67 0.75 
0.077 0.58 0.66 

0.084 0.46 0.54 

0.11 0.32 0.43 

0.21 0.21 0.30 

0.12 0.36 0.48 
0.11 0.60 0.71 

0.097 0.15 0.25 

0.11 0.63 0.74 

0.12 0.23 0.35 

0.11 0.47 0.58 
0.15 0.48 0.63 

0.099 0.49 0.59 
0.12 0.66 0.78 
0.084 0.71 0.80 

0.07 0.74 0.81 

0.091 0.67 0.76 

0.115 0.27 0.38 

0.060 0.72 0.78 

0.087 0.33 0.42 



Table III. Filter Factor Required to Establish (Co/C) = 
0.2 Assuming Building Is Well Mixed 

Case 

1 
2a 
2b 
3a 
3b 
4 
5a 
5b 
6a 
6b 
7 
8a 
8b 
9a 
9b 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14a 
14b 
14c 
14d 
15a 
15b 

Building 

Arms 
East Bridge 
West Bridge 
East Church 
West Church 
Crellin 
Dabney 
Dabney 
Keith Spalding 
Keith Spalding 
Kellogg 
Lauritsen·Downs 
Lauritsen·Downs 
Millikan Library 
Millikan Library 
Mudd 
Noyes Lab 
Robinson 
Sloan Lab 
Spalding 
Spalding 
Spalding 
Spalding 
Steele Lab 
Steele Lab 

F= (o.s - 0.2 y)/(l + 0.2,,) 

Flor C;fC. = 0.2 

0.70 
0.71 
0.72 
0.73 
0.73 
0.73 
0.57 
0.12 
0.41 
0.16 
0.59 
0.72 
0.21 
0.72 
0.24 
0.66 
0.49 
0.66 
0.74 
0. 74 
0.75 
0.74 
0.26 
0.74 
0.29 

rather slowly and can be adequately approximated by a 
straight line within a time interval which is long com· 
pared to the time required either to remove the air within 
the structure or to remove the pollutant by internal 
means. This is true for ozone pollution associated with 
buildings located in photochemically smoggy areas such as 
the Los Angeles region. In such cases the indoor pollutant 
concentration at the end of any given time interval is 
equal to the sum of three terms; the first term represents 
the contribution due to internal sources, and the other 
two terms represent a linear combination of the outdoor 
concentrations at the beginning and end of the time inter· 
val. Nondimensional coefficients involve the makeup rate, 
reciiculation rate, infiltration rate, filter efficiencies, and 
first·order chemical reaction terms. 

Based upon an analysis of several buildings on the Cal· 
tech campus, it appears that for air· conditioned buildings 
it would be rather easy to reduce the indoor ozone levels 
to 0.2 of those outside. If this were done, the indoor levels 
of ozone would exceed the threshold limit value of 0.1 
ppm probably no more than four or five days a year, 
whereas the outdoor concentrations and current indoor 
concentrations typically exceed this value over 200 days 
each year. 
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NOTES 

Experimental Verification of Unear Combination Model for Relating 
Indoor-Outdoor Pollutant Concentrations 

Charles H. Hales, Alonzo M. Rollinson, and Fredrick H. Shair' 

Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 91109 

• The linear combination model appears to provide an 
"upper bound" in relating indoor concentration of ozone 
to those outside. Tests conducted with a rather large of
fice laboratory ind'icated that the model is in excellent 
agreement with ozone concentrations in hallways. The 
model is in good agreement with ozone concentrations in 
rooms; however, ozone concentrations vary somewhat 
from room to room depending on the local ventilation and 
geometric parameters. 

A ventilation model, which relates the indoor concen
tration of a pollutant to that outside, has been proposed 
recently by Shair and Heitner (1974) . Where valid, the 
model yields a simple expression which permits rapid con
cise calculations useful for developing design guidelines. 
This model is based upon approximating the air flow 
throughout a building by means of a well-mixed chemical 
reactor wherein constant sources and first-order reactions 
can occur and various input and output streams are pres
ent. 

In the case of ozone, the main mechanism of decompo
sition indoors has been found to involve a first-order het
erogeneous mechanism (Mueller et al. 1973; Sabersky et 
al. 1973). It is apparent from the above-mentioned refer
ences that an appropriate value of the decomposition con
stant for a building is about 0.1 ft3/ft2-min; this value of 
k was used in the calculations associated with this investi
gation. Preliminary experiments indicated that the model 
adequately predicts the indoor concentration of ozone for 
very small ventilation systems associated with buildings 
located in photochemically smoggy areas. If this model is 
found to provide an accurate description for large com
mercial buildings, then the improvement of the indoor air 
quality through the use of various filters can be adequate
ly predicted; such predictions are important to make be
fore the expenses associated with changes in large ventila
tion systems (such as those in schools, public libraries, or 
hospitals) are incurred. The purpose of this investigation 
was to compare the model predictions with indoor pollu
tion concentrations measured as a function of time at var
ious positions throughout a rather large laboratory-office 
building. 

Characterization of Building 

For convenience we decided to investigate .the west wing 
of the Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics located on 
the Cal tech campus. The west wing has a constant venti
lation system which draws in 49,350 cfm of makeup air and 
has a recirculation rate of 94,600 cfm. All the windows are 
permanently sealed, and manometer measurements indi
cated that the building air pressure is about 0.005 in . of 
water higher than the outside static pressure; consequent
ly the rate of infiltrated air was considered to be negligi· 
ble. The west wing, comprised of a subbasement, base-

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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ment, first floor, second floor, and third floor, has a vol
ume of 1,120,000 ft3 and a total surface area of about 
308,000 ft2. It should be noted that the surface area was 
obtained by using a string to measure the total length of the 
hull plus partitions as indicated on blueprints, and does not 
take into account such items as furniture, equipment, or 
books. During these tests the building was equipped only 
with treated cotton fabric filters which remove particu
lates but not gaseous pollutants such as ozone. This inves
tigation focused upon ozone because it is a continuing and 
dominant pollutant associated with photochemical smog, 
and the filter technology currently exists (although not yet 
widely used) to maintain indoor concentrations below a 
desired level such as the threshold limit value of 0.1 ppm . 

There are five fans associated with the ventilation sys-
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Figure 1. Concentration of ozone vs . time for hallways in Noyes 
Laboratory, October 16. 1973 
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Figure 2. Concentration of ozone vs. time for various rooms in 
Noyes Laboratory. October 16. 1973 
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tern. One fan supplies the air used for the fume hoods. 
The makeup air, drawn in at ground level, is mixed with 
'the recirculated air and then evenly distributed via three. 
intake fans to the subbasement, basement plus first floor, 
and second plus third floors, respectively. Each room in
volved in this study has its own intake vent and its own 
exhaust vent. Except for the first floor, the hallways have 
separate ventilation inputs of 800 cfm, and participate in 
exchanging air with rooms via doorways. Following the no
tation in Shair and Heitner (1974), the ventilation and 
geometric quantities for the Noyes laboratory are qo = 
49,350 cfm, q1 = 94,600 cfm, q2 "'" 0 cfm, s "'" 0 cfm, V "'" 
1,120,000 ft3, Ab "'" 308,000 ft2, and Fo = Fi = 0; the appro
priate nondimensional parameters have values ex = 1.9, {3 = 
0, l' = 0.62, (, = 1.62, t = 1, 71 = 2.6, S = 0, A = 0.144, and B 
= 0.477. It should be noted that the value of Ab was ob
tained from considering only the blueprints of the build
ing. Consequently, the value of Ab is a "lower bound" 
since the surface area associated with items such as furni
ture, books, or equipment was not considered; corre
spondingly the values of A and B are thought to be "upper 
bounds." 

Experimental Procedure 

All measurements were taken with a Dasibi Corp. 
Model 1003 ozone monitor based upon ozone absorption of 
the 2537 A line emitted from a mercury lamp. The ozone 
detector was transported throughout the building by a 
cart; two 12-V storage batteries and a converter (Abbott 
Transistor Laboratories, Inc., solid state converter model 
number PN24T-1l5-60) provided the portable power sup
ply. The outdoor concentrations of ozone were obtained by 
placing the detector outside and a few feet upwind of the 
ventilation intake. 

Presentation and Discussion of Results 

Tests were conducted during several days. Typical re
sults are shown in Figures 1 and 2. As indicated in Figure 
1, the ozone concentration throughout the hallway system, 
except for the first floor hallway, is in excellent agreement 
with the values predicted from the linear combination 
model. The ozone concentrations associated with the first 
floor hallway fluctuated from values that were substan
tially lower to values just slightly lower than those pre
dicted from the linear combination model; the fluctua
tions appear to be related to the frequent opening of the 
outside doors which occurs throughout the day. The first 
floor hallway is directly connected (via an open doorway), 
to the ventilation system associated with the east wing of 
the building. The east wing of the building is character
ized with values of A and B which are much lower than 
those previously quoted for the east wing. When an out- . 
side door of the west wing is opened, it is thought that be
cause of the pressure difference, air flows from the east 
wing into the first floor hallway and out the open door; 
this process is consistent with the observation that the 
ozone concentration between the east wing and the door 
would drop when the door was opened and would rise to 
values slightly below those predicted from the linear com
bination model when the door had been closed for more 
than 10 or 15 min. 

As shown in Figure 2, the ozone concentrations associ-

ated with various rooms throughout the building individu
ally followed the trend predicted from the model. The 
model did predict what appears to be an "upper bound." 
Although there was more variation from room to room 
than from hallway to hallway, the model does appear to 
be in good agreement with the data . A more detailed 
study of the individual rooms indicated that rooms with 
rugs, excess furniture, excess books, and/or papers had 
lower ozone levels than those with concrete floors and/or 
those rooms, with few books and papers present, that ap
peared to be neater. 

Modifications of Filter Systems 

When the Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics was 
designed, room was made available for about 95 addition
al filters to be located a few feet downstream of the par
ticulate filters commonly used in commercial buildings. It 
should be noted that in this building, and in most com, 
mercial buildings, the recirculated air is mixed with the 
makeup air prior to passing through the above-mentioned 
particulate filters. Consequently the ozone filters, located 
downstream of the particulate filters, will be effective in 
removing ozone created from both internal and external 
sources; in the case of no internal source, ozone filters 
need only to take out about one half of the ozone per pass 
in order to maintain the indoor concentration of ozone at 
about 0.2 of that outside. However, in cases where there 
are no or "weak" internal sources, it may be more eco
nomical to provide filters which remove ozone from only 
the makeup air stream. That is, it may be more econom: 
ical to filter out a portion of the ozone in the makeup 
air before the makeup and recirculated streams are com
bined, rather than first diluting the ozone in the makeup 
air with the recirculated air and then filtering the com
bined streams. If no internal sources are present, then 
about 70% of the ozone would have to be removed from 
the makeup air stream to maintain indoor concentrations 
less than 0.2 of those outside (i.e., Fo = 1 - 0.2(1 + 1') "'" 
0.68, and Fi = 0). Currently there does not appear to be 
enough data concerning the values of filter factors as a 
function of exposure time, exposure levels, and exposure 
conditions to permit accurate economical calculations 
aimed at describing optimum placement, size, and type of 
filters to reduce the indoor levels to 0.2 of those outside. 
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Petroleum-Derived and Indigenous Hydrocarbons in 
Recent Sediments of Lake Zug, Switzerland 

Walter Giger, 1 Martin Reinhard, Christian Schaffner, and Werner Stumm 

Institute for Water Resources and Water Pollution Control, 
Swiss Federal I nstitute of Technology, CH-8600 Dilbendorf, Switzerland 

• Presented are hydrocarbon analyses of recent sedi
ments from Lake Zug, Switzerland. The sediments near 
the densely populated northern shores of the lake contain 
large amounts of hydrocarbons, predominantly derived 
from fossil fuels; indigenous hydrocarbons, presumably 
derived from aquatic organisms, predominate in the mid
dle part of the lake, adjacent to less densely populated 
areas. 

The ubiquity of hydrocarbons in recent sediments and 
in living organisms is well established. Some of these 
compounds have biological origin, whereas others are de
rived from pollution by petroleum products (Blumer and 
Snyder, 1965; Blumer et aI., 1972a, b,c; Han et al. 1968, 
1969; Meinschein, 1969). 

If petroleum products are spilled into rivers, lakes, or 
the sea, much of the higher boiling material is taken up 
by the sediments. There, biodegradation is retarded, espe
cially below the water sediment interface (Blumer and 
Sass, 1972b) . With repeated chronic pollution, hydrocar
bons may therefore accumulate in the sediments. Some 
petroleum-derived hydrocarbons may show biological ef
fects even at very low concentration levels. 

To anticipate and assess tbe degradation of natural wa
terways, their sediments must be analyzed in detail, and 
a distinction must be made between indigenous and pee 
troleum hydrocarbons. 

Here we report an investigation by infrared spectrosco
py and gas chromatography of sediment extracts from 
Lake Zug, Switzerland (Figure 1). 

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

Figure 1. Lake Zug, locations of sampling stations 
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Experimental 

Samples of the sediment surface were taken at six loca
tions near the shores of Lake Zug (Figure 1) in water 
depths varying from 2-9 meters. Samples 1, 5, and 6 were 
taken by a diver, whereas at stations 2, 3, and 4 a grab 
sampler was used. 

For infrared analyses, 50 grams of the wet sediment 
were shaken with 50 ml of CCI. for 20 min. The extracts 
were dried with Na2SO •. The spectrum was recorded be
tween 3500 and 2500 cm- 1 in a Beckman-IR-8 spectrome
ter. After percolation through basic AI20 3 (Merck, activi
ty I) the spectrum was measured again. The amounts of 
total extractables and of hydrocarbons were determined 
by measuring the C-H bands according to API Method 
733-58 (1957). 

For gas chromatography 50- 200 grams of the wet sedi
ment were shaken with 100 ml of pentane. The extracts 
were dried with Na2S0., percolated through basic AI20 3 
(Merck, activity I) and concentrated at room temperature 
to 1 ml. Aliquots (1-2 1'1.) of the solutions were injected 
into a Carlo Erba-GI gas chromatograph, equipped with a 
flame ionization detector and a glass capillary column 
(25m, OV-101, purchased from H. J. Jaeggi, Trogen AR, 
Switzerland). Helium was used as a carrier gas at a flow 
rate of 3 ml / min and the column temperature was pro
grammed at 3· / min from 30-230·C. 

Results and Discussion 

The results of the infrared determinations (Table I) 
must be considered as only estimates, however the con
centrations of hydrocarbons at stations 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 
significantly higher than at locations 5 and 6. The hydro
carbon concentrations at stations 1, 2, and 4 exceed the 
maximum concentration (320 I'g/ g dry weight) deter
mined by Unger (1971) in a similar study of Lake Con
stance. At stations 5 and 6 the hydrocarbon concentra
tions are in the same range as the lower values found in 
Lake Constance. 

In the marine sediments of Buzzards Bay, Mass. , the 
background of biochemically derived hydrocarbons lies 
close to 50-70 I'g/ g dry sediment (Blumer and Sass, 
1972c) . The hydrocarbon concentrations in the sediments 
of the northern part of Lake Zug exceed this value, where
as stations 5 and 6 resemble the unpolluted marine sedi
ments. 

Table I. Organic Matter of Lake Zug Sediments 
Determined by Infrared Spectroscopy 
and Gas Chromatography 

CCI. Hydro-
Station extractable, carbons, n-C J'i H35/ Pristane/ 

nO. G ,.,.9 / 9 dry wt .9 / 9 dry wI pristane phytane 

1 2350 900 1.8 0.8 
2 1590' 6lO' 1.0 1.0 
3 570 240 2.8 1.0 
4 2470 860 2.0 1.3 
5 1010' 140' 
6 300 50 

<l Station numbers refer to Figure 1. b Average value of two indepen 
dent determinations. c Not determinabl e. 



oJ 

Figure 2. Gas chromatograms of sediment extracts 
a. Station 4. b. Station 6. Numbers indicate carbon numbers of n-alkanes 

The infrared determination of total extractable and hy
drocarbon concentrations permits no clear distinction be
tween indigenous and pollution-derived material. Still, it 
suggests that the sediments near the densely populated 
shores of the lake are contaminated with petroleum hy
drocarbons. 

For a better insight into the compositions of these hy
drocarbons, the pentane extracts of the sediments were 
studied by gas chromatography. Stations 4 and 6 (Figure 
2) are representative of the northern and middle part of 
the lake, respectively. Correspondingly, the gas chromato
grams demonstrate a considerable difference in their hy
drocarbon chemistry . 

The main four features are described as follows: 
The hydrocarbons at station 4 show a continuous distri

bution curve of n-alkanes in the range of carbon numbers 
n = 10-24; while at station 6 n-heptadecane dominates all 
other n-alkanes by a factor of at least 5. A smooth chain 
length distribution of the n-alkanes is typical for petrole
um and petroleum products (Philippi, 1965; Zafiriou et 
ai., 1972). The predominance of n-heptadecane in Figure 
2b is attributed to hydrocarbons produced by algae and 
other photosynthetic organisms. It is very often the domi
nant compound in biogenic hydrocarbon mixtures (Han 
and Calvin, 1969; Youngblood et ai. 1971) . The n-C17 al
kane in Figure 2a is also more abundant than the adjacent 
straight chain alkanes, explained by a superposition of in
digenous and polluting hydrocarbons. 

The concentration of odd-numbered n-alkanes increases 
again in the range from n-C23 to n-C27 • This feature is 
common for unpolluted recent sediments (Stevens, 1956; 
Han et ai., 1968; Tissier and Oudin, 1973) and is often ob
served in terrestrial plants (Clark 1966). In station 4, ma
terial transported by the river Lorze may be the reason for 
the large increase toward n-C27 • 

The isoprenoid hydrocarbons pristane (C20) and phy
tane (C21 ) are among the major constituents in station .4, 
whereas in station 6 they are absent or present only in 
trace amounts. These two compounds are also major con
stituents of many crude oils (Speers and Whitehead, 1969; 
Zafiriou et ai., 1972). 

·The n-C17 /pristane ratio of the stations from the north-

ern shore varies between 2.8 and 1.0 (Table I). This may 
be attributed either to different sources or to different de
grees of biodegradation of the fossil fuels (Blumer and 
Sass, 1972b). The pristane/phytane ratio, however, re
mains remarkably constant, close to unity . In unpolluted 
marine sediments, phytane is absent or present in a much 
lower amount than pristane (Blumer and Snyder, 1965) . 

The very distinct differences in the hydrocarbon compo
sitions are best explained by the presence of fossil fuels in 
the northern part of Lag Zug. These pollution-derived hy
drocarbons are superimposed over a background of indige
nous compounds presumably derived from aquatic orga
nisms and from land material transported by the river 
Lorze. The sediments near the less populated shores, how
ever, seem to contain almost only indigenous hydrocar
bons. It does not seem very likely that the contribution by 
recent metabolic activities changes so much throughout 
the lake. 

To find the sources of those high hydrocarbon concen
tra tions and to estimate the effects of these compounds on 
the surrounding biota, a more detailed study of sediment 
extracts and comparisons with possible sources is being 
pursued. 
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Operational Limits of Vibrating Orifice Aerosol Generator 

James B. Wedding and James J. Stukel' 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Urbana. Ill. 61801 

• The relationship between the aperture diameter and 
the operating frequency for monodisperse vibrating orifice 
aerosol generators is discussed. The previously reported 
range 3.5 ~ (A/Dj ) ~ 7.0 for monodisperse aeros~l genera
tion is not applicable for all generator aperture diameters. 
Results are presented denoting the range of A/Dj values 
for which monodisperse aerosols are generated with vary
ing generator aperture sizes. 

Aerosol generation work was conducted recently by Berg
lund and Liu (1973) using the vibrating orifice principle 
for liquid jet disintegration and the solvent evaporation 
technique. Basically, the device feeds liquid at a known 
rate through apertures held in place in a stainless steel 
cup by a Teflon O-ring_ The cup is bonded to a piezoelec
tric transducer which, when excited by the correct ultra
sonic frequency, t, causes the cylindrical liquid jet to be
come unstable and disintegrate into droplets that are in
jected into a turbulent jet of air to prevent coagulation. 
The device has great flexibility, if operated within certain 
limitations, in its ability to generate high-quality aerosols 
over a wide range of sizes by varying both the aperture 
size and the nonvolatile solute concentration in a volatile 
solvent for a particular aperture. The working of the de
vice is described in full by Berglund and Liu (1973). In 
this note, the subject of the aforementioned limitations 
will be addressed. 

Experiments using a prototype of the described aerosol 
generation system were carried out which verified the per
formance of the aerosol generator and the amazing mono
disperse nature of the particles produced. By manually 
sizing several hundred particles using standard light mi
croscopy techniques and utilizing standard statistical cal
culation methods, we found that the particle size relative 
standard deviation was ±0_012. Care, however, must be 
exercised in applying the working aerosol generator pa
rameters to achieve these results. In particular, there ex
ists a specific range of disturbance frequencies that cause 
the jet to break up into a controlled, quality aerosol. In 
the paragraphs that follow, these frequency bounds will be 
discussed. 

Droplets cannot be made arbitrarily small by making 
disturbance wavelengths, A, smaller and smaller by in

creasing the frequency modulation or by decreasing the 
velocity of the jet. The reason for this is that the liquid 
cylinder remains stable with respect to displacements 
from equilibrium for wavelengths less than ll'D j • Thus, one 
established limitation not to be exceeded is the maximum 
frequency or minimum, A, of 

(1) 

where D is the jet diameter (which does not equal DA, 

the aperture diameter). This result was predicted early by 
Rayleigh (1945) and later verified by Strom (1969) and 
Berglund (1972). On the other hand, an .upper limit on. A, 
say Amax, or a general relation for A WhiCh, when apphed 
yields a range of A in which only monodisperse aerosols 
are generated, has not been developed . This note will re
port on an operating range for A in which the aerosol IS 

monodisperse for various aperture diameters. It should be 

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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noted that increasing the wavelength by decreasing the 
frequency or increasing the jet velocity can lead to operat
ing difficulties because the range of the disturbance wave
length may be exceeded which causes the aerosol to be
come nonuniform with apparently little effect resulting 
from the mechanical disturbance . 

Empirical results for disturbance wavelength aerosol 
generation such as those given by Schneider and Hen
dricks (1964) in terms of Dj are 

< A < 70 3.5_ D - . , (2) 

helpful in establishing an approximate operating frequen
cy range for generating monodisperse aerosols but the 
relation is not exact. The exact values must be deter
mined experimentally as A is a function of both aperture 
size and flow rate . The initial procedure to determine the 
exact operating range for A is to apply Equation 1 and use 
the fact that Q (flow rate) and t are related to A by the re
lationship 

A, X A = ~ (3) 

and noting that the diameter calculated is not D A (aper
ture diameter) but a larger value, Dj (jet diameter) . Thus, 
by the time disturbance causes the jet to break up, the jet 
has spread out and the diameter is no longer D A . (The 
disturbance acts only over an aperture thickness of 4 
mils.) The diameter, Dj, then, is a diameter that can be 
used to compare results predicted by theory (Rayleigh, 
1945) and is calculated utilizing the fact that the maxi
mum frequency occurs at the minimum wavelength given 
by Equation 1 which was found to be agreeably identically 
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a 7r~ A/Dj~ 3.95 , 0'0.191 cclmin, D.'21.5"" 
o 7r~ A/Dj~4.64, 0'0.214cc/min, D.'22.1"" 

'" 7r~A/Dj ~7.21 , 0'0.0764 ccl min, D.'10.5"" 
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Figure 1 . Variation of disturbance wavelength and jet diameter 
with orifice diameter 



45 KHZ 

82 KHZ-103 K 
(Monod; sperse Range) 

70 KHZ 

120 KHZ 

Figure 2. Variation of particle size distribution with vibrating orifice frequency range 

DOP dissolved in ethanol: DA = 21 .5 Il, Q ;;:: 0.191 cc/min, OJ = 23.27 #l. mono disperse operating range 82 kHz.$ f.$ 103 kHz with particle diameter 
= 8.45~. Particles. collected on oilphobic glass slide . 

1r. This same methodology was repeated for the upper 
limit on A, Am.x. using Equation 3 and the value just cal
culated for Dj • This procedure leads to a general relation
ship which includes all the operating parameters neces
sary to determine the disturbance wavelength which pro
duces monodisperse aerosol when applied to a cylindrical 
liquid jet 

(4) 

This result has been proved experimentally by applying 
the above procedure utilizing Equation 4 to various sized 
apertures and flow rates. Equation 4 has been left in ex
panded form for clarity purposes and for comparison with 
earlier published reports. The results are recorded graphi
cally in Figure 1 to reveal the fact that A/D} is indeed 
variable and that anyone empirical relation such as 
Equation 2 is not an exact expression. Equation 4 exactly 
gives A uniquely for a range of aperture sizes and flow 
rates. It is seen in the plot that Equation 2 holds reason
ably well for apertures in the 10-1' size but that the opera
tion envelope decreases to a small size range at the nomi
nal aperture size of 20 I' and increases at the smaller aper
ture size of 3 1'. Thus, one is rather limited by the fre
quency one may apply and still have monodisperse aero
sol. 

An example illustrating aerosol quality applying Equa-

tion 2 is shown in Figure 2. It is seen that aerosols gener
ated with A/D} values ranging between the empirical lim
its of 3.5-7.0 corresponding to an f range of 92-46 kHz re
sults in poor aerosol quality (note photographs at 45 kHz 
and 70 kHz). Applying Equation 4 and the described pro
cedure gives an optimum operating range of 103- 82 kHz 
with Dj equal to 23.27 I' for an aperture diameter of 21.5 I' 
at a flow rate of 0.191 cc/min. As can be seen from Figure 
2, this operating range results in a monodisperse aerosol. 
A sample at 120 kHz is included as an example of an ex
cessive disturbance frequency and an aerosol of a polydis
perse nature. It is felt that the information given in Fig
ures 1 and 2 will be useful for those individuals attempt
ing to generate monodisperse aerosol utilizing the disinte
grated jet of liquid technique. 
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Approximations to Discrepancies Between Visual and Instrument 
Opacity Readings for Submicron Particulate Material 

C. Dean Wolbach 

Texas Air Control Board. Austin, Tex. 78758 

• Control agencies are beginning to encounter numerous 
conflicts between instrument and visual opacity readings. 
Theoretical approximation to the magnitude of such dis
crepancies can be made. A mathematical formula for ap
proximating discrepancies between visual and instrument 
opacity readings is derived. Some values for these dis
crepancies are plotted and a specific case is calculated. 

State agencies and industries are beginning to come 
into conflict over discrepancies between visual opacity 
readings and instrumental readings. These conflicts in
variably arise when the particle size is primarily submi
cron. By combining the efforts of earlier workers (Ensor 
and Pilat, 1970; Halow and Zeek, 1970), approximations 
to these discrepancies can be obtained. 

Ensor and Pilat have derived a simple formula for cal
culating transmissivity of plumes from first principals. 
This equation is: 

In WI,), = -WD/kp 

where W = mass concentration in g/m 3 

D = plume diameter in meters 
p = particle density in g/ m3 

10 = incident radiation intensity 
I = transmitted radiation intensity 

(1) 

and k is a complex function of the particle radius, fre
quency distribution, refractive index of the material, and 
color of the material (white or black). Ensor and Pilat 
have calculated some curves for k. 

On the other hand, Halow and Zeek have combined 
theoretical calculations for plume brightness and empiri
cal observations of plume opacities to generate a curve re
lationship. The theoretical sky to plume brightness ratio 
is given by the formula: 

(B") = 10' ('WD) (B") 
Bo p Bo 0 

(2) 

represents the theoretical discrepancy between visual and 
instrument opacity readings . 

For a particle size geometric standard deviation (Ug) of 
2, the specific particulate volume/extinction coefficient 
ratio, k, in the region 0.1-1 p. can be approximated by 
the hyperbolic curve function, 

On r gw + 1.39)2 = 2.07 (In k + 1.83) (6) 

while the concomitant plume to background brightness 
ratio (Bss/ Bo)o at 90° by Halow and Zeek can be approxi
mated by 

On 2 rg w + 0.69)2 - -187 (In [!:l- 322) (7) 

(These equations are for white particulate material with a 
refractive index of 1.5.) Solving for the dependent vari-. 
abies in terms of rgw (geometric mass mean radius) , we 
get: 

k - 016 e -0.48 (In r,. + 1.'391 (8) 

40 

30 

.. 
I 
~ 

20 

where W, D, and p are the same as given above but in 
units of pounds and feet . The term (Bss / Bo)o is a differ
ent complex function of many of the same variables as k, 
Bss is the function for plume brightness from scattered 
light, and Bo represents the background brightness of the 
sky. 10 

When we determined a curve fit equation for Halow and 
Zeek's empirical curve relating (Bss/Bojo to opacity, the 
following relationship was obtained: 

In [1 - (J/I , )],. = 

[ 0.9285 + 2.9 X 10-4 (!:)] In (~':) (3) 

From Equation 1, instrument opacity readings will be: 

[1 - (If I ,)], = 1 - exp(-WD/kp) (4) 

Thus 

[1 - (IjI ,)], - [1 - (If I ,)], = 

opac (visual) - opac (instr) (5) 
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Figure 1. Discrepancies between instrument and visual opacity 
readings as a function of geometric weight mean particle size 
for various WD / p ratios 

-0 - 10-' ft; -[J- 2 X 10-; ft; -6- 4 X 10-; ft 

Discrepancies are given in percent opacity of visual reading above in
strument reading 



and 

(B") _ 25 e ~.53 (In 2 r,. + 0.69)' 
B, 0 

(9) 

When we allow the pre log function in Equation 3 to ap
proximate 0.94, substitute Equations I, 3, 8, and 9 into 
Equation 5, and rearrange, the following difference func
tion is obtained: 

o,_;(rgw ) = [2.5' X 

[ e-'·25 

10' C:D)e-O.53 On 2 r, ". + 0.69)' r .... + 

(WpD)' e -0.48 (In r," + 1.39)' ] - 1 (10) 

where h. - i represents the fraction difference between vi
sual and instrumental readings. Equation 2 has been con
verted to read in fractions rather than percent; (WD I p) 
and (WDlp)' are in units compatible with their respective 
parameters. 

An example of the discrepancies obtained is plotted for 
various (WD l p) ratios in Figure 1. By varying the con
stants in Equations 8 and 9, h functions for different 
refractive indices and viewing angles ~an be determined . 
Closer approximations could be obtained with computer 
solutions of the theoretical equations for k and (Bssl Bo)o 
as functions rgw. However, the experimental error in de-

riving the (Bs. I Bo)o to visual opacity relationship would 
probably negate the effort involved. 

Experimental verification of this discrepancy was ob
served on a glass furnace stack. The observed parameters 
were: 

WD P = 1.96 X 10- 7 ft 

r,w = 0.25p. 
'" =-2 
[1 - (lIIo»)' = 9 - 12% (obsd) 
[1 - (lIIo»). = 35%:1: 10% (obsd) 
[1 - (lIIo»). = 30 - 33o/~ (predic) 

The implications of this type of discrepancy will become 
quite serious in light of the increasing use of instruments 
vs. human observers for the determination of opacities. A 
detailed examination of the philosophies behind the use of 
opacity measurements is indicated. 
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Mercury-organic Matter Associations in Estuarine Sediments and 
Interstitial Water 

Steven E. Lindberg' and Robert C. Harriss 
Department of Oceanography, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla. 32306 

• Sediment from the Florida Everglades and Mobile Bay 
estuary reveal significant associations between sediment 
Hg and sediment organic matter and between dissolved 
interstitial Hg and dissolved organic carbon. The bulk of 
dissolved Hg and dissolved organic carbon exists in the 
<500 molecular weight fraction in Everglades pore water 
and in the >100,000 molecular weight fraction in Mobile 
Bay pore water. Mercury in sediments and interstitial 
water occurs at higher concentrations in the Everglades 
than in Mobile Bay, which receives anthropogenic mercu
ry effluents. When normalized to organic content of the 
sediment or dissolved organic carbon concentration of the 
pore water, higher relative mercury concentrations occur 
in Mobile Bay. Interstitial dissolved mercury is enriched 
from 2.6 to 36 times over the associated surface water 
values, and in sulfide-rich pore waters far exceeds the 
thermodynamic solubility of HgS. E'nrichment may be 
due to formation of organic and polysulfide complexes 
with mercury. 

The quantitative importance and potential ecological 
effects of anthropogenic additions of mercury to natural 
aquatic environments have been well documented in the 
recent scientific literature (Harriss, 1971; Wallace et al. , 
1971). As a result of several cases of acute mercury con
tamination in Japan and Sweden, most large industrial 
sources have been identified and the discharge of mercury 
to natural waters reduced to negligible flux rates relative 
to natural sources. However, much of the mercury re
leased prior to the implementation of pollution control 

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

regulations has accumulated in the sediments of water· 
sheds receiving discharges . For example, the combination 
of high reactivity with particulates (Cranston and Buck
ley, 1972) and physical conditions conducive to high sedi
mentation rates has trapped large quantities of mercury 
in near shore sediments. 

The mobility and ultimate fate of mercury in the sedi
mentary environment are controlled to a large extent by 
its interstitial water chemistry. The present investigation 
is a study of sediment mercury and its interstitial water 
chemistry in an undisturbed estuarine environment, the 
western section of the Florida Everglades, and in an estu
ary known to receive industrially derived mercury ef
fluents, Mobile Bay, Ala. 

Materials and Methods 

Sediment cores were obtained manually from near-shore 
marsh areas with a piston-fitted polycarbonate tube and 
immediately extruded into polyethylene Whirlpak bags 
kept near ambient temperature until squeezing (2-6 hr). 
Interstitial water was extracted using a nitrogen-operated, 
Teflon-lined squeezer similar to that described by Presley 
et al. (1967) . 

Salinity was determined in the field laboratory on 
freshly extracted pore water with a Goldberg refractome
ter (precision :1:0.5 %0); 25 ml of pore water samples for 
dissolved Hg analysis were stored in Pyrex containers 
after acidification with HN03 to pH < 1 and addition of 
6% KMnO.; 5-ml samples for determination of dissolved 
organic carbon (DOC) were placed in glass ampules con
taining 100 mg of K2S20 g and 0.1 ml of H3PO., and were 
then purged of inorganic CO2 and sealed; sediment sam
ples were kept at O°C until laboratory analysis. 
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Analysis for mercury was performed using the flameless 
atomic fluorescence technique developed by Muscat et al. 
(1972). The method consists of either wet digestion of an 
aqueous sample followed by reduction-aeration and detec
tion of mercury vapor (Hg·) by atomic fluorescence, or dry 
combustion (800·C) of an oven-dried (60·C), homoge
nized, and pulverized sediment sample and similar detec
tion of Hg·. Either technique afforded a limit of detection 
of 1 ng with an average analytical variation of ±3'1'0. 

DOC in the interstitial water was determined using the 
techniques of Menzel and Vaccaro (1964). The coefficient 
of variation was found to be ±4'1'0. Sediment organic con
tent, expressed as a percent of the total dry weight (60·C), 
was determined by weight loss at 550·C for 2 hr. 

Total dissolved sulfide (2:S2 - ) was determined using a 
modification of the silver-silver sulfide electrode tech
nique of Berner (1963) . The recent development of a sul
fide antioxidant buffer (Orion, 1969) permits determina
tion of total sulfide concentration down to 0.1 mg/I. Ana
lytical precision was ± 10%. 

Molecular weight fractionations were performed using 
an Amicon model 50 stirred ultrafiltration cell with Ami
con Diaflo ultrafiltration membranes. The technique is a 
form of membrane pressure dialysis based on the exclu
sion principle of gel column chromatography. Fraction
ation is accomplished by the selective permeability of the 
membranes to solutes of given molecular dimensions . Pro
cedural details as well as limitations of the technique 
have been described elsewhere (Blatt et aI., 1967). The ul
trafilters used provided the following molecular weight 
ranges: <500; 500-50,000; 50,000-100,000; and > 100,000. 
Boundaries of molecular weight exclusion for each mem
brane must be regarded only as relative ranges and are 
better characterized as Amicon cutoff limits . However, for 
purposes of discussion, they will be referred to as molecu
lar weight ranges . 

Results and Discussion 

The interstitial water and sediment data collected dur
ing this study are summarized in Table 1. For the Ever
glades samples no consistent trends in dissolved intersti
tial or total Hg concentrations with core depth are appar
ent. The large variability in dissolved Hg (cores 3E and 
5E) suggests that distribution is influenced by a number 
of interacting factors in this environment. Parameters 
that may influence Hg distribution in these cores such as 
salinity, 2:S2 - , DOC, and sediment organic content show 
similar variations. In contrast, the single core taken from 
Mobile Bay exhibits decreasing concentrations of total Hg 
and interstitial Hg with depth to apparent background 
levels near 20 cm. The observed gradients correlate with a 
recent (10-20 years) increment in the release of Hg-con
taining industrial effluents to this estuary. 

To elucidate the geochemistry of Hg in these sediments, 
correlation and stepwise regression analyses were applied 
to the data. The concentration of Hg in the sediment is 
significantly related to the organic content of the sedi
ment for the combined samples (r = 0.80). No significant 
change in the correlation coefficient is noted when the 
data are divided into more homogeneous groups such as 
Everglades samples, Everglades surface samples (0- 10 
cm), and Everglades subsurface samples (>10 cm). Simi
lar correlations have been found in soils by Andersson 
(1967), in fresh water sediments by Kennedy et al. (1971), 
and in estuarine sediments by Bothner and Piper (1971). 

For the Everglades samples the concentration of dis
solved Hg in the pore water is significantly correlated with 
the concentration of DOC (r = 0.55) . The correlation in
creases significantly when calculated for the Everglades 
surface samples (r = 0.81) but decreases to an insignifi
cant level for the Everglades subsurface samples (r = 
0.46) . These results provide some insight into the pro-

Table I. Summary of Interstitial Water and Sediment Data 

Core 

2E 

3 E 

4 E 
5 E 

6E 

7E 
1 MB' 

2MB 

Core 
depth, em 

0-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
0-10 

10-20 
20-30 
0-10 

10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 
60-70 
70-80 
0-10 
0-10 

10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
0-10 

10-20 
0-10 
0-10 

10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
0-10 

a Everglades. b Mobile Bay. 

Salinity. 
0/00 

14. 7 
19.7 
20.3 
20.8 
20.8 
19.7 
19. 7 
19.7 
19.7 
16.9 
16. 9 
20.8 
22.0 
22.0 
22 .5 
16.4 
18 .8 
18.8 
19.3 
18.8 
19.7 
24.6 
27 .2 
3.0 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.5 
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~S -', 

"9 / ml 

0.1 
1.4 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

< 0.1 
0.1 
68 

140 
140 

22 
52 
22 

4.4 
3.3 

< 0.1 
3.6 

.4 
<0 .1 
< 0.1 

24 
5.7 

11.2 
<0.1 
< 0.1 
<0.1 
<0.1 
<0.1 

Sediment Hgin 
OOC, organic Dissolved, sediment 

"9 / ml content . % Hg, J,.!9 / 1. ppm 

34 68.8 2.14 0.85 
69.0 0. 72 
62 .7 0.70 

30 .5 56 . 1 1.62 
32 46 . 3 1.85 0. 73 
29 .9 71.5 1.44 1.33 
27 . 5 69 .4 1.95 1.36 
77 26 . 3 3.6 0. 28 

27.2 2.98 0. 22 
51 23.5 0.30 0.29 
54 14.8 1.77 0. 24 
57 26 . 2 0.47 0.27 
62 19.3 1.40 0.35 

23.8 2. 07 0.28 
52 29 .0 1.80 0. 30 
24.5 65.4 0.66 1.50 
23 . 0 44.0 0.26 1.01 
24.0 86.6 0. 07 1.24 
24.0 70.7 0.13 1.86 
22 . 0 83.7 < 0. 03 0.76 
31.5 28.8 0.57 0.76 
32 33.0 0.38 0.30 

33.8 0.64 0.32 
9.2 19.3 1.04 0.50 
9.5 21.8 0.64 0.23 
8.8 19.6 0.36 0.22 
8.8 4.6 0.25 0.22 
6.0 10. 2 1.07 0.22 
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Figure 1. Pore water molecular weight distributions of dissolved 
Hg and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) 

Total pore water and sediment data for these cores are presented in 
Table I (cores 6 E and 4 E are from the Everglades, core 2 MB is from 
Mobile Bay) . Molecular weight fractions are" as follows: 1. >100,000; 
2.100.000-50.000: 3. 50.000-500: 4. <500 

cesses that influence the distribution of Hg in recently de
posited sediments of the Everglades. Andren and Harriss 
(1972) have discovered evidence for complexing between 
dissolved Hg and dissolved organic matter in surface wa
ters of the Everglades. In the process of sedimentation 
this complex enters the pore spaces between sediment 
particles. The decrease in correlation between dissolved 
interstitial Hg and DOC with increasing core depth 
suggests that early diagenesis reduces the integrity of the 
organo-Hg association. 

Statistical analyses fail to reveal any significant rela
tionships in the Mobile Bay core, other than the correla
tion between interstitial Hg and depth (r = -0.98). The 
observed distribution reflects the temporal variation in 
the release of Hg-containing effluents since the initial use 
of the Hg-cell chlor-alkali process by industries in this 
area. Pollution control regulations have recently (July 
1970) forced these industries to substantially reduce their 
Hg loss. 

It is interesting that in the Everglades, both dissolved 
interstitial and total sediment mercury for some samples 
occur at higher concentrations than those observed in Mo
bile Bay. Because of the statistical evidence that Hg is 
primarily associated with organic matter, it is more signif
Icant to compare the two environments after normalizing 
the pore water and sediment Hg concentrations to organic 
contents of the samples in question. These results can be 
summarized as follows: Everglades mean dissolved = 
0.029 ± 0.022 ng Hg!mg DOC, Mobile Bay mean dis
solved = 0.085 ± 0.061 ng Hg!mg DOC; Everglades mean 
t~tal = 1.3 ± 0.7 ng Hg!mg sediment organic matter, Mo
bile Bay mean total = 2.3 ± 1.5 ng Hg!mg sediment or
ganic matter. There is a significantly higher relative con
centration of total and dissolved interstitial mercury per 
unit weight of organic matter in the Mobile Bay samples 
than in the Everglades samples. 

The concentration of dissolved Hg in Everglades near
surface pore water (0-10 cm) represents enrichments of 
2.6 to 36 times the average overlying water values mea
sured by Andren and Harriss (1972) . Dissolved sulfide 
should effectively precipitate Hg from solution (Kraus
kopf, 1956; Wallace et aI., 1971); however, the calculated 
solubility of HgS under pH and 2:S2- conditions measured 
in these cores is 10'3 to 1031 times too small to account for 
the observed dissolved Hg concentrations. A possible ex-

pl~nation is the formation of polysulfide complexes of rel
atively high solubility such as HgS2H- and HgS(HS)2-
(Schwarzenbach and Windmer, 1963; Barnes and Cza
manske, 1967). Calculations show that formation of these 
complexes under conditions found to exist in the Ever
glades sediments could account for Hg concentration near 
the microgram per liter range (Lindberg, 1973). 

A further mechanism of trace metal enrichment in in
terstitial water is the formation of soluble organometallic 
complexes (Presley et aI., 1972). This is a possible expla
nation for the observed correlations between dissolved Hg 
and DOC in the pore water. The molecular weight distri
butions of organic carbon and associated Hg in pore wa
ters from the Everglades and Mobile Bay are presented in 
Figure 1. The percent of the total dissolved Hg present in 
anyone molecular weight fraction shows a strong correla
tion (r = 0.94) with the percent of the total DOC in that 
same fraction. This suggests a significant association be
tween dissolved Hg and organic matter in all molecular 
weight ranges. 

The molecular weight distribution of the organo-Hg 
complex is influenced by environmental and diagenetic 
factors . In pore water from Everglades surface sediments 
(Figure 1, 4E and 6E, 0- 10 cm) the organic fraction less 
than 500 mol wt contains a large majority of the dissolved 
Hg (73.7- 78.8%) and DOC (61.6- 64.1%) while the fraction 
greater than 50,000 mol wt is relatively unimportant. 
With increasing depth in the core (from sample 6E 0-10 
cm to 6E 10-20 cm), there is a general shift of Hg and 
DOC ~rom higher to lower molecular weight ranges, 
suggestmg that early diagenesis results in degradation of 
the organic matter. Dissolved organic matter with a mo
lecular weight distribution similar to the Everglades pore 
water organic matter was described by Rashid and King 
(1969) as being terrestrially derived and composed pri
marily of natural fulvic acid compounds. 

The greatest proportion of the pore water Hg (66.4%) 
and DOC (55.0%) exists in the >100,000 mol wt fraction 
for the Mobile Bay sample. Several hypotheses for the ob
served difference between the two environments include 
interaction between Hg and high molecular weight indus
trial and sewage effluents (Applequist et aI., 1972; Re
bhun and Manka, 1971) in Mobile Bay, as well as differ
ences in the hydrology and characteristic microbial popu
lations of the areas. 

In studies of natural organic matter-trace metal inter
actions, the general conclusion has been that the lower 
molecular weight fractions are the most efficient in com
plexing ability due to their relatively greater total acidity 
(carboxyl plus phenolic hydroxyl groups) (Rashid, 1971). 
Table II was prepared by normalizing the absolute 
amount of Hg associated with selected molecular weight 
fractions to unit weight of dissolved organic carbon in that 
fraction. The results indicate a greater proportion of dis
solved Hg complexed by the <500 mol wt organic fraction 
than by the >500 mol wt organic fraction or parent organ-

Table II. Mercury in Selected Molecular Weight 
Fractions Standardized to Unit Weight of 
Dissolved Organic Carbon 

Sample 

6Ea (10-20 cm) 
6E (0-10 em) 
4E (0-10 em) 
2MBb (0-10 em) 

a Everglades. b Mobile Bay. 

Ng Hg/mg C in molecular 
weight fraction 

Salinity, Parent 
0100 fraction >500 < 500 

24.6 
19.7 
16. 4 
2.5 

11.8 
18.1 
27 

178 

11.7 
13.3 
14.9 

217 

11.8 
20.8 
34 

127 
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ic fraction for the Everglades samples. The Mobile Bay 
sample did not follow this pattern. 

The stability of the organo-Hg complex may be assessed 
by observing the Hg to dissolved organic carbon ratios for 
the parent fractions under different salinity regimes 
(Table II) . If the complex is resistant to competition ef
fects due to major cations. the ratio should remain con
stant. If. however. Hg has been replaced by other cations. 
a decrease in the ratio would be expected as salinity in
creases. Though only limited data is available. it seems 
apparent that increasing salinity has a negative effect on 
the Hg complexing capacity of the dissolved organic mat
ter. 
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Selenium in North American Paper Pulps 
L. W. Anderson 
American Smelting and Refining Co., Central Research Laboratories, South Plainfield, N.J . 07080 

L. Acs 1 

Canadian Copper Refiners Limited, Box 338 Place O'Armes, Montreal , Que., Canada H2Y 3H2 

• In a collaborative study of four laboratories, 22 samples 
of paper pulp from different geographic regions of Canada 
and the United States were analyzed for their selenium 
content. The selenium concentration of all paper pulps 
analyzed averaged less than 0.04 ppm; none of the results 
exceeded 0.2 ppm. These results were obtained using the 
3,3' -diaminobenzidene-spectrophotometric and the 2.3-
diaminonaphthalene-fiuorometric methods. 

Various types of paper products have been analyzed for 
selenium content. Olson and Frost (1970) reported that 
the selenium concentration in these materials was gener
ally less than 0.05 ppm. These values were about two or
ders of magnitude lower than those reported by others 
who in addition suggested that the high selenium content 
of papers is a major source of health and environmental 
concern (West and Cimerman, 1964; Chem. Eng. News, 
1967; Johnson, 1970). In view of the disparity in selenium 
levels reported for paper products, a collaborative study 
was conducted to determine selenium contents of paper 
pulps originating from different geographic regions in 
North America. These pulps were obtained from various 
basic producers by the Selenium-Tellurium Development 
Association. Twenty-two samples were acquired and were 
analyzed independently by a collaborative effort of four 
laboratories (Table I). 

Procedures 

Extreme precautions were applied during handling and 
analyzing the samples to prevent contamination from at-

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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mospheric or other sources. All samples except Nos. I, 2, 
3. 5. and 16 were analyzed "as received," Moisture con
tents were determined on separate sample portions and 
results were corrected to dry basis (Table II). Samples No. 
I, 2, 3. and 16 were air-dried for 24 hr at room tempera
ture. ground in a Wiley mill using a l.O-mm screen, then 
ground further in a ball mill for 24 hr. Sample No.5 was 
dried by lyophilization. then ground as were the other four 
samples. 

The samples were independently analyzed in the indi
vidual laboratories. Different analytical procedures were 
used, as shown in Table I. 

Method A. Ten-gram samples were decomposed with 
nitric acid in the presence of ammonium vanadate as a 
catalyst. Selenium was collected by coprecipitation with 
arsenic, dissolved in nitric acid and determined spectro
photometrically with 3,3'-diaminobenzidine in a toluene 
extract (Luke, 1959). 

Method B. Identical to Method A with the exception of 
substituting o-dichlorobenzene for toluene. 

Method C. One- to five-gram sample portions were ana
lyzed by the fluorometric 2,3-diaminonaphthalene method 
(Parker and Harvey, 1962; Watkinson, 1966). 

Method D. One- to four-gram samples were analyzed 
by the fluorometric 2,3-diaminonaphthalene technique as 
described by Olson (1969). 

For all methods, reagent blanks and selenium standards 
were carried with each set of three or four determinations. 



Extensive selenium recovery studies were performed by 
three of the laboratories, adding the equivalents of 0.01-
0.10 ILg selenium to pulp samples of 1-5 g·wt. Recoveries 
between 75 and 109% were reported, with the majority of 
values falling between 95 and 105%. 

Discussion of Results 

The materials were received in two groups. The Canadi
an pulp samples were analyzed in May 1971. Two of the 
participating laboratories used somewhat modified ver
sions of the Luke (1959) procedure. The results obtained 
were very close to the lower limit of sensitivity for this ap· 
proach. Samples from the United States were analyzed at 
the beginning of 1972 by the fluorometric diaminonaph
thalene method to provide adequate sensitivity for the 
low selenium level encountered. 

All results are shown to one decimal place beyond the 

Table I. Sample Description and Analytical Methods 
Sample 

no. Description 

Eastern groundwood (Canada) 
II Western groundwood (Canada) 

III Eastern kraft pulp (Canada) 
IV Western kraft pulp (Canada) 
V Eastern sulfite pulp (Canada) 

lower limit of reliability to facilitate calculation of aver
ages and standard deviations. 

Three laboratories have analyzed repeatedly the NBS
SRM 1571 Orchard Leaves Standard. Results were in good 
agreement with the nominal, uncertified selenium value of 
0.08±0.01 ppm (Table II) . 

Moisture contents of the original samples varied be
tween 5.3 and 80.2%. Multiple results on pulps of high 
moisture showed such heterogeneity that it was decided to 
dry and homogenize five of the samples (Nos. I, 2, 3, 5, 
and 16). Precision improved considerably for homogenized 
pulps. 

Acknowledgment 

The authors gratefuly acknowledge the valuable assis
tance of the following: The Pulp and Paper Research In-

Method 
Lab A Lab B Lab C Lab D 

C B A 
C B A 
C B A 
C B A 
C B A 

Northern spruce-fir groundwood pulp (USA) C D C 
Northern bisulfite pulp (USA) C D C 
Southern hardwood kraft pulp (USA) C D C 

4 Southern newsprint pulp, 75% groundwood (USA) C C 
5 Southern sulfite pulp (USA) C D C 
6 Western kraft pulp (USA) C C 
7 Western hemlock sulfite pulp (USA) C C 
8 Southern pine kraft pulp (USA) C C 
9 Southern pine sulfite pulp (USA) C D C 

10 Midwestern natural softwood pulp (USA) C C 
11 Midwestern hardwood pulp (USA) type 1 C C 
12 Midwestern hardwood pulp (USA) type 2 C C 
13 Midwestern softwood pulp (USA) C D C 
14 Midwestern pine softwood pulp (USA) C C 
15 Midwestern softwood sulfite pulp (USA) C C 
16 Midwestern hardwood pulp (USA) type 3 C D C 
17 Midwestern softwood kraft pulp (USA) C D C 

SRM 1571 NBS orchard leaves C D C 

Table II. Analytical Results. Selenium in Ppm, on Dry Basis 

Sample Moisture, Lab A Lab B Lab C Lab D All laboratories 
no. %" Mean Mean Mean Mean Meanb Std deyb 

I 27.4 3 0.067 2 0.09 7 <0 . 10 <0 .09 
II 32 . 8 4 0.058 2 0.09 4 <0.10 <0 .08 

III 34.6 5 0.173 2 0.20 4 <0.10 <0.16 
IV 31.6 6 0.107 2 0.14 6 <0.10 <0.12 
V 7.5 3 0.043 2 <0.05 4 <0.10 <0.07 
1 2 0. 009 4 0.012 6 0.007' 0.009 0.005 
2 2 0.006 4 0. 007 6 0.004 0.005 0.002 
3 2 0.005 4 0.007 6 0.008 0.007 0.003 
4 7.0 . 6 0.040 6 0.095 0.068 0.034 
5 2 0.013 4 0.012 6 0. 013 0.013 0.001 
6 5.7 3 0.012 3 0. 017 0.015 0.005 
7 5.9 3 0.007 4 0. 040 0.026 0.023 
8 6.0 3 0.010 4 0.018 0.014 0.006 
9 5.3 5 0.019 0.034 4 0.015 0.026 0.013 

10 15.9 3 0.023 4 0.018 0.020 0.007 
11 5.6 3 0.006 4 0. 023 0.016 0. 017 
12 5.4 3 0.006 4 0.013 0.010 0.004 
13 5.4 3 0.005 6 0.096 4 0.089 0.073 0.040 
14 5.8 3 0.003 4 0.013 0.009 0.006 
15 66.8 3 0.020 4 0.052 0. 038 0.019 
16 2 0.005 4 0.005 6 0.004 0.004 0.001 
17 9.1 3 0.017 6 0.024 4 0.030 0.024 0.009 

SRM 1571 3 0.077 6 0.087 4 0.080 

U Average reported by all laboratories. b Calculated from all results. G Analysis on dry, homogenized samples. 
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Paper Co., International Paper Co., Mosinee Paper Corp., 
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Feasibility of Automatic lsokinetic Stack Sampler 

Samuel H. Dworetsky 

Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J. 07974 

• A technique is suggested for the isokinetic sampling of 
emissions from stack sources. Two capacitance manome· 
ters with a common pliable element are used to compare 
the stack and probe flows. 

Smoke stack effluent must be sampled at the same rate 
as the stack flow (isokinetically) if errors are to be held 
within tolerable limits. This note suggests a novel tech
nique for automatic isokinetic stack sampling through the 
use of an electrical pressure transducer. No technical 
skills would be required by the personnel involved in the 
measurement. Present techniques require the initial mea
surement of the stack velocity profile using a Pitot tube, 
which measurement is followed by the actual sampling. 
The Pitot tube technique, besides being extremely cum
bersome, also involves the poor assumption that the veloc
ity profile is stable. 

The technique described here takes advantage of the 
pressure developed by a passing flow of gas, as described 
by Bernoulli's equation. An arrangement of two capacitors 
with a common pliable element is used as a pressure 
transducer to compare the probe and stack velocities. An 
electrical feedback circuit varies the probe flow motor, 
such that the pressure difference is zeroed, ensuring the 
equality of the flow rates. Monitoring the speed of the 
probe motor gives a continuous record of the stack veloci
ty at the point being sampled. 

A schematic representation of the device is shown in 
Figure 1. Here the lower portion of the probe forms two 
capacitors, A and B, and is electrically insulated from the 
remainder of the probe. Any difference between the flow 
velocities will result in a pressure difference as described 
by Bernoulli's equation. The pressure difference will dis
place the pliable membrane laterally, resulting in a differ
ence between the capacitances of A and B. The resulting 
electrical signal is sent to the motor by means of an am
plifier feedback circuit varying its speed until the stack 
and probe flows are equal, thereby equalizing the capaci
tances of A and B. From Bernoulli's equation the pressure 
difference tlp resulting from a velocity difference tl Vis 

where p is the density of the flowing medium. Assuming p 

to be the density of air and with the knowledge that labo
ratory devices can detect a pressure difference of 10- 6 T, 

we have 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the proposed isokinelic 
stack sampler 

1.3 X 10-9 X 106 dyn/cm' 
= :2 X 1.3 X 10 " g/cm" 

= :2 cm'/ sec' (2) 

Here atmospheric pressure is assumed to be 106 dyn/ cm2 

and tlp is 10- 6 T or 1.3 X 10- 9 atm . The density of air is 
taken to be 1.5 x 10- 6 g/ cm3 . Considering the left side of 
Equation 2, we have 

t.V' = 2Vt. V 

Then Equation 2 yields 

t.V 
V 

I 
Vi 

(3) 

(4) 

Since typical stack velocities are of the order of hun
dreds of centimeters per second, it appears that if the 
membrane can respond to pressure differences of 10- 6 T , 

then fractional measurements of approximately 10- 4 may 
be obtainable. Since field measurements of 1-5% are quite 
adequate, it is obvious that considerable leeway is allowed 
for any problem which may be encountered in the devel
opment of this device . The possibility then exists that au
tomatic isokinetic stack sampling may be effected with 
this device . The scheme presented here appears to be suf
ficiently promising to warrant serious development effort. 

Received for reu iew July 25, 1973. Accepted November 21, 1973. 



INDUSTRY TRENDS 
Public Service Electric & Gas Co. 
(Newark, N.J.) plans to locate a 
floating nuclear power plant 2.B 
miles out in the Atlantic Ocean by 
19BO. 

The Smelter Control Research Asso
Ciation, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) plans 
to do a pilot-plant investigation of the 
ammonia double alkali process for 
removal of S02 from copper reverba
tory furnace gas. 

Combustion Engineering, Inc. will 
build and install two 500 MW "Con
trolled Circulation" coal-fired steam 
generators at Commonwealth Edi
son's Will County Power Station (Jol· 
iet, 111.): completion will be late 1977 
to mid-197B. 

ECOKEL (Ecodyne and M. W. 
Kellogg Corps.) will supply two natu
ral draft hyperbolic concrete cross
flow cooling towers for two TVA 1221 
MW nuclear units near Chattanooga, 
Tenn. 

Phelps-Dodge will install high-flux, 
enhanced surface tubes for two En
virogenics Co. 2.25-mgpd desalina
tion plants at St. Thomas, Virgin 
Islands. 

Carus Chemical Co. received the 
rights to use Shell International's pat
ented process, using a 1-3% potas
sium permanganate and 1 % sodium 
hydroxide mixture to sweeten and 
deodorize petroleum fractions. 

Grumman Corp. (Bethpage, N.Y.) 
will supply its Ozotherm (ozone/ 
burning) wastewater treatment sys
tem for one of U.S. Steel's Great 
Lakes bulk carriers. The system will 
serve a 35-man crew. 

Geraghty & Miller (Port Washington, 
N. Y.) will study alternative total 
water management methods to meet 
the Southwest Florida Water Man
agement District's long-term water 
and ecosystem protection needs. 
Contract value is $265,000 . 

Research-Cottrell, Inc. received a 
$15 million contract to install two 
proprietary S02/wet fly ash removal 
systems for Arizona Public Service 
Co., near Joseph City , Ariz. 

Betz Laboratories, I nco has recently 
registered its Slimicide DE-SOB bio
cide with the EPA. Slimicide DE-SOB 
has low fish toxicity and detoxifies by 
natural hydrolysis or with a reducing 
agent , according to Betz Laborato
ries. 

Environmental Data Corp. signed a 
3-year agreement with Southern Cali
fornia Edison (SCE) for full warranty 

and calibration services for stack gas 
monitors at SCE's Redondo Beach, 
Calif ., plant. 

Foote Mineral Co. (Graham, W.Va.) 
will invest $6.9 million to expand its 
ferroalloys plant and install a 200-
MW electric furnace with air pollution 
control equipment. 

Dames & Moore (Los Angeles, 
Calif.) is performing environmental 
studies for Public Service Electric & 
Gas Company's Hope Creek Plant 
(Alloways Township. N.J.). The final 
report should be issued this month. 

Dow Chemical Co. is to build a 
150,000 ton / yr chlor-alkali plant on a 
deep-water bay 15 miles north of 
Salvador, Brazil. 

Texas Instruments was awarded a 
$1,257,421, I-year contract by Con 
Edison (New York, N.Y .) to assess 
and evaluate fish habits near a pro
posed power plant on the Hudson 
River near Cornwall, N.Y. 

Particle Data Laboratories, I nco is ex
panding capabilities to include facili
ties for odor sampling, characteriza
tion, and analysis. 

ResearCh-Cottrell, I nco has estab
lished its first European subsidiary, 
Research-Cottrell (Belgium), S.A., at 
Mons, Belgium, for sales, fabrication, 
and installation of pollution control 
products. 

Airco Industrial Gases is now offering 
a full range of analytical services for 
a variety of users by providing cus
tom-service laboratories with instru
ments and trained techniCians. 

National Airoil Burner, Inc. has 
formed NAO International, Inc. to 
market its patented combustion units 
and waste liquid and gas disposal 
equipment worldwide. 

NRG, Inc. (Phoenix, Ariz.) hopes to 
supply pipeline-quality methane gas 
from a landfill to Arizona Public Ser
vice Co. If all goes well. 650,000 
ft3/day could be available for over 
3100 residential customers. 

Peabody Galion Corp. received four 
water treatment contracts, worth a 
total of $11 million, from Fall River 
and Everett, Mass.: Tampa, Fla.: and 
Hobart, N.Y. 

The Beverage Industry Recycling 
Program (Phoenix, Ariz.) said that 
recycled aluminum can be melted for 
one tenth the energy needed for pri
mary metal extraction. 

CIRCLE 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Noise monitors 
Portable sound-monitoring instru
ments are especially designed to 
meet OSHA noise-monitoring re
quirements. These dosimeters can 
take into account shorter exposures 
to higher noise levels that might be 
equally as harmful to employees as 8 
hr of exposure to the 90-decibel 
OSHA standard . They measure on 
the A-weighted scale at slow re
sponse. Edmont-Wilson 101 

Sludge removal system 
System of sludge removal offers clar
ifier or thickener capabilities at a low 
cost. It provides static underflow 
withdrawal. Isolated network sec
tions are activated in sequential op
eration to give a sweeping collection 
action across the pond bottom. An 
adjustable programming unit auto
matically times the opening of pneu
matically controlled valves. Barrett, 
Haentjens & Co. 102 

Cyanide meter 
Device measures the cyanide level of 
industrial effluents, sewerage, and 
potable water directly down to 10 
ppb. Results are read out on a large 
meter scale in ppm in three ranges: 
0.01-0.1, 0.1 - 1.0, 1.0-10.0. The 
complete test can be performed in a 
matter of minutes. No operator skill 
is required to obtain accuracy equal 
to APhA standard procedure. Senso
rex 103 

BOD analyzer 
Analyzer obtains BOD test results in 
a matter of minutes. It has a large 
sample capacity (1-4 liters), which 
is representative of actual wastes 
and permits readings of greater pre
cision with no pretreatment of the 
sample required. It is easily calibrat
ed from full scale of 10 ml of oxygen 
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to full scale of 100 ml of oxygen. 
Easy to use. Horizon Ecology Co. 104 

Reverse osmosis system 
Reverse osmosis pollution control 
system recovers valuable metallic 
plating solution concentrates, and 
conserves rinse tank water. The 
compact unit pumps polluted rinse 
water in a closed-loop recovery oper
ation under high pressure through a 
chamber containing a special hollow
fiber membrane permeator. The con
centrated plating solution is returned 
,and purified rinse water reused. Seth
co Mfg. Co. 105 

Dust collector 
Rock drill, fabric filter dust collector 
is self-contained unit that collects 
more than 99% of the dust from drill
ing operations and bags it in plastic 
bags for easy disposal. Twenty-four 
cloth bags trap fine dust as they 
move through the collector from the 
drill bit area. A shock wave of air pe
riodically causes the dust cake to fall 
into a hopper. Dustex 106 

Heat recovery equipment 
Heat economizer utilizes waste ener
gy to increase temperature of boiler 
inlet water, thereby reducing the 
amount of fuel needed to produce 
steam. Virtually maintenance free, 
each device is custom-designed for 
the user. A boiler generating 50,000 
pph of steam could save approxi
mately 5000 barrels of oil per year, 
according to the manufacturer. Tech
notherm Corp. 107 

Air flow controller 
High-volume, constant flow controller 
is designed for high-volume air sam
plers in outdoor and occupational en
vironments. Controls the flow rate 
and automatically corrects for filter 
loading, line voltage changes, tem
perature, and pressure. Unit easily 
attaches to all standard high-volume 
samplers. Flow can be controlled 
over range of 30-50 scfm with accu
racy exceeding ±1 scfm EPA speci
fication. Sierra I nstruments, Inc. 108 

Dewatering screen 
High-capacity, adjustable, stationary 
dewatering screen is designed for 
the continuous clarification of indus
trial and municipal wastes. Special 
features include a simple manual ad
justment for changing the slope of 
the dewatering deck, and an acceler
ation/fiber-orientation deck that ac
celerates the feed to optimum veloci
ty while orienting the fibers . Kason 
Corp. 109 

Biodegradable Ibam 
Pressure foam systems remove 
harmful / hazardous airborne particles 
in underground mining, stone crush
ing , cement manufacturing, prepara
tion plants, and drilling and stack 
emissions. Foam is produced in 
closed system and can be ejected at 
high velocity from various nozzles di
rectly into the dust-producing pro
cess. Therefore none of the particles 
become airborne. DeTer Company , 
Inc . 110 

Flotation unit 
Flotation device for industrial waste
water treatment is capable of an ex
tremely high percentage of oil and 
solids removal. It operates on princi
ple of dissolving gas in a liquid under 
pressure, but without the use of a 
gas in a liquid under pressure, but 
without the use of a gas contacting 
tower. Either gas or air, injected on 
the suction side of the pumps 
through a premixing system to pre
vent gas locking , can be used . Pollu
tion Control Engineering, Inc. 112 

Popper stopper 
Stopper mechanically seals all pull 
tab cans, thus preventing waste of 
carbonated beverages and premature 

Need more information about any 
items? If so, just circle the appro
priate numbers on one of the reader 
service cards bound into the back of 
this issue and mail in the card. No 
stamp is necessary. 



disposal of metal cans. The device is 
made of plastic and tough rubber. It 
is inserted in the opening of the can 
and twisted to keep unused portions 
of drinks fresh. It prevents both spills 
and contamination, and is reusable . 
ARTEC 113 

502 scrubber instrumentations 
Instrumentation package provides 
operational and compliance data 
when installed on sulfur dioxide 
scrubbers. It includes two duct
mounted monitors, two recorders, 
and associated electronics. One 
monitor measures S02 levels at the 
scrubber inlet. At the outlet, a single 
instrument measures S02, NO, and 
opacity simultaneously and contin
uously. Environmental Data Corp. 

114 

Oil skimmers 
Air-powered oil skimmers draw in 
spilled oil and pump it through a 
hose to a location where it can be 
recovered . Shaped much like the 
base of a lawn mower, the pump is 
devised so it can be operated by an 
air motor as well as an electric or 
gas motor-thus making it safer to 
use in the explosive atmosphere of 
an oil spill. They are relatively light 
and easy to maintain. Acme Pollution 
Control Co. 115 

Dust filler 
Intermittent-type dust filter for air 
pollution control features high filter
ing efficiency at low cost and mini
mal power requirements. Designed to 
be shipped shop-assembled, includ
ing bags, the device can be used for 
virtually all types of dust. Better than 
99% filtering efficiency is achieved . 
Offered in range of sizes to accom
modate from 1300 to 300 ,000 ft3 of 
air per minute . Joy Manufacturing 
Co . 116 

Residential sewage plant 
Aesthetically pleasing sewage plant 
is suitable for residential and com
mercial developments where design 
is a factor . A mansard roof can be 
added to precast concrete wall sec
tions and components, which are 

shipped directly to the plant site for 
quick assembly . Plants are odorless 
and remove 94%+ BOD. Models 
greater than 2 million gpd are avail
able. Marolf 117 

Wastewater aerator 
Subsurface aerator system, con
structed of high-density polyethylene , 
is designed to treat wastewater with 
a high salt content. The unit operates 
en the air lift pump principle . There 
are no moving parts in the basin, no 
air sprays, no damage to basin lin
ers, no winter icing, and no electric
ity in the basin. One design uses no 
wetted metal parts . Kenics 118 

Exhaust test system 
Vehicle exhaust emission test system 
is designed to test automotive en
gines for Federal EPA 1975- 76 stan
dards. The system also can be uti
lized for hardware development and 
other analytical test procedures. It 
operates in conjunction with a con
stant volume exhaust gas sampler 
unit that fills three bags with a dilu
tion of air sample and three other 
bags with an exhaust sample for 
testing. Air Monitoring, Inc . 119 

Oil spill test tank 
I ndividuals and firms looking for con
venient oil spills for testing oil con
tainment devices and systems may 

Plant Site Environmental 
Monitoring System 
TURNKEY INSTALLATIONS! 
Using Bendix Designed and Produced Units to , 

Monitor the Parameters 
Oefined Under the 
NATIONAL 
ENV IRONMENTAL 
POLICIES ACTOF 1969 

MEASURE and RECORD 
CHEMICAL CONTAMINANTS 
DELTA TEMPERATURE 
WIND SPEED AND WIND DIRECTION 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

DEW POINT AND RAINFALL 

SO, S02 SENSORS, ND. NO, SENSORS, CO, CO
2 

SENSORS 

WATER TEMPER A TURE 

FLOW RATE , VELOCITY 

WATER TABLE HEI GHT 

GAS AND CHEMICAL STRATIFI CATI ON 

LEVELS , TIDES, FLOODS, CURRENTS 

WA VE ACTION , CIRCULATION PATTERNS 

FLUSHIN G TIMES, TURBIDITY,CONDUCTI V ITY 

. And More . 

THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE DIVISION 
Department 81 
1400 Taylor Avenue 
Baltimore, Mary land 21204 
Telephone 1301) 825-5200 
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be interested in 'this new environ
mental test tank. The huge tank is 92 
ft long, 8 ft wide, and 4 It deep. Sim
ulation of wide range of water condi
tions is possible. Proper use of tank 
reduces testing time from days to 
hours. Houston Research , Inc . 120 

pH meter 
Portable pH meter allows pocket por
tability for field usage in measuring 
effluent discharges or stream envi
ronments . Low price allows individual 
usage by plant or field engineers to 
check control instrumentation , with
out need to rely on lab analysis. A 
2-in meter readout provides a pH 
range of 2-12 accurate to ±O.l pH . 
Belnor Systems, Inc . 121 

Machine noise enclosures 
Line of modular and custom-dimen
sion heavy duty machine enclosures 
substantially reduce in-plant noise 
and enhance safety. Fabricated of 
steel and lined with a highly effective 
acoustical absorbing material , the 
enclosures are now being sold to 
punch press, saw , and cutoff ma
chinery operators. They can be de
signed to fit special equipment. Meet 
the OSHA requirements . Keene Corp. 

two clean magnetic stirring bars, cer
tification slip , certified number and 
size of ppm in five size ranges, and 
step-by-step procedures for calibra
tion . High Accuracy Products Corp . 

111 

122 

Trash-sorting computer 

Liquid sampler attachment 

Minicomputer in electrical / mechani
cal system quickly and accurately 
sorts unadulterated trash into catego
ries, immediately identifying waste 
for disposal or recycling . The unit re
ceives many sensor inputs from a 
wide variety of trash items and 
makes classification decisions in '!, 0 

sec . Trash and refuse are loaded 
onto a small wire mesh vibrating 
screen that shakes out objects by 
size. Computer Automation, Inc . 123 

Field calibration kits 
Contain samples with a known size 
and number of ppm certified to 
±5% accuracy . The sample fluids , 
either oil or water , are together as a 
unit , which includes six 180-ml bot
tles of a selected calibration mixture , 

Discrete liquid sampler attachment is 
designed to handle rugged field and 
industrial surveillance applications. 
When connected to a liquid compos
ite sampler , it will provide storage of 
hourly composite liquid samples in 
PVC containers . Twenty-seven con
tainers , in a segmented carrying tray, 
allow storage for 24 hr with a 3-hr 
grace period . Fluid Kinetics Inc . 124 

Complete 
Testing Services 
AA GC IR 

UV XRD 
Classical Chemistry 

Emission Spectroscopy 
For 

Water and Waste Water Analysis 
Precious Metals 

Metals and Trace Metals 
Pesticides 

Gas Analysis 
Environmental Consulting 

Physical Testing 
Spectrochemical and AA Standards 

Solder Analysis 
FROM THE 

TOTAL-CAPABILITY LABORATORY 
For full information, phone or write: 

~ .. ~ laboratories 
Sf; Wal~r Strtoet . Jersev CIIV. New Jer sey 07304 (201) 4) 4.6778 a 
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NEW LITERATURE 

Separating cleaner. Literature an
nounces Clean break which cleans, 
separates , and produces nonpollut
ing, nontoxic discharge water from 
oil water wastes. Chemical migrates 
to oil layer and prevents the formation 
'Of any emulsified interface. The sepa
rated water layer is then safe for dis

. posal on land or at sea. Potential 
users include industrial plants, ocean 
vessels., and marine installations. 
Gamlen Chemical Co. 165 

Water test kits. Catalog 74 illustrates 
devices for water quality and pollu
tion control such as dissolved oxygen 
testers. It also features accessories, 
reagents , analyzers, and other sys
tems for environmental analysis and 
control. Ecologic Instrument Corp. 

. 1~ 

Gas analyzer. Form 73D-621A de
scribes portable model for measuring 
.CO, CO2, and O2 in flue gases. Op
tions can be included in model to 
measure S02 in the 0-3000 ppm 
range . Milton Roy Co. 167 

Flocculant aid. Bulleton contains ap
plications for polyelectrolyte material 
used in treatment of petroleum refin
ing and steel mill wastes, acid mine 
drainage, and sewage. Narvon Min
ing & Chemical 168 

Waste disposal. Brochure-How to 
Select the Right Waste Disposal Sys
tem-tells of capabilities of waste
water treatment plant-thermal oxi
dation units, chemical and biological 
operations . Rollins Environmental 
Services 169 

Cooling water travelabs. Bulletin 718 
lists services which provide on-site 
analysis and monitoring of industrial 
cooling water and solve problems in
volving corrosion , deposition and mi
crobiological fouling . Betz Laborato
ries, Inc . 170 

SS analysis. Brochure describes liq
uid analysis meter for measuring tur
bidity, suspended solids, and sludge 
levels. Instrument can be directly in
stalled in open channels , in tanks, or 
on pipes without requiring sampling 
pumps or lines. Biospherics Inc . 171 

Ultrafiltration system. Publication 436 
covers uses for concentration, de
salting, purification , or fractionation 

of biologicals, colloids, and other 
macromolecular solutions. Amicon 
Corp. 172 

Centrifugal thickener. Bulletin de
scribes device which mechanically 
dewaters liquid concentrates in 
wastewater processing , in the ranges 
of 100-300 gpm. Machine eliminates 
the need in most cases for thicken
ing tanks, centrifuges, and vacuum 
filters. SWECO, Inc. 173 

Particulate monitor. Specification 
E66-45 details system for continuous 
measurement and indication of visi
ble emissions in terms of percent 
opacity by responding only to the 
visible light spectrum. Bailey Meter 
Co . 174 

Precipitator elliciency. Reprint shows 
how a chemical system can help trap 
fly ash from low sulfur coal , so that 
utility boilers can meet ' state codes 
for particulate emissions. System 
can be installed without boiler shut
down. Apollo Chemical Corp. 175 

Aeration systems. Literature covers 
how deep submerged jets, either in 
clusters or along manifolds, entrain 
compressed air and waste liquor in 
homogeneous mixtures and shoot 
them back into the depths of the ac
tivated sludge treatment tank. Pen
berthy Houdaille Industries 176 

Program controllers. Bulletin 74-01-
04 . includes solid state systems for 
automatic testing and quality control 
of industrial processing, and for 
blending and mixing. FX Systems 
Corp. 177 

Asbestos dust. Article highlights use 
of agglomeration methods (pelletiz
ing , extruding, briqueting) as an aid 
to environmental and health prob
lems associated with fine, dusty 
wastes. Ferro-Tech Inc. 178 

Sulfur analyzer. Bulletin features in
strument which uses gas chromato
graphic principles and a flame photo-

Need more in/ormation about any 
items? If so, just circle the appro
priate numbers on one 0/ the reader 
service cards bound into the back 0/ 
this issue and mail in the card. No 
stamp is necessary. 

metric detector to sample hydrogen 
sulfide and S02. Equipment is com
plemented by a permeation tube cali
bration system. Tracor Inc. 179 

Noise control. Booklet describes line 
of products for sound adsorption , vi
bration damping and noise attenua
tion . Soundcoat Co. 180 

Grease Incineration. Brochure dis
cusses method for processing mu
nicipal or industrial greases, scum, 
or oil by introducing these waste ma
terials into the bottom ' of a furnace 
partially filled with water. Floatable 
wastes rise to the surface where they 
are ignited and burned on a "grate" 
of water. Nichols Engineering & Re
search Corp. 181 

Pumps. Catalog covers transfer , re
circulation, metering, and agitating
type pumps for neutralizing both acid 
and alkaline waste solutions. It in
cludes pressure and flow curves, 
horsepower requirements, and di
mensional information. Serfilco Div., 
Service Filtration Corp. 182 

011 analyzer. Bulletin 22 describes 
use of ir spectroscopy for the analy
sis of oil or hydrocarbons in water
ways. Model enables the reading of 
concentration in ppm simultaneously 
as the CH stretching region is 
scanned . Perkin-Elmer Corp. 183 

ScrUbbers. Six-page bulletin details 
line of Venturi type made of fiber re
inforced polyester, designed to re
move solid or liquid particulates in 
the 1-5 micron and submicron rang
es from corrosive gas streams. Ceil
cote Co. 184 

Fabric filters. Brochure covers line of 
industrial units for pollution or dust 
control and product recovery-SH 
tower, shaker-type; SJL, rotary-arm, 
low-pressure, reverse-jet filter; and 
others. It includes chart of applica
tions, showing usual loads, particle 
sizes, and recommended filter . Air 
Purification Methods 185 

Heavy metals reduction. Literature, 
entitled " Inorganic Reductions with 
Sodium Borohydride Principals and 
Practices," narrates use of this re
agent to remove and recover various 
heavy metals from plant effluents. Ef
ficiency is claimed to be 99 .5%. 
Ventron Corp . 186 

Phosphorus removal. Bulletin de
scribes principles of process for re
moving phosphorus from activated 
sludge treatment plants, and con
tains pilot plant and full-scale results . 
Biospherics Inc. 187 

Pumps. Bulletin 410E covers series 
of horizontal, vertical, and flexible 
shaft split case models. It details en
gineering data specifications, perfor-
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We design and build 
drying systems 

for waste water control. 

Koch-Lurgi can plan, design and build a dehydration system 
that will solve your waste water problems and conserve energy 
at the same time. 

Our system utilizes the heat energy present in the exhaust 
gas (which is usually discarded), thus evaporating waste water 
with minimal energy consumption. The evaporation yields a low 
volume solid which is easily disposed of and which, in some 
cases, may have useful applications. The system also insures 
that effluent gases meet air pollution emission standards. 

With our extensive experience in the design, testing, 
evaluation and construction of processing facilities, we can offer 
the most efficient solution to your waste water problems, 
and to sludge dehydration problems as well. 

For further information, write for Bulletin KSD-8, or call: 
Koch Engineering Company, Inc., 41 E 42 Street, New York 10017. 
(212) 682-5755. 

41 E 42 Street. New York 10017. 
(212) 682-5755. Licens.e 0' 

_Kll;ltJ-
14~9!;.H 
SPRAY DRYING DIVISION 
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mance charts, construction materi
als, and dimensions. Aurora Pump 188 

Transfer systems. Booklet details 
solid waste facilities of various ca
pacities, including the costs of the 
facilities and comparison of present 
cost of operation with the facilities. 
Heil Co. 189 

Cooling water treatment. Bulletin 
9025 describes approach for control
ling bacteria, slime-forming orga
nisms, scale, and corrosion. Dear
born Chemical Div., Chemed Corp. 

190 

Energy services. Six-page brochure 
lists capabilities in energy conserva
tion, fossil fuel and nuclear plant pol
lution control problems, intermittent 
emissions control systems, and envi
ronmental impact statement prepara
tion. SCience Applications, Inc. 191 

Coal. Report, "Illinois Minerals Note 
53," reveals that 14% of more than 
148 billion tons of coal compiling the 
total reserve of Illinois is lying in less 
than 150-11 deep seams. Illinois State 
Geological Survey 192 

Air filtration. Brochure gives data 
showing that bags of Nomex aramid 
fiber have advantage over polyester 
bags in both nonacid and acid envi
ronments. Du Pont Co. 193 

Plastic valves. Bulletin CRT-700 pro
vides resistance data of polyvinyl 
chloride, polypropylene, and chlori
nated polyvinyl chloride to inorganic 
and organic chemicals. Hayward 
Manufacturing Co ., Inc. 194 

Feeding system. Bulletin 500 ex
plains how an exclusive atomizing 
design ensures positive dispersion of 
polyelectrolyte before being wetted in 
a cyclone wetting nozzle. System is 
suited to water clarification in paper 
and chemical processing. and for ef
ficient separation of solids from 
water where standard coagulates are 
inefficient. Acrison Inc. 195 

RO evaluator. Brochure describes 
Osmotik pilot processor for testing 
efficiency of reverse osmosis or ul
trafiltration processes. These pro
cesses are versatile in industrial pol
lution control, industrial processing. 
by-product recovery, and high-purity 
water recovery for reuse. Applica
tions include pulp and paper and 
food processing industries. Universal 
Oil Products Co. 196 

Gas analyzers. Bulletin 373100 de
scribes range of instruments using 
the chemiluminescent detection prin
ciple to measure ozone and nitrogen 
oxides from ppb to 1 % concentration 
levels. McMillan Electronics Corp. 

197 



everyone's water, waste water 
problems are the same as 

ourtineofSpectroruce 
. trOl)hotolTaeters is so complete, 

choose the one that will pro-
the right combination of preci
sensitivity, speed and sampling 

your water quality appli
require_ 
the sample handling capabil
~d-whether you use con-

test tubes, rectangular cu
long path cells or flow thru 

To select the "just right" spectro
photometer for your needs, write to 
Bausch & Lomb, Analytical Systems 
Division, 46-05-46 Linden Avenue, 
Rochester , New York 14625. 

!~Y~~~S~~M~~V~! ~ 
we sell more spectrophotometers than any other manufacturer_ 

In Canada: Bausch & Lomb- Canada, Analytical Systems Division, 1790 Birchmount Road, Scarborough 706, Ontario. 
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BOOKS 
Solid Waste Management. D. Joseph 
Hagerty, Joseph L Pavoni, John E. 
Heer, Jr. xiii + 302 pages. Van Nos
trand Reinhold Co., 450 West 33rd 
St., New York, N.Y. 10001. 1973. 
$16.95, hard cover. 

Offers a many-sided look at the 
environment problems-and their 
possible solutions-that involve 
solid waste collection and disposal. . 
Data are compiled to show how fu
ture systems for collection, disposal, 
and recovery will have to be de
signed and selected. The pros and 
cons of various systems now in use 
and specialized practices and facili
ties for transport and collection are 
discussed. 

Power Lines and the Environment. 
Robert Goodland , Ed. 170 pages. 
Cary Arboretum, Box AB, Millbrook , 
N.Y. 12545. 1973. $5.00, paper. 

Contains proceedings of the collo
quium "BiotiC Management Along 
Power Transmission Rights of Way" 
held at the American Institute of Bio
logical Sciences meeting, Amherst, 
Mass., in June 1973. Presents com
pilation exposes on how power lines 
affect the environment, dissects 
some aspects of the problem, and 
suggests how environmental degra
dation can be halted . 

Solid Waste Recycling Projects: A 
National Directory. viii + 284 pages. 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Wash
ington, D.C. 20402. 1973. $2 .15, 
paper . 

Purpose of the book is to identify 
and promote methods to recycle the 
valuable materials that we now throw 
away. It lists on a state-by-state 
basis citizen, municipal, and indus
trial recycling projects that serve as 
points of contact between individuals 
who wish to conserve resources and 
manufacturers who can reuse them 
as· raw materials. 

Chemistry of Water Supply, Treat
ment, and Distribution. Alan J. Rubin . 
viii + 446 pages. Ann Arbor Science 
Publishers, Inc., P.O. Box 1425, Ann 
Arbor, Mich. 48106. 1974. $22 .50, 
hard cover. 

Represents the most current re
search on the chemical aspects of 
producing and delivering potable 
water. Findings challenge and ad
vance conventional treatment of 
water resources . The book begins 
with the criteria developed for new 
drinking water standards; examines 
raw water quality; investigates new 
analytical techniques; describes re
moval processes; and examines the 
quality of the finished water. 
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Environmental Control in Electronic 
Manufacturing. Philip W. Morrison, 
Ed . xiii + 474 pages. Van Nostrand 
Reinhold Co., 450 West 33rd St. , 
New York , N.Y. 10001 . 1973. 
$23.95, hard cover . 

Deals with the technical challenge 
of manufacturing products or preci
sion devices where contaminants 
playa significant role. Outlines how 
and when to clean or purify the many 
facets of the manufacturing environ
ment. The book begins by defining 
the basic elements of product manu
facture, and their contaminants . It 
then discusses the role of microsco
py and particle measurement sys
tems in contamination . 

The Salvage Industry: What II Is
How It Works, Arsen Darney , William 
E. Franklin. 32 pages. Superinten
dent of Documents, U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, 
D.C. 20402. 1973. $0 .30 , paper. 

This EPA-funded study evaluates 
potential markets for waste-derived 
materials. II is a summary report 
based on "Salvage Markets for Mate
rials in Solid Wastes," by the same 
authors. I! deals with how the sal
vage industry is structured , who buys 
its wares, and its trends and future 
developments . It specifically treats 
such salvageable commodities as 
paper, ferrous and nonferrous met
als, glass, textiles, rubber, and plas
tics. 

Environmental Planning: Law of Land 
& Resources. Arnold W. Reitze, Jr . x 
+ 825 pages. North American Inter
national, P.O. Box 28278, Washing
ton, D.C. 20005 . 1974. $19.95 , hard 
cover. 

The book deals extensively with 
the various aspects of land use plan
ning. Treating both urban and nonur
ban areas, it considers such topics 
as wetlands, public lands, wild rivers , 
endangered wildlife , surface mining, 
power plant siting , ocean resources , 
and transportation. Stresses that all 
of mankind has a stake in the world 
that is considerably greater than the 
property to which we legally claim 
title . 

Abyssal Environment and Ecology of 
the World Oceans. Robert J. 
Menzies, Robert Y. George, Gilbert 
T. Rowe. xxiii + 488 pages. John 
Wiley & Sons , Inc., 60'5 Third Ave ., 
New York , N.Y. 10016. 1973. 
$24.95 . 

Provides cohesive view of the 
paleogeography , ecology, adaptation, 
migration, and zonation of abyssal 
fauna in the Northwest Atlantic , 
Southeast Pacific, Arctic, and Ant-

arctic oceans. Unlike previous stUd
ies, which concentrate on fishes in 
the deep-water column, it empha
sizes the benthic realm, including an
imal life in and on the sea floor. Pre
sents data and conclusions pertinent 
to the regulation of oceanic pollution. 

The National Buyer's Guide to Recy
cled Paper. Sally Dane. 208 pages. 
Environmental Educators, Inc ., 1621 
Connecticut Ave., N. W., Washington, 
D.C. 20009. 1973. $4.00, paper. 

Aimed at providing a link between 
potential customers and manufactur
erS / distributors of recycled paper 
products. Book is a mixture of hard 
facts about specific paper and paper 
products and a narrative that at
tempts to explain some of the more 
esoteric facts about paper and paper 
recycling . Sees main problem as 
lack of supply, which breeds lack of 
demand. 

Responses of Fish to Environmental 
Changes. Walter Chavin, Ed . x + 459 
pages. Charles C Thomas, 301-27 
East Lawrence Ave., Springfield, III. 
62703.1973. $19.75, hard cover. 

I ntended for readers concerned 
with the biology , biochemistry, endo
crinology, physiology, pathology, 
morphology, and behavior of fish, 
and the impact of the environment 
upon the fundamental processes in 
these aquatic vertebrates. The book 
includes contributions from scientists 
from various fields , ranging from the 
molecular to the behavioral. 

The International Law of Pollution. 
James Barros , Douglas M. Johnston . 
xvii + 476 pages. Free Press, 866 
Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. 
1974. $14 .95, hard cover. 

Collection of research and teach
ing materials that deals specifically 
with the international law of pollution 
prevention and control. Using inter
national agreements and judicial de
cisions, the book outlines evidence 
of transnational action taken to date. 
I! also suggests the scope of future 
developments in the interdependent 
world community , based on the no
tion that purely national approaches 
are too limited . 

Man, Materials, and Environment. 
National Academy of Sciences, Na
tional Academy of Engineering . xviii 
+ 236 pages. MIT Press, 28 Carleton 
St., Cambridge , Mass. 02142. 1974. 
$3 .95, paper . 

Book is concerned with the prob
lem of enhancing our environment by 
taking a new look at the economic 
and technological processes needed 
to arrest , abate , and reverse the 
present trend of physical and social 
degradation . II seeks answers on rec
onciling the pressures of economic 
growth and the realities of resource 
limitations with our quest for the 
good life. 



Evenwhen 
Pollution Controls 
and Energy Rules 
Clash ... 

... CCHcan 
help you comply 

If you 're responsib le for complying with tough , fast· 
changing pollution controls, you need today's o fficia l rules, 
author itativel y explained . PLUS keep·up reporting on 
changes in these rul es as they compete with energy rules 
for legislative and enforcement priority . Even urgent ly 
demanded compro m ises threaten to keep business in the 
middle, complying with both! The En vironmenta I Protection 
Agency has broad authority and seems ready to use it. 
Vio lations can be hit hard by civil and crimina l penalties, 
fmes and jail sentences. Don 't risk then,' 

CCH has the help YOll need' OUi POLLUTION 
CONTROL GUIDE sets out toelay's offi cial ru les. and 
features clear CCH explanatIOns t ell ing what you must do 
to comply and how to mll1imlle the costs. It treats federa l 
and state clean wate r ami ail laws; spans federal ru les 
applying to so lid waste, pest icides . ladiatlon , toxic sub· 
stances . noise anel related ma tt ers . 

Weekly Reports follow WIth news anel analysis of 
changes in EPA clean water rules anel clean alf stra tegies 
for USE by the states. You'll welcome the help they bring 
you concerning contro ls and thell' enforcement by official 
regulators and through CItIZen SUitS . A separa te Newslett er 
WIth each Report reviews these and other new developments . 
And CCH includes an extra volume at no extra cost to 
house them for reference. 

Sample Newsletter Yours for Ask ing 

Use the coupon to ask fOI a free copy o f the News· 
letter and more details on how the GUIDE can help you 
comply . 

~O~MERCE. t..~~!!-"~,~,~. !!~'L~!i",,'-~£:,' 
t:>,",.L'5"Ir.P~ of TOO . ~ ... l.. ~ . AN Q.e> O Cl T 5 

4025 W . PETERSON AVE . . CHICAGO . ILL, 606445 

COMMERCE CLEARING HOUSE. Inc . 
4025 W Peler son Ave. ChIcago. III 60645 

ES l !)7 4 

Send us a comp limentar y sample Issue o f your r..iews
letter and more information about how your POL LUTtON 
CONTRO L GU IDE can help us comply with c leanup 
rules . No o lJllgcttlon , of course 

Name & Ti tle __________________ .. ____ . ____ _ _ 

Slreel & No 

o Check here if YOII also (or only ) want information on 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT reporting 
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Laboratory Data Control's n.w, fleld-prov.n Mark IV 
Hydrog.n G.n.rator gives you H. 10 pur. and saf. 
that It more than me.ts OSHA standards. It's perfect 
for gas chromatography, air pollution monlto ... and 
flam. Ionization d.t.cto .... Prlc.? Only $9391 

The LDC Mark IV generates hydrogen purified by 
diffusion through palladium to give impurities of 
less than ten parts per billion! No moisture prob
lem. No methane contamination, Nothing but pure 
dry hydrogen because only H. can diffuse through 
palladium, Ultra safe because only one cubic inch 
of hydrogen is stored within the Mark IV, Yet it de
livers up to 150 cc/minute,upon demand. It has no 
moving parts. requires only distilled water to run 
and uses a single control knob for adjustment This 
means economy and no maintenance, Inexpensive 
to buy. economical to run, Contact LDC to get in-

e formation on this new unit 

•

' LABORATORY DATA CONTROL ··0 P.O. Box 10235 • Interstate Industrial Park 
Riviera Beach, Florida 33404 • (305) 844-5241 
A Division 01 Milton Roy Company 
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May 23 Chicago, III. 
June 12-16 Bermuda 

. National Association of Recycling I n
dustries (formerly National Associa
tion of Secondary Material Indus
tries). Midwestern and Eastern Divi
sion Meetings. 

Write: NARI, 330 Madison Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 10017 

May 28-30 San Diego, Calif. 
Fine Particle Scrubber Symposium. 
EPA 

Write: S. Calvert, APT, Inc., P.O. Box 
71, Riverside, Calif. 92502 

June 2-6 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Seventy-seventh National AIChE 
Meeting. American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers 

Contact: Joel Henry, AIChE, 345 E. 
47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017 

June 4-6 Chicago, III. 
1974 Noise Expo. Sound and Vibra
tion 

Contact: Sound and Vibration, 27101 E. 
Oviatt Rd., Bay Village, Ohio 44140 

June 5-6 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Toxicity of Metals. I ndustrial Health 
Foundation 

Write: IHF, 5231 Centre Ave .. Pitts
burgh, Pa . 15232 

June 9-13 Denver, Colo. 
Annual Meeting & Exhibition. Air Pol
lution Control Association 

Write: APCA, 4400 5th Ave., Pitts
burgh, Pa. 15213 

June 9-14 
Geothermal 
Foundation 

Pacific Grove, Calif. 
Power. Engineering 

Write: Engineering Foundation, 345 E. 
47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017 

June 11-14 
Endangered 
Wild Canid 
Center 

Washington, D.C. 
Species Symposium. 

Survival and Research 

Write: WCSRC, P.O. Box 16204, St. 
Louis, Mo. 63105 

June 16-20 Boston, Mass. 
Ninety-fourth Annual Conference of 
the American Water Works Associa
tion. Water and Wastewater Equip
ment Manufacturers Association 

Write: WWEMA, 744 Broad St., Rm 
3401, Newark, N.J. 07102 
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MEETING GUIDE 

June 16-21 Chicago, III. 
Inter/Micro-74. McCrone Research 
Institute 

Write: McCrone Research Institute, 
2820 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 
60616 

June 16-22 Boston, Mass. 
Annual Conference. American Water 
Works Association 

Theme is "Water Reuse-Resource of 
the Future." Write; David X. Manners Co .. 
Inc., 237 East Rocks Rd., Norwalk, Conn. 
06851 

June 18-21 Austin, Tex. 
Joint Automatic Control Conference. 
American Institute of Chemical Engi
neers 

Contact: Joel Henry, AIChE, 345 E. 
47th St. , New York, N.Y. 10017 

June 26-27 Washington, D.C. 
ASTM Symposium on Automatic 
Sampling and Measurement for 
Water Pollution Assessments. Ameri
can Society for Testing Materials 

Contact: Jane B. Wheeler, ASTM, 1916 
Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 

June 26-28 Ithaca, New York 
Water Quality Planning. American 
Society of Civil Engineers 

Contact: Herbert Hands, ASCE, 345 E. 
47th St., New York , N.Y. 10017 

July 1-2 Golden, Colo. 
Water Resources Problems Related 
to Mining. American Water Re
sources Association 

Write: AWRA, 206 E. University Ave .. 
Urbana, III. 61801 

July 1-5 Hampton, N.H. 
Environmental Sciences: Water. Gor
don Research Conferences 

Write: Alexander Cruickshank, GRC, 
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, R.1. 
02881 

July 7-12 Henniker, N.H. 
Methanol as an Alternate Fuel. Engi
neering Foundation 

Write: Engineering Foundation, 345 E. 
47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017 

July 8-11 University Park, Pa. 
Environmental Engineering Specialty 
Conference. American Society of 
Civil Engineers 

Write: ASCE , 345 E. 47th St., New 
York. N.Y. 10017 

July 8-12 Johnson, VI. 
Fourth American SOCiety for Testing 
and Materials Committee 0-22 Meet
ing. American Society for Testing 
and Materials 

Theme is "The Concepts of Data Ac
quisition and I nterpretation in Air Quality 
Monitoring." Contact: S. K. Kempner, 
Western Electric Co., 222 Broadway, 
New York , N.Y. 

July 9-11 Houston, Tex. 
1974 Summer Computer Simulation 
Conference. American I nstitute of 
Chemical Engineers and others 

Write: Carl Malstrom, PubliCity Chair
man, Rhodes Engineering Research Cen
ter, Clemson, S.C. 29361 

July 15-19 Montreal, Canada 
Transportation Engineering Meeting. 
American Society of Civil Engineers 

Write: ASCE, 345 E. 47th St., New 
York. N.Y. 10017 

July 30-August 4 Seattle, Wash. 
Intersociety Conference on Environ
mental Systems. American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers 

Write: ASME, 345 E. 47th St., New 
York, N.Y. 10017 

August 4-9 Rindge, N.H. 
Engineering Coal Waste Disposal. 
Engineering Foundation 

Conference on "Urban Runoff-Quanti
ty and Quality" will be held at same loca
tion August 11-16. Write: Engineering 
Foundation. 345 E. 47th St.. New York, 
N.Y. 10017 

August 11-14 Syracuse, N.Y. 
Annual Meeting. Soil Conservation 
Society of America 

Theme is "Land Use-Persuasion or 
Regulation?" Write: SCSA, 7515 North
east Ankeny Rd., Ankeny, Iowa 50021 

August 18-21 Salt Lake City, Utah 
Seventy-eighth National AIChE Meet
ing. American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers 

Contact: Joel Henry, AIChE, 345 E. 
47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017 

August 21-23 Ft. Collins, Colo. 
Annual Meeting. International Solar 
Energy Society, U.S. Section 

Contact: S. Karaki, Dept. of Civil Engi
neering, Colorado State U., Ft. Collins. 
Colo. 80521 



August 25-28 San Francisco, Calif. 
National Conference on Control of 
Hazardous Material Spills. American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers and 
EPA 

Contact: J. Henry, AIChE, 345 E. 47th 
St., New York, N.Y. 10017 

August 26-30 Honolulu, Hawaii 
Circum-Pacific Energy and Mineral 
Resources. American Association of 
Petroleum Geologists and others 

Contact: Dolly Shivers, ASME, 345 E. 
Halbouty Bldg., 5111 Westheimer Rd., 
Houston, Tex. 77027 

August 26-30 'San Francisco. Calif. 
Intersociety Energy Conversion Engi
neering Conference. American Soci
ety of Mechanical Engineers 

Contact: Dolly Shivers, ASME, 345 E. 
47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017 

August 29-September 2 New York, 
N.Y. 
Western Division Meeting. National 
Association of Recycling Industries 

Other meetings held at various loca
tions at different times. Write: NARI, 330 
Madison Ave., New York, N.Y . 10017 

September 8-12 Miami Beach, Fla. 
JOint Power Generation Conference. 
American Society of Mechanical En
gineers 

Write: ASME, 345 E. 47th St., New 
York, N.Y. 10017 

Courses 

May 20-23 Los Angeles. Calif. 
Accoustic NOise. West Coast Univer-
sity . 

Fee: $220. Contact: West Coast U., 
440 Shatto PI.. Los Angeles, Calif. 90020 

May 21-22 Milwaukee. Wis. 
Water Pollution-Law and Regula
tion. University of Wisconsin-Exten
sion 

Fee: $100. Write: U. of Wisconsin, 600 
W. Kilbourn Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53203 

June 3-7 Lisle. III. 
Stack Sampling Training. Chicago 
Scientific I nco and others 

Write: W. Wesolowski, CSI, 716 W. 
Irving Park Rd., Bensenville. III. 60106 

June 3-7 University Park , Pa. 
Industrial Noise and Engineering 
Control Seminar. Penn State Univer
sity 

Write: J. H. Stevens, Penn State U., J. 
Orvis Keller Bldg., University Park, Pa . 
16802 

June 3-7 Durham. N.H . 
Fundamentals and Applications of 
Minicomputers. University of New 
Hampshire 

Write: Audrey Savage, CIID-Kingsbury 
Hall, U. of New Hampshire, Durham, 
N.H. 03824 

June 3-7 West Lafayette, Ind. 
Machine Processing of Remotely 
Sensed Data. Purdue University 

Contact: C. Jenks, Div. of Conferences 
and Continuation Services, Purdue U., 
West Lafayette. Ind. 47907 

June 5-6 Chicago, III. 
1974 Environmental Law. Govern
ment Institutes, Inc. 

Write: Nancy McNerney, Government 
Institutes Inc., 4733 Bethesda Ave., 
NW., Suite 303, Washington, D.C. 20014 

June 6-7 New Orleans, La. 
Effluent Variability from Wastewater 
Treatment Processes and Its Control. 
Tulane University and other 

Fee: $125. Write: A. J. Englande, Dept. 
of Environmental Health, Tulane Riverside 
Research Lab, Belle Chasse, La. 70037 

June 11-14 Minneapolis, Minn. 
Principles of Biohazard and Injury 
Control in Biomedical Laboratory. 
University of Minnesota, School of 
Public Health 

Tuition free. Write: Dr. Vesley, U. of 
Minnesota, School of Public Health, 1158 
Mayo, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455 

June 17 -21 Berkeley, Calif . 
Energy-Resources. Conversion and 
Utilization. University of California 
Extension 

Fee: $300. Contact: U. of Calif. Exten
sion, Continuing Education in Engineer
ing, Berkeley, Calif. 94702 

June 20-August 2 Houston, Tex. 
Statistics in the Health Sciences. 
University of Texas 

Write: U. of Texas, School of Public 
Health, P.O. Box 20186, Astrodome Sta
tion, Houston. Tex. 77025 

June 24 Miami Beach, Fla. 
Short Courses-ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code. American So
ciety of Mechan ical Engineers 

Contact: ASME, 345 E. 47th St., New 
York, N.Y. 10017 

June 24-28 Ithaca, N.Y. 
Industrial Wastewater Control. Cor
neil University 

Contact: College of Engineering, Cor
nell U., Ithaca. N.Y. 14850 

July 1-26 Boston. Mass. 
Summer Institute on Air Pollution, 
Management. Harvard School of 
Public Health 

Aimed at increasing the understanding 
and teaching skills of faculty members in 
environmental science fields. Enrollment 
limited to thirty. Write: Dade Moeller. 
Harvard School of Public Health, 665 
Huntington Ave., Boston. Mass. 02115 

July 8-26 Cambridge, Mass. 
Nuclear Power Reactor Safety. Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology 

Contact: Director, Summer Session Of
fice, Rm EI9-356, MIT, Cambridge, . 
Mass. 02139 

July 14-27 Fort Coliins, Colo. 
International School for Environmen
tal Management. Westinghouse Elec
tric Corp. 

Write: J. H. Wright, Westinghouse 
Electric Corp., Westinghouse Bldg., Pitts
burgh, Pa. 15222 

July 15-19 Boston, Mass. 
Evaluation and Control of Occupa
tional Hazards. Harvard School of 
Public Health 

Write: M. W. First, Harvard School of 
Public Health, 665 Huntington Ave., Bos
ton, Mass. 02115 

July 15-19 Cleveland, Ohio 
Industrial Noise Control Seminars. 
B&K Instruments. Inc. 

Fee: $200. Write: Bill Rhodes, Director 
of Communications, B&K Instruments, 
5111 W. 164th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44142 

Call for Papers 

June 30 deadline 
Seventh Mid-Atlantic Industrial 
Waste Conference. Drexel University 

Conference wi Ii be held in Philadelphia 
on November 12-14. Emphasis on topics 
re air Iwater pollution control and solid 
waste disposal. Write: Dr. La Grega, In
stitute of Environmental Studies, Drexel 
U., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104 

September 1 deadline 
IFAC/75. International Federation of 
Automatic Control 

Conference will be held August 24-30, 
1975. Write: IFAC/75 Secretariat, 400 
Stanwix St.. Pittsburgh. Pa. 15222 
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professiona I consu Iti ng ~e rvices directory 

1exas Instruments Provides Ecological & Environmental Services 
For-Industry, Engineering,Utilities, Government 

• Field Investigations - Terrestrial , Air, 
Aquatic, Water Quality. 

• Aerial Surveys - I nfrared, Photogeology. 

• Laboratory Services - Chemical , 
Biological, Physical. 

• Research & Development - Hydrological 
and Ecosystems, Sensor Systems, 
Monitoring Systems, 
Biological Waste-Treatment 
Systems. 

• Data Processing - Acquisition, Storage. • Professional Consulting and Expert 
Retrieval , Analysis, Reduction. Witness - Environmental Impact 
I nterpretation. Statements. 

ments Incorporated, Ecological Services, T EXAS IN ST R U M EN T S 
For information contact Texas Instru-~ 

13500 N. Central Expressway - P.O.Box I :"I:("CHH'OH. .\T.-!J 

5621 ( MS-949 I, Dallas, Texas 75222. 
Telephone : 214 I 238·3444. 

We perform over 750 different 
chemical and biological tests. 

Write for complete list and prices. 

WARF INSTITUTE, INC. 
A Full Service Independent Laboratory 

Box 2599 Dept. J 
Madison, Wisconsin 53701 
Phone: 608/257-4851 

~ 
CQNSULTATION AND LABORATORY SERVICES 
• Radionuclide Analysis • Bioassay 
• Environmental Studies • Health Physics Services 
• Low Level Tritium Counting • Whole Body Counting 
• Licensing Assistance (Mobile) 

• Emergency Medical Planning 

RADIATION MANAGEMENT CORPORATION 
UNIVERSITY CITY SCIENCE CENTER 

3508 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19104 
Phone (215) 386-1805 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORTS 

APPLIED RESEARCH ENGINEERING CONSULTING 

DIFFUSION METEOROLOGY STACK TESTING 

MARINE TECHNOLOGY ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES 

The Research Corporation of New England 
125 Silas Deane Highway Wethersfield, Connecticut 06109 

(203) 563-1431 

COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES f; ILSON 
COM PANY 
E.HGIN f.1tR.S 

ARCHITf.CTS t AIR, WATER AND NOISE POLLUTION 
SAMPLI NG AND ANALYSIS 

POLLUTION CONTROL PROCESS STUDIES ANI) SYSTEMS DESIGN 
BOX 28 BOX 1526 BOX 3305 

SALINA, KS 67401 ARLINGTON, TX 76010 ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110 
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• WATER TREATMENT/ DISTRIBUTION / 
LEAK AND FLOW STUDIES 

• SEWERAGE/COLLECTION AND TREATMENT 
• SOLID WASTE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 
• AIR POLLUTION/ INVESTIGATION/ 

EVALUATION / CONTROL 
• COMMUNITY PLANNING 
• INDUSTRIAL WASTE / STUDY / TREATMENT 
• SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION 

AND OPERATION 

ENGINEERS / PLANNING CON SUL rA NTS 
Read on v . Pa • Sp"''1gloell;t Mass ' PhIladelphia. Pa 

Laboratory and Process Development 

Industria l Waste Water Control 

Liquid and Solid Incineration 

Air Pollution Control 

In-plant Control and Process Modificat ions 

Desalination 

CATALYTIC 
INC. 

Con su I tan Is . E ngl neers . Construe lars 
Envi ronmental Systems Division 

l528 Walnut Street. Phi ladelphia. Pa . 19102 
215-KI5·7500 

'j"1~'K I·· '~.,!i..'" U J I a n 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS 

• WATER & AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 
• WATER SUPPL Y & TREATMENT 
• LlQUIO & SOLID WASTES DISPOSAL 
• NOISE LEVEL CONTROL 

STUD IES ' REPORTS ' DE SIGN 
CONSTRU CTION • OPERATI ON 

1845 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19103 
Tel. , (2 15) 561 ·5300 

MOGUL 0 '. 

ceffilWlllfCQ)/erVice 
PR(x;RAMS 

Woler Qualily Programs 
Air Quality Programs 
Engineering Programs 

Safety Programs 
Edu(otional Programs 

Monogemenl Consullotion Programs 
Wrile for brochure 

THE MOGUL 
CORPORATION 
Chagrin Fails. Ohio 44022 

(216) 247·5000 

Complete Waler and Wasle Waler Services 
Atom ic Adsorption Wet Chem ica l 
Opt ica l Emi ss ion X-Ray Spectroscopy 

Bacte riologica l 

JOHN H. BANKS LABORATORIES, INC. 
49 Cannonball Road , Pompton Lakes, NJ 
201·839·3450 Telex: 130494 212·564·3934 



professional consulting services directory 

YORK RESEARCH CORP. 

• Ambient Air Studies 
• Air & Water Pollution Control 
• Complete Analytical Laboratory 
• Source Testing & Stack Sampling 
• Industrial Hygiene & Safety 
• Combustion Studies 

ONE RESEARCH DRIVE 
STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT 06906 

(203) 325·1371 

WESTERN DIV.-DENVER, CO 
(303) 758·4100 

COMPLETE ENVIRONMENTAL Iliil RESEARCH AND SERVICES 

• TERRESTRIAL AND AOUATIC 
BASE LINE STUDIES 

• WATER OUALITY ANALYSIS 
• OCEAN ENGINEERING 
• HYDROTHERMAL SURVEYS 
• MARINE FOULING STUDI ES 
• ECOLOG ICAL MONITORING 
• ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORTS 

NORMANDEAU ASSOCIATES, INC. 
686 Mast Road • Manchester N H 03102 

PHONE (603) 669·7911 

r;RjAR INC. 
Specialists in Induslrial Pollution 

Problems 

· Air, Water and Solid Waste 
Engineering 

· Pollution Control Economics 
· Mobile Laboratories 
· Field Engineering Teams 

Versar Inc . 
6621 E lec tr o n,c Drive 
Sprtngfield, Va . 22 15 1 

1703) 354·3350 

fi~ 
PARSONS 

BRINCKERHOFF 
QUADE 

DOUGLAS 

Engineers 
Designers & Planners 

.... Ilr QtlJIH~' • \\',/[er QU;l.i il ), 

• \\':lI(r Rc~our,~s • M un i( lp;I.[ 
&. r nJus{ri~t \V.mr &. W,lqc· 
W.ila • River Basin St uJics 
• Dr :rin J ,~c /I( Flll(hi Corum) 
• SoUJ Wa ,(c • Rc.;:iona l Pl an· 
nln,l: • Imp;,u,t Assessmen ts 
MJIlJ ),: cl11cnt. 

One Penn Plaza, New York, NY 10001 

A (/ali/fl, N OS/Oil. /)rflrer , H Ollolll/fl , 
.""1111 Frfl flCi,w;o, T Ull/olI. U'lIshifl!lfull. /J ,C', 

BURGESS ANALYTICAL 
LABORATORY 

Chemical Analyses 
For EnVironmental Studies 

And Pollution Control 

525 Ashland St.. North Adorns. MA 01247 
Te l. 413/663-6769 

ENVIROENGINEERING, INC: 
27 WARREN STREET, SOMERVILLE, N.J. 08876 

TEL. (201) 526·2700 

air. water. solid waste. noise. osha 

surveys. certification. testing 
systems engineering & design 
turn key. impact statements 

DIVISION OF H.V.WEEKS. INC.· INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANTS 

SOMERVILLE, N.J .. GOLDEN, COLO. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

" 

• Industrial air, water, solids, and noise pollution control 

• • Laboratory and Pilot Plant Studies 
• • Environmental Impact Reports 

BECHTEL CORPORATION 
50 California Street, San FranCisco, Calif. 94111 

Phone : (415) 764-5893 
Other offices: Houston, Texas - Gaithersburg (Md) 

WATER AND AIR POLLUTION CONSULTANTS 
Environmental Services· Water and Air Quality 

Testing · Emission & Ambient Air Testing· 

Microbiological and Chemical Analyses 

(504) 889·0710 ANALYSIS LABORATORIES, INC. 
2932 LIME STR EET METAIRIE , LA . 70002 

BLACK & VEATCH / CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
COMPLETE ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR POLLUTION CONTROL 
AIR • WATER • WASTEWATER • INDUSTRIAL WASTES 

SOLID WASTES • ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING 

1500 MEADOW LAKE PARKWAY, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64114 
DALLAS. DENVER. ORLANDO. NEW YORK . SAN FRANCISCO' WASHINGTON D.C. 

'~"~IJ' COMPLETE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES: 
I ... ~ . .. - ' . Environmental impact statem ents . .. Pol lutant emis-

Steams-R ~ sion. air quality & wa ter quality moni toring ... Dis-
1 . ~OUO"'TlO persian estimates . . . Ecologica l consult ing . . . 

Meteorological field studies & consultin g services. Contact 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES DIVISION 
(303) 758·1l22 

P. O. Box 5888 
Denyer, Colorado 80217 

for x .. ray analysis 
qualitative &. quantitative 

• IDENTIFICATIONS • CHEMISTRY (z_9-92) 
• CRYSTALLINITY • PARTICLE SIZE 
• DIFFRACTION • SPECTROSCOPY 

METHODS CONSULTATION DESIGN 

ES LABORATORIES 
8 SOUTH MAPLE AVENUE· MARLTON, NEW JERSEY 08053· 609) 983· 3616 

CHARLES R VELZY 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL. SOLID 
WASTE DISPOSAL. AIR POLLUTION 
CONTROL. INDUSTRIAL WASTES. 

DRAINAGE. WATER SUPPLY 
350 Executive Bouleyard 

Elmsford. New York 10523 
Mineola, New York Babylon, New York 

_BRANDT 
( __ ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Water and Wastewater 
Analysts 

~)O BLUE HEN DRIVE 
NEWARK, DELAWARE 19711 

PHONE (302)731 1550 
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CROBAUGH LABORATORIES 
SINCE 1894 

AIR AND WATER POLLUTION 
Sampling - Measurements 

Analysis - Consulting 

COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICE 
Chemistry-Metallurgy-Spectroscopy 

Particle Size Analysis-Atomic Absorption 
Infrared-Chromatography-X· Ray Diffraction 

216-881·7320 
3800 Perkins Ave. 

1§Al SCIENCE 
~~ ASSOCIATES, INC. 

prof ... ional con.ulton', on 
meteorological ;nllrumen'rafion to 

government, educorion, 
industry, and th. publjc 

Sel.ction of the proper equipment 
depends on survey objectives, 

techniques of analysis, 
and funds available. 

230 NASSAU STREET. BOX 230 N 
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540 

TELEPHONE: 609·924·4470 

.~ accu-Iabs r e search. inc, 

• Environmental Impact Studies 
• Air, Water and 

Waste Analysis 
• Trace Elements in Coals and 

Fly Ashes 
• Ultra Trace Mercury in Coals 

and Tissues 
• Trace Elements in 

Biological Samples 
• Identification of 

Contaminants 
9170 W. 44th Ave., Wheatridge, Colo. 80033 

(303) 421·2766 

fia'ld Yt.'~_Wt, ~ ~ 
CON S ULTING C HEMIST 

• Poll ut ion Analysis and Monitoring 
• Treatabi lity and Impact Studies P.O. Bo~ 203 
• Product Liability l uinglon, M<I$$. 02113 

• Safety and Hygiene (til1j646·0220 
• Complete laboratory Services 

478 Environmental Science & Technology 

Drew Pollution Abatement Group 
Complete Waler and Waste Water Services 

Analyt ical Laboratory Services · Plant 
Evaluation • Recovery Stud ies • Cleanup 

Evaluation · Plan t Design and Construct ion 
Drew Chemical Corporation 

Subsidiary 01 Un ited Slales Filter Corporat ion 
701 JeHerson Road, Pars ippany, N.J . 07054 

j201) 887-9300 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS & SERVICES 
M,uin8lmd Tarrestr;/Il Studies 

• DaTa ACQUISItion • EnvironmenTal AnalySIS 

• Hydrography SUI'.'eys • SIIlng Studies 

• Mathematical MOdeling _ Thermal Mapping 

Environmental Engineering 
Industrial-Municipal- Water-Sewage 

Solid Wastes Management 
Air Pollution Control-Power Enginee ring 

Gibbs 6 Hill. Inc. 
ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS. CONSTRUCTORS 

393 Seventh Avenue. New York, NY 10001 
A SubSIdIary ot Dravo Corporal Ion 

GEOLOGICAL SERVICE 
Testing & Monilormg laboratories 

Chemical • Atomi c Absorption • Infrared 
Emission Spect • Chromatographic • Micro scopy 

All Water Testing • Pollution • Quality 
Corrosion Control • Geothermal • Waste Disposal 

1539 W. 16th Street (213) 436 4254 
Long Beach, CA 90813 

PRI NCET ON AQUA SCIENCE 

WATER / 
WASTEWATER 

SPECIALISTS 

• Environmental assessment studies 
• Industrial/ municipal wash!- surveys 
• Treatability studies 
• Complete laboratory services 

789 Jertey Ave. New llrunswkk . N.J. 08901 (201) &46~ 

~('rl;~(!i~'f'H' 
LABORATORIES INC. 

545 Commerce St Frc!nkhn L4kes, N j 07417 
201·3314774 201891·8787 

• Atomic Absorption • Optical EmiSSion 
• Chemical . • X.ray Spectrometry 

Complete Andlytlcdl S!?rvlces for 
Envlronmentc!1 StudIes & Pollution Control 

GREELEY AND HANSEN 
ENGI NEERS 

W ater Sup ply, Water Purification 
Sewe rage , Sewa g e Tre atme nt 

Refuse Disposa l 

222 So. Riverside Plaza. Ch icago, II I. 60606 
233 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10007 

~ 
~ 

CRYSTALLINITY ~ 

TOPOGRAPHY ~ 

ERNEST F, FULLAM, INC. 
P. O. BOX 444 • SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 12301 
TELEPHONE 518·785·5533 

DUNN LABORATORIES, INC. 
Chemists and Chemica l Engineers 

Chemica l Analysis and Consultation 
717 Edgehill Ave, N. W. 

Atlanta, Ga. 30318 
Tel . 404·873-6159 

OLSON LABORATORIES 
ANALYSIS - WATER - WASTE WATER -
BOD - CO D - ATOMIC ABSORPTl ON 

HEAVY METALS - FLAMELESS AA 
MERCURY-INDU STR IAL 

AGRICULTURAL - 68 E. MONTEREY ST.. 
FREEPORT. ILL. 61032 - TEL. 815·232·9110 

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES DIVISION: 

Metals - Pesticides - T,O.C. - Etc. 
Government approved procedures, 

Phone or wrifefor furt her information . 
GALBRAIT H LABORATORIES, Inc ., Box 4187 

Knoxville, Tenn. 37921. (615) 546-1335 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 

KAISER ENGINEERS 
300 LAKESIDE DRIVE 
OAKLAND CA 94604 

CHI CAGO PITTSBURGH 

USE THE CONSULTANTS' 
DIRECTORY 

Six Twelve 
UNIT Issues Issues 

1" x 1 co l. 528 $27 
1" x 2 col. 56 52 
1" x 3 col. 81 73 
211 x 1 col. 56 52 
2" X 2 col. 104 94 
4" x 1 col. 104 94 

Your car d may appear in every 
issue for one year , every issue for 
six months (consecutive issues), 
or every other issue for one year 
(a lternate issues) , Send your 
copy to 

Joseph P. Stenza 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
& TECHNOLOGY 

50 West State SI. 
Westport, CT. 06880 

or call him at 203·226·7131 



CLASSIFIED SECTION • POSITIONS OPEN 

r----- ENVIRONMENTALISTS -----, 
ACA DEMIC POSITIONS available summer or bll 1974. 
Duties include tcaching and research in environmental 
health sciences graJu:uc program of growing School of 
Public Health. We seck canJiJa[(s with Ph .D. or M.S. and 
qualifications related to the following areas : WATER 
QUALITY. WASTE MANAGEMENT* CONSUMER 
PROTECTION* SAN ITARY El\'G INEER ING* POL
LUTANT ANALYTICA L METHODS. URBAN E.'l
VIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS· 
Preference will be given to applic;l.nts who prescnt strong 
back grounds of Cl:pcricncc "od training involvin):: useful 
combinOl[ions in severa l of rhe above ;!.r, ... s. Environmental 
or health ~gcncy service, research and/ or teaching experi
ence desirable- . RanI.:: ;l. nd sal;l.ry ( 512,000 to $22,000, 12 

:~~~~~~n:~rv~~~~~ a~~de~\~l~~~d~~~~ s . Opportunity for 

Th, UnilJlfJit) of IIll'loiJ iJ ~'l ,qlltJf oppo,tlmity ,mploJ" ,md 
In fO l<,a!.'1 applicationl f ,om U'om HI and mi1lll, i ty !. ,&UpJ . 
Send biowaphica l .il nd other pertinent information, tran· 
scripts and direct at least three letters of reference to Dr. 
Arthur H. Wolff, University of Illinois Medical Center, 
P.O. Box 6998, Chicago, Il linois 60680. 

CHEMICAL ENGINEER OR FILTRATION ENGINEER. 
Must lx capable of supcrvising a laboratory for evaluating 
filter media and cutridges. Will lx responsible for filter 
cartridge design and evaluation as well as technical service . 
Sub-micron filter background desirable hut not essential, 
Qualified applicants send resume and salary requirements. 
in confidence, to : Technical Director, AMERACE CORP· 
ORATION, Microporous Products Division, Ace Road, 
Butler, NJ.0740S. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS 
We have Illany posirio:J openings in U.S. fo r pro fessionals 
ex~ricnced in the des i~n , appl icario:r a:1J / or sale of <lir , 
wa ter or waSte poll ution cont rol equipm~nt, chem icals 
~rd systems. - Client companies PJy fees; Scnd re<l ume 
& sal~ry history in corlfiJcnce to Ro .~er M . H:)ffman . 

ESSEX PLACEMENT ASSOCIATES 
1 :-':orth .\bin Ipswi l h, \-I.L SS. 01938 

GROWTH POSITIONS 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

$12,000-$25,000 
ENGINEERING- RESEARCH- MANAGEMENT 

MARKETING- MANUFACTURING APPLICATION 
Fees company p.aid . Include present sa luy , minimum sa l
<lfy requirement <lnd location fle xibility with resume. 
Environmcnu l Systems Div ., Longbcrry Employment S~rv 
ia, Inc. , 650 Niles Bank Bldg. , Niles, Ohio 44446 . 

MONTANA COLLEGE OF 
MINERAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Montana Tech is accepting applica-

~gr~ ~~~i~O~~C~~\~, o~~~l~:e:i~~c~i~~ 
Biology courses. 
Qualifications: Ph_D. and/or industrial· 

regulatory experience in environ
mental-oriented areas and life sci· 
ence field with emphasis in Water 
Quality Engineering. 

Rank: Assistant Professor 
Salary: $12,500 for Academic Year 
Apply: Dean of Academic Affairs 

Montana College of Mineral 
Science and Technology 
Butte, Montana 59701 

Application Deadline: June 1, 1974 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

JOB 
HUNIIN 
"Courtesy is the true alchemy, 
turning to gold all it touches 
... "-Meredith. Answer all ad 
inquiries. Ignoring replies to 
your ads is unfair to the 
company and olher applicants. 
With your cooperation ES& T 
can fulfill its obligations to 
readers and advertisers 

FREE RESUME KIT - For 
Chemists and Engineers. Scien
tific Placement, Inc., Employ
ment Service, 505! Westheimer, 
Houston, Texas 77027. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL. • 
• AIR POLLUTION 

• WATER SUPPL Y i' 
• WASTE TR EA TMEN T. 

• SOLI D WAST~ IRECYCLING 
Individuals wi th five to ten years 

ment se lec tion , documentation \ and 
\ 

Degree in Chemi cal . Civil or 
for professi onal regi strat iol1 . 

GRADUATE PROGRAM IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS 
Advertisement for position : 

A fdculty position in th e Grddudte Prog(dm in 
Environmentdl Sciences is open in Biology with 
emphdsis in environmentd! sciences. The Progrdm 
now offers M.S. dnd Ph .D. degrees. An unde r. 
grddudte biO logy progrdm is pldnned to begin 
dfter 1975. Cdndidd tes must be dble to tedch 611 
lev e ls, perform suitdbly recogn ized rese,Hch, sub
mit qU61ity grdnt proposd ls dnd hdve relevdnt ex· 
perience dnd dbility dS dn dCddemic ddm inistrdtor. 
lnterdisciplindry dctivities dnd redt-world problem 
solving, using mdthemdticdl models, will be stressed. 
Colldbordtion with locdl industry dnd other institu
tions, includi ng The Un ivers ity of T eXdS Hedlth 
Science Center, will be encourdged. UTD is dn 
' equdl opportunity empolyer. Patrick L. Odell, 
Acting Head Graduate Program in Environmental 
Sciences, The Univertity of Texas at Dallas P. O. 
Box 688, Richardson, Texas 75080 

Senior Re.e"ch Associate Position 

The Atmospheric Sciences Resedrch Center o f 
Stdte Unive rsity of New York dt Albdny an
ticip6tes dn opening for Senior Resedrch Associdte 
wi th a joint dCddemic dppointment to the Environ
mentdl Studies Progrdm dt $16,000.00-
$20,000.00/ 12 months. The dPplicdnt must 
possess d Ph.D. in chem istry with proven resedrcb 
experience in dtmospheric sciences. The applic"nt 
should be "ble to develop dnd tedch dn Environ_ 
mentdl Sciences Ldbordtory course (dir dnd water 
dnalysis). The prim"ry c riterion used in selection 
will be d high leve l of excellence in both resedrch 
"nd tedching. 

The Stdte University of New York is dn Equ,,1 
Opportunity Employer dnd hds dn Affirmdtive 
Action Progrdm. Send credentidls to: Director, 
Atmospheric Sciences Research Cente" 130 
Saratoga Road, Scotia, N.Y. 12302. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PERSONNEL 
',A""!liA'Y I'NI ( VI 10" '" 

C! Il'/IClr A~l) (! I (II ". I 
'\' ~ ( I II' \'....; (f\. ;\ • • ( 

Ir--.. ,I 
AIR • WATER • WASTES • NOISE 

( , 1l(1\1 I • () ,Ii> 1.1. P I 

'/ANIJfAC I\J I" • '" I I, I" / r" 
... ( ()~ 11I 11".J •• 

MNGMNT .MKTG·SALES.SAL£S, 
MGMNT 

RESEARCH + DEVELOPMENT. 
CONSTRUCTION 

S13,000 to S35,000 
Prescreened exclusive positions, with the nd· 
tion's finest compdnies. Submit resume with 
current sdldry or cdll collect (617) 261-8200. 
Compan ies dSSUme our fee 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONS DIV. 
PERSONNEL SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL INC. 

739 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 02118 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
CIVIL ENGINEERING 

TedchingMd resedrch in the generdl dfed of Sanitary 
and Environment,,1 Engineering. Responsibility 
for undergr"dudte dnd grddu"te courses. 

Ph.D. in SdnitdfY o r Environmentdl Engineering 
with specidl competence in PhYSicdl dnd Chemical 
Treatment Processes . 

Ddte Duties to Begin: September 1, 1974. 

Apply; Robert Vreeland 
Chairman, Civil Engineering Dept., 
Kingsbury Han 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham, New Hampshire 0382.4 

An Affirmative Action 
Equal Opportunity Employer 



FOR FIELD AND STREAM 
Now it's possible to write your obser
vations, take notes and have a per
manent record in the most rugged 
outdoor environments-corrosive, 
arctic, tropical-even underwater. 
These notebooks have specially 
coated polyethylene PolyPaperT

" 

pages which are washable, dry flat , 
have excellent chemical resistance, 
and accept virtually all writing de
vices when dry, including ball point 
pen and indelible pencil. Can be writ
ten on when wet, even underwater, 
with ordinary pencil. 

The Nalgene Field Notebook (Cat. 
No. 6303) is bound in a black poly
ethylene binder cover with rust-proof 
staples. It has 48 sheets (9" x 11 '.4") 
printed on both sides with a light 
green grid , numbered 1-96, with 
spaces for dates, signatures, and wit
nessing. 

The new Nalgene Pock
et Data Book (Cat. No. 
6306) , measuring 4,/,' x 
8", fits most pockets. 
White plastic comb 
binding is waterproof
pages I ie flat when 
open. Outside, heavy
gauge green polyethyl

ene covers provide a firm writing sur
face. Inside, 32 PolyPaperT

" note 
sheets are horizontally-ruled on both 
sides. Entire notebook is chemical
resistant, completely waterproof, so 
light in weight it even floats on water. 

You can also get practically inde
structible PolyPaperT

" (coated poly
ethylene), unprinted 8,/,' x 11" sheets, 
Cat. No. 6304. Unaffected by salt or 
fresh water, resist ultraviolet light, 
tearing , fraying, curling, aging, dis
coloration, rot or mildew, remain flex
ible at cold temperatures. Write with 
an ordinary pencil-even underwater. 
Will accept printing , typing, ball point 
pen and grease pencil. 

Order from your Lab Supply Dealer. 
For more details and free sample of 
PolyPaperT

", write Dept. 2317, Nal
gene Labware Division, Rochester, 
N.Y. 14602. 
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Credentials 

0 
Philips PW9700 S02 Monitor 
Gives the highest correlation coeffi-
cient (0.933) with West Gaeke, the EPA 
reference method. Determined by 
field evaluation of air pollution monitors 
conducted under EPA Contract No. 
CPA 70-101 .* 

Philips PW9700 S02 Monitor 
The only S02 monitor for remote and 
local siting. Long term unattended 
operation provides for low operating 
costs and manpower requirements. 
Requires maintenance only 4 times a 
year. Every other S02 monitor requires 
daily attention. 

y 

o 
Philips PW9700 S02 Monitor 
Its four year record of performance and 
reliability is unparalleled. 

Philips PW9700 S02 Monitor 
The most widely used S02 monitor in 
the U.S. and worldwide. 

' Field Evaluation of New Air Pollution Monitoring 
Systems, Final Report, May 8, 1970 th rough 
May 8, 1972. 

Cal l Ph ilips today. Ask fo r the Product Manager, 
Envi ronmental Quality Monitoring, 914-664-4500, 
he'll be glad to describe the PW9700 and our 
monitoring systems. 

PHILIPS 
ELECTRONIC 
INSTRUMENTS 

A North American Philips Company 
750 Sou th Fulton Avenue 
MI. Vernon. NY 10550 
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leet . inary! 
Here is the extraordinarily versatile electrode instrument from Orion Research, 
the Model 407A Specific Ion Meter. Choose any electrode - specific ion, gas sertsing, 
redox or pH. Name your method - special scales for pH measurements, titrations, direct 
reading of ion concentrations and analyses by known addition and subtraction methods. 
Use it anywhere - the 407A operates on line power and rechargeable batteries. 

name __________________________ __ 

title ______________ dept. ____________ _ 
o 407 A specific ion meter 

company ________________________ ___ 

address ________________________ _ 

ORION RESEARCH 
380 Putnam Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02139 

city ______________ state _____ zip 
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